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RECOVERY?
Still A Long Way

GLOBAL MARKETS SHOW DIFFERENT TRENDS FOR THE
UPCOMING HOLIDAYS IN THE GRASP OF RISING COSTS,
WHILE CONSUMPTION IS STALLING AND INFLATION IS LOOMING
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An uncertain present for
still wines, while bubbles
are flying off the shelves
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WINE AND THE YEAR END
A Riddle Under The Christmas Tree
The great uptick of wine sales cooled down as Covid-19 infections started rising again,
energy costs began soaring as well as transportation and raw materials

I

n our reports from the USA,
Japan, Germany, Great Britain,
France and Italy, it is clear how
in several key trade countries the
recovery in global wine trade is moving
at “variable rates.” Certain post-lockdown
innovations will stay in place, starting
with e-commerce, more widespread
consumption and an increase in average
spending. Under the push of the new
trends of global wine lovers, such as noalcohol wines, sustainability and the
search for wines from new territories yet to
be discovered are increasingly important.
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From the USA to Japan and Europe (UK, Germany, France and Italy), the great market
recovery for wine between May and October cooled off with the new wave of infections
and the risk of new trade restrictions combined with the consequences of serious
international socio-economic developments. In our report, it emerges from several
key trade countries that the recovery in world wine trade is moving at “variable rates,”
where certain post-lockdown innovations will stay in place, starting with e-commerce,
more widespread consumption and an increase in average spending. Will this be enough
to save wine producers’ balance sheets? There are some opportunities for development
from spaces opened by new trends of global wine lovers, such as no-alcohol wines,
sustainability and the search for wines from new territories yet to be discovered

WORLD WINE IN
THE GRASP OF
RISING COSTS,
CONSUMPTION IN
DIFFICULTY AND
THE THREAT OF
INFLATION

By GIULIO SOMMA AND FABIO CIARLA

T

his year, Santa will be
coming without his
sleigh (or at least with
fewer reindeer) and will
leave us fewer, but more
expensive, presents under the tree,
with very few lights. Soaring energy
bills, transport and raw material crises,
with shortages and price increases, and
the slowdown in consumption affected
by increasingly alarming inflation developments, have cooled the expectations of the sector. It should have been
the “first post Covid” Christmas, instead it will be the “second” but hopefully the last, to be affected by the pandemic. The new wave of infections on a
global level will once again jeopardize
the possibility for bars and restaurants
to stay open and tourism, and threaten the consumption recovery recorded in recent months. This trend could
have found its final rush at Christmas,
despite the fact that the millstone
destined to curb the incredibly strong
post-Covid bounce back experienced
in these past months comes from outside, from serious international economic-political developments that
are weighing down wine companies.
Glass, metal, paper and wood, transport
and energy costs: the combination of
supply, energy and shipment crises is
strongly limiting companies’ margins.
This affects product availability on the
different markets, which risks becoming one of the main success drivers for
wine on Christmas tables.
As we describe in our reports from different world markets on the following
pages, consumption recovery will continue through the festivities (with far
higher figures than last Christmas,
often returning to the 2019 figures)
though at different rates in different

Towards A

COSTLY CHRISTMAS

With The Pandemic
Again, Shortages
And Energy Crises
countries. As it returns to the “new
normal,” this growth will see certain
changes taking place, starting with
distribution channels (with the permanent imposition of e-commerce as
an important player in wine) then a
quality increase in consumer choices.
Consumers have focused their spending on more expensive wines on average than in the past, paying special
attention to low/no-alcohol wines and
sustainability.
A Market Overview
In the largest wine market in the
world, the United States, recovery has
been more cautious,with wine starting
to move again, like beer, though spirits
did better.As Robert M.Tobiassen, president of the National Association of
Beverage Importers (NABI) explained,
there was no euphoria beforehand
and there is no desperation after the
new surge in infections. The situation
in the UK has taken on grey hues, like
the famous London smog. Brexit is just
one of a series of difficulties that risk

depressing a market that was
just beginning to take off. In
Japan, changes brought
by the pandemic are
leaving their mark on
Christmas, and especially the end of the
year, in a country
that has suffered
even more restrictions in 2021. The
Japanese have significantly increased
their average spending on wine, causing new trends to
emerge, like low-alcohol wines and the
search for new products in the world.
In Germany, mass retail is celebrating, thanks to a supply system that no
other channel can match, while many
predict that the sector will face three
basic challenges in the coming weeks:
availability, logistics and rising prices.
France shows a fluctuating trend of the
various distribution channels, before

and after restrictions, as
well as a significant recovery in
demand for the
most prestigious wine regions. Among
these, Champagne, however, stands out in
the negative, and
seems to be eking
out bottles, preferring exports
to domestic
consumption.
Italy is no different from
the international trend, e-commerce
rocketed during lockdown and doesn’t
seem to want to leave the positions it
reached, however market trends are
classic ones, both online and offline,
with larger producers increasingly solid
while small and new competitors trail
behind. Retail is satisfied, with a general increase in average spending by

Italian wine lovers, though less
marked than their peers in other
countries.
Therefore, in some cases, the sudden
slowdown in these past weeks goes
hand in hand with the lack of wines
from prestigious regions, which face
problems of availability. Champagne,
in particular, appears to
have even less availability, although the 2021
season is negative and
should not affect current supply
(which, in theory, is compensated by
the unblocking of reserves, guaranteed
by French producers). Many identify
this volume management more with
a marketing strategy than a real problem. Whatever the reason, however,
there is a risk of celebrating Christmas
with very little Champagne.
The fervour that distinguished the
world market until the start of November seems to have slowed down
however, also symbolically. The end of
the year will not be as cheerful as predicted. With one eye on 2022, where
the unknown quantity linked to sharp
rises in costs (of wine due to poor harvests), combined with a shortage of
raw materials and the transport crisis, paint a difficult future. Production
and international distribution are
sharpening their weapons for the battle of new price lists, where distributing cost rises limits the impact on the
wallet of a consumer who will have
to face higher spending and growing
inflation that does not appear to have
the slightest intention of relenting.

THE LARGEST WINE MARKET IN THE WORLD

Forecasting
The Vintages Of
Christmas 2021

USA
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The discussion swung
between an optimism due
to a time of hope,
traditionally evoked by the
year end celebrations, and
some tangible concerns.
In an interview with Robert
M.Tobiassen, President of the
U.S. National Association
of Beverage Importers (NABI)
based in Washington, DC, we
explored the wine market in
the USA in the coming weeks

F

orecasting the largest wine market in
the world, the United States, is never easy. The variables are many, just to
name one, the single markets in an
enormous territory encompassed by
the starred and striped flag. That is why we chose to
discuss it with someone who has a comprehensive
view of the market, with the closest possible approximation, ahead of the Christmas holidays. As president
of NABI, the U.S. National Association of Beverage Importers, Robert Tobiassen certainly keeps abreast of
the changes and, as these early thoughts show, is the
right person to think through this specific moment
and its unavoidable features. To speak about the near
future, this coming Christmas, Mr. Tobiassen immediately quoted Charles Dickens, saying that “Ghost of the
Future. I fear you more than any spectre I have seen. But as
I know your purpose is to do me good, I am prepared to bear
your company with a thankful heart.” (by Ebenezer Scrooge
in “A Christmas Carol” by Charles Dickens - 1843).

By GIULIO SOMMA

Mr.Tobiassen explained his quote.
“The future has never been easy to forecast,” he said.
“During the last 20 months, it has been virtually impossible. For many, this future has been fearful from
its uncertainty. But as we recall, Christmas is a season
of ‘perpetual hope’ (according to Charlie Brown in Peanuts), so let’s give it a go around.”
His approach is an optimistic one, as you will read in
our conversation.
How are wine sales going in recent months
(summer and autumn) and how are the
Christmas preparations going?
Overall, wine sales have been good but not great
even though the hospitality industry has started to
reopen. Consumers continue to enjoy all three categories of wine, spirits, and beer and spirits has been
taking some of the market share of wine. At the same
time, since the Airbus tariffs were suspended for five
years at the start of summer, bottle imports of the tar-

ROBERT M. TOBIASSEN
President of the U.S. National Association
of Beverage Importers (NABI)
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iffed wines have increased notably based on the
official data reports and imports of bulk wines
have decreased notably. You may recall that until
January 12, 2021, bulk wine imports for bottling
in the U.S. were not tariffed. Sales at off-premise
or off-trade retailers are going very strong while
the on-premise/on-trade is more subtly mixed.
Wines served in casual and pub venues are recovering but the wine lists of the “white tablecloth”
restaurants that average a higher quality and
price still have challenges.
As I said, attempts to predict the short future
have been virtually impossible in the time of
COVID. Once the U.S. and the EU resolved the
trade wars and tariffs, then immediately the
global supply chain melted down completely. No
period of rest for anybody in the wine business.
Yes, there were some supply chain disruptions
starting in 2020, but they have only escalated exponentially. This is limiting
the wine consumers access to many
imported brands and even domestic
shipments have delivery challenges from the shortage of truck/lorry
drivers, train delays from track
damage from wildfires and flooding, lack of availability of the 53foot containers used domestically (but still manufactured almost
only in China and need to be shipped
empty to the U.S. on already overloaded container vessels).
Cancelled sailings
resulting from
shipping companies relocating vessels from
trade from Europe, South America, and Oceania to

the China to West Coast of the U.S. routes are all
limiting the availability of imported wines from
traditional exporting countries. Not much wine
is imported from China (as of yet) so all those additional sailings from China are not helping wine
consumers.
Many wine consumers who were “locked down”
at home or stayed at home and teleworked, have
learned new culinary skills and discovered they
like to cook like top chefs. It’s a fun and exciting
learning experience. They will continue cooking
at home more in the future and not return to finer restaurants as often. How do they then select
their wines for pairing? Few homes have a sommelier. Wine producers, importers, distributors,
and retailers, must focus on educating consumers
more and more about pairing and wine choices.
Do you foresee trend changes
in purchases and, in terms
of orders, how have these
changed compared to
Christmas 2020 and
especially to Christmas 2019?
Christmas 2021 is going to be very
different from Christmas 2020 for
many reasons. Consumers were in bleak
and worried moods at Christmas 2020. Remember, the COVID vaccines were still a
dream and hope, no massive Federal government payments and financial distributions
were yet done, and families and friends
could not gather together at home for the
holidays. Fast forward to today, a large (but
not large enough) percentage of the U.S. population is vaccinated and middle-class and
upper-middle class consumers (who teleworked completely) who buy wines generally have a lot of cash. Families are able to
gather and celebrate. We had the benefit

of Thanksgiving Day (fourth Thursday in November) in the U.S. to gauge consumer demands for
wines. I spoke with the local manager of a huge
wine retailer, who told me that consumer demand leading to Thanksgiving was larger than
ever before, and sales went well. Their problem
was the supply chain meltdown and not having
the imported brands that consumers wanted. In
other words, the market demand was there but
the inventory was not. Any consumer looking for
“deals and discounts” this holiday season, is going to find “coal in their stockings.”
Which wines, according to your forecasts, will
be most in demand, and which others will
be in decline, in consumer demand for the
upcoming Christmas holidays?
This is a simple answer, the wines that are available will be the wines in demand. One major wine
retailer told me that shipments from New Zealand are hard to find vessel space and its inventories are very low. South African wine shipments
are getting a little steadier but still face container
shortages and few sailings; and NABI has been
contacted by senior figures who are desperately
trying to find container and vessel space. Consumers will see empty wine bins and shelves in
some retail stores.
Family gatherings at Christmas will be common
this year and that calls for a diversity of wines.
Meals may be ham, turkey, pork, roast beef, and vegan dishes, all of which call for different wines.The
larger the gathering, the more personal wine tastes
are present that need to be taken into account. So,
you need whites, reds, roses, and sparkling wines to
make everyone happy and comfortable. Quantity
is important too. One highly respected wine writer
at The New York Times wrote in a recent article to
plan one bottle of wine for every adult guest.
I do think, however, business and professional
hospitality will still be light or include far fewer guests because of the continued concern over
the Delta variant and other unexpected variants.
So, the wines that caterers offer will not recover as well. Who hosts an office and client holiday
party when virtually all of your staff (and your clients’ staff) is teleworking?
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According to their observatory, will
consumers’ wine spending budgets be higher
this year, equal to or lower than in 2019?
Middle class and upper-middle class consumers have cash to spend and reasons to celebrate,
so wine spending budgets should be equal or
higher than Christmas 2019, and especially
higher since Christmas 2020. The wine demands for Thanksgiving Day are already proving this point. Oddly, there may well be more
wine brands available at Christmas time. Recognizing the reality of the supply chain meltdown, many retailers of goods, including wines,
ordered earlier than usual this year. That decision is another factor causing an overwhelmed
supply chain. But those who did that now have
some of their Christmas and New Year’s wines
sitting in their warehouses.
Have you started to register wine price
increases due to the raw materials
and energy crisis?
As you know, there is a widespread concern appearing among consumers that inflation is rising
too fast and too high. All food and beverage prices
are higher today than a year ago. Some of these
price increases are the result of higher costs of
raw materials and higher fuel costs for transporting goods. The transit cost of shipping containers has skyrocketed. Container charges that
were $1,500 a year ago today can be $15,000. This
means that some causes of the price increases are
higher raw materials costs but some causes are
clearly arising from the higher costs of moving
wines through the global and domestic supply
chains. The shortage of goods including some
wine brands created a supply and demand situation among consumers who have a lot of cash.
Recall that the U.S. economy is a consumer driven economy– around 75 percent or higher of the
U.S. economy is consumer based. Wine consumers, among other consumers, will pay more rather
than wait more. Ask me this question again in a
year and it may then be possible to isolate what
percentage of cost increases arose directly from
the supply chain disruptions and how much
from the cost of inputs like raw materials.

New
technology
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A POSTCARD FROM
THE LAND OF BREXIT

Brexit, the price increase
for raw materials and the
scarce vintage in 2021
threaten to depress a
market that was restarting
to produce volumes and
values. The Brits would like
to drink more and better,
but the price increases
seems behind the corner
and there are plenty of
uncertainties about the
future, as told by Richard
Nunn (Louis Latour
Agencies), Ian Cumming
(Inverarity Morton), David
Gleave (Liberty Wines),
Richard Bampfield (wine
consultant per Lidl), Jack
Merrylees (Majestic Wine)
and Charles Lea (Lea &
Sandeman)
By TOM BRUCE-GARDYNE

Left to right, RICHARD NUNN from
Louis Latour Agencies, IAN CUMMING
from Inverarity Morton, DAVID GLAVE
from Liberty Wines, RICHARD
BAMFIELD from Lidl, JACK MARRYLESS
from Majestic Wine, CHARLES LEA
from Lea & Sandeman

F

or Richard Nunn, UK sales director
at Louis Latour Agencies, there’s an
almost palpable sense of the ‘Roaring Twenties’ in the air.
“From where I work and walk
around in London, the restaurants seem incredibly busy,” he said. “And talking to the MDs of some
of the top hotels, they never expected to bounce
back so quickly, but they have. However, that great
uplift in demand has collided with an horrendous
vintage, certainly in Burgundy, Champagne and
in other parts of France and Europe. That’s a cruel
twist of fate for the many people who have had a
terribly difficult time over the last 18 months and
are keen to sell as much wine as they can.”
While the worst affected regions like Burgundy –
down 50% in some parts, have yet to bottle their
wine, Mr. Nunn insisted the impact of the short
harvest is already being felt in the market.
“People are looking at stock levels which they are
going to need to see them through to 2022 and beyond,” he said.
New Zealand Sauvignon is already on the shelf
from this year’s harvest eight months ago when
yields were down by a fifth, while bulk prices for
2021 Prosecco are reported to be 20% up.
Both these wines remain huge ‘must stock’ items
in the UK where supply issues have been compounded by the pandemic, a shortage of haulage
drivers, and the soaring cost of freight and dry
goods, not to mention the logistical joys of Brexit.
“I’ve been in the industry for 38 years and I’ve never known a year like it,” said Ian Cumming, commercial director at Inverarity Morton, Scotland’s
largest independent drinks wholesaler. “We’ve had
a truck-load of Prosecco destroyed by border forces,
and a container hi-jacked in Cape Town.”
Inverarity is almost entirely engaged in supplying
the Scottish on-trade, and when lockdown struck
last year, its £1.2 million average weekly
turnover almost vanished altogether according to Mr. Cumming,who told the trade
magazine, Dram Scotland, last April, that
“We have a warehouse full of stock with
no-one to sell it to.”
That scenario has been flipped on its head,
though so far, the firm has enough wine, and
“Business is actually very good, and back
to 98% of 2019 levels,” he said.
Like many, he detects a growing
interest in quality among consumers.
“Throughout the lockdown people
have been drinking half-decent stuff,
and they’re not willing to accept the cheapest French or Spanish table wines when they
go out,” he said. “They’ve become a bit more
discerning and a bit more willing to try different things. It’s almost as if a lot of the trends
we have been speaking about have accelerated
slightly.”
David Gleave, MD of importers Liberty Wines,
agred. “In the last five years the overall market
has shrunk by about 100 million bottles,” he said.
“But the value has continued to rise, and that’s not
just inflation and duty increases. The area where
there’s growth is in £10+ a bottle in retail and
£30+ in on-trade.”
As to which wines and regions are benefitting, he

mentioned Sicily, Campania and
“good-quality Pinot Grigio” from
Italy, Vermentino and Grenache
Blanc from southern France, and
wines like Monastrell, Garnacha
and Albariño from Spain.
Liberty commissioned a recent report into ‘the premium on-trade’
that encompasses 5,800 outlets, or
5% of the total on-trade. Compiled
by the market research firm CGA,
it claimed the average bottle price
had jumped 9% for still wine in
the year to April 2021, compared
to 7% from 2015-19, while for sparkling wine the rise was 11% vs 3%.
And in keeping with that image of the ‘Roaring
Twenties’, Champagne now accounts for 17% of
total wine sales by value in this sector of the trade.
However, Mr. Gleave admits the total UK on-trade
has probably shrunk.
“The places that have suffered have been more in
the mid-market and some of the chains where
people didn’t have enough cash,” he said. “Or they
just weren’t offering something that was different enough.”
The idea that UK wine drinkers emerged from
lockdown full of knowledge and discernment is
debatable.
“I think there is some evidence that some people used the time to get to know a bit more about
wine and do courses online,” said wine consultant Richard Bampfield who works for Lidl. “But
I suspect it’s still a very small percentage of the
population.”
In terms of market trends, he notes the success of
big brands like Concha y Toro, and that “Australia has been pretty active in supporting its brands
in the UK,” he said.As ever this is driven by discounts.
“If you go into Tesco, they might have 600 wines,”
said Mr. Bampfield of the UK’s largest supermarket. “But it’s the same four or five brands that are
always on promotion, almost on rotation. That’s
what’s guiding people towards the brands.”
In the unbranded world of Lidl where discounts
are less common, tasting notes, food pairing suggestions and a score help steer consumers to lesser-known wines, in his view.
At Majestic Wine, the UK’s largest specialist chain
with over 200 stores, sales of sparkling wines and
Champagne have “skyrocketed by over 30% compared to the same period last year,” said the firm’s
communications chief, Jack Merrylees. This is
apparently being driven by ‘grower Champagnes’
more than big name brands, and by Crémant wines
and English sparkling wines. Another standout
has been Beaujolais, whose Majestic sales jumped
70% in 2020, and have been growing 10% this year.
“We believe we are just seeing a continued interest in lighter styles of red which can be chilled,”
Mr. Merrylees said. “A lot of people seem to have
returned to the region, or discovered it for the first
time, and are really enjoying what they find.”
Richard Nunn isn’t surprised, and says Louis Latour’s Henry Fessy Beaujolais has enjoyed “enormous success” in the UK supermarket, Waitrose.
Another retail trend spotted at Majestic has been
the continued surge in rosé.

“Whilst Provence still remains strong, the growth
is really being powered by new-comers and different styles – in particular from Portugal, New
World and even England,” said Mr. Merrylees.
“There’s a real growing appreciation of the
food-friendly qualities of these wines.”
The chain’s overall average bottle price has risen
25% to around £8 since 2019 compared to £6 for
the UK off-trade as a whole.
This year Majestic has also trebled its range of organic wines, and others have also noted the trend.
Despite all the talk about sustainability in the
vineyards, Richard Bampfield reckoned that “the
only word that has any traction with consumers
in wine is ‘organic’.” David Gleave feels the same
way, and said: “I see it as part of the whole thing
around indigenous grape varieties and authenticity, and organic is an additional aspect of that.”
The supply chain to the UK is clearly under a lot of
pressure, whether it be shipping wine from Chile
where freight prices have quadrupled since 2019
or from Europe where Brexit has added a mountain of paperwork. Lead times on every order have
been expanded dramatically.
“What used to be guaranteed to arrive in eight days,
can now take two or three weeks,” said Charles
Lea, co-founder of Lea & Sandeman, whose business is split between five London shops, private
clients and supplying the on-trade. The latter accounted for 40% of turnover in 2019, fell to less than
18% last year, but has seen a “very strong recovery
in the last few months,” said Mr. Lea.
“The cost of shipping one pallet of wine is so
much more expensive, I don’t think we can do it
anymore,” he continued. “But the additional £80
on paperwork doesn’t make any difference to a
supermarket shipping a container.”
On the other hand, the increased costs of dry
goods like glass and cardboard are universal, and
clearly the more upmarket wines sold by Lea &
Sandeman are far less price sensitive than the
£5-6 bottles in the supermarket.
At Louis Latour “price rises are being held as far
as possible,” said Richard Nunn, who predicts
“the end consumer probably will not see much
change between now and the end of the year.”
Until then the entire UK wine trade has a wave
of pent-up demand to surf. Denied the opportunity last year, it seems the Brits are determined to
drink and be merry this Christmas. Thereafter is
anyone’s guess, as disposable incomes shrink just
as the squeeze on supply forces up prices as the
2021 vintage comes on stream.
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JAP
GOING BACK TO NORMAL. BUT SOME CHANGES ARE HERE TO STAY.

A Booming End Of The Year
For Consumption in JAPAN
All the operators, from distribution to restaurants, have noticed an increase
in spending average for wines once the restrictions were over.
Since October, Japanese have been vying to buy the “most expensive” wine,
but some problems are already showing, such as price increases
and the very long waiting times for deliveries from abroad.
New trends like the reduced alcohol content are also taking hold
By MARI YASUDA

I

n Japan,the declaration
of state of emergency
was lifted on 30 September. Quite a crowd
was seen downtown.
Many people started to go out to
eat. What is a new trend in wine
consumption under Covid-19?
How is the wine market preparing for the coming Christmas
and New Year holidays?
Firstly, let’s briefly review the
history of restrictions in Japan.
During January to September
this year, the government of Japan declared a state of emergency three times, mainly covering
metropolitan cities such as Tokyo and Osaka and its surrounding areas. Restaurants were
forced to close at 8 p.m. and the
sales of alcoholic drinks in restaurants were prohibited from
April. In Tokyo, during January to
September this year, there were
only 28 days that restaurants
could sell alcoholic beverages
without any restrictions. From
October 1, restaurants could start
selling alcoholic drinks again
under operating hours and other
restrictions. On October 25, all restrictions were lifted.
Has The Boom Of “Ie Nomi”
Calmed Down?
Since the breakout of Covid-19
last year, people have stayed and
dined at home instead of going
out. As a result, “Ie Nomi”, which
means the consumption of alcoholic beverages at home in
Japanese, increased. Naturally,
the sales of wine at retail shops
went up last year. However, this
increase seems to have settled
down in some shops.
Olympic Cellar is the specialized liquor section of the supermarket chain Olympic. Mitsuaki Sato, shop manager of
Olympic Cellar in Musashi Urawa, a suburb of Tokyo said that
”Last year’s total sales amount
(from March 2020 to February
2021) saw a 40% increase from
that of an average year thanks
to the shift to Ie Nomi.This year,
we foresee that the sales will
not reach those of last year, so
we set this year’s sales target at
15% down from that of last year,
which is still a 20% increase
from an average year. Our sales
performed well, in line with the
target, up to September; howev-

er, this October, our sales recorded a 30% decrease from October last year. The number
of customers who came
to our supermarket decreased. It is not clear
if this downtrend was
related to the lift of the
declaration of emergency status. Actually, there
is another Olympic Cellar shop which recorded a
sharp increase in sales last year
and still maintains that level.
The situation differs according
to the shop.”
Orca International, who imports fine wines from Washington, Oregon and California, also
noted that the sales at retailers
started to slow down. The company carried out sales promotions among retailers from September to November both this
year and last year.
“This year, the number of shops
who participated in the promotion is nearly the same as that
of last year,” said Takayuki
Goto, co-Managing Director in
charge of sales. “However, our
sales are not performing as well
as last year. Perhaps, people got
a little bored with Ie Nomi.”
Recovery Of Customer Traffic
Depends On Restaurants
The presence of regular clients
decides whether the sales of
restaurants are back to normal
or not after the lift of the declaration of emergency status.
Fine dining restaurants, which
have their regular clients, appear back to normal. Hiroyuki
Seino, chief sommelier of Apicius, pointed out “a revenge
consumption.” Apicius is a fine
dining restaurant in Tokyo
which offers traditional French
cuisine. Mr. Seino was awarded the Best Sommelier 2019 by
Gault Millau Japon. Also their
wine list, which offers coveted fine wines of mainly Bordeaux, Burgundy and Champagne, received three stars for
three years in succession in the
World’s Best Wine Lists Awards
by the World of Fine Wine.
“During the declaration of
emergency status, we operated
without any alcoholic beverages,” Mr. Seino explained. “We
restarted to serve wine again in
October. The sales in the month

“Spice Bar En” in Funabashi, a
suburb of Tokyo, newly opened
this restaurant in July 2020, in
the midst of the spread of Covid-19 infections.
“Just when customers started to
come regularly, the state of emergency was declared,” he said. “I
had to close the restaurant in
August and September. This October, I reopened and customers
started to come slowly.”

of October marked a record
high in the past ten years. The
average spend per customer
increased by around 20%. Expensive wines such as those of
Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (DRC) or the first growth of
Bordeaux are chosen. Perhaps,
customers waited anxiously to
eat out in restaurants again and
now they want to relieve their
stress. Client dinners also made
a comeback.Their budget seems
to be remaining, so expensive
wines tend to be selected. Currently, wines of Burgundy are
selling well. I feel that in Japan,
people in provincial areas tend
to prefer Bordeaux, while those
in Tokyo and its surrounding
areas prefer Burgundy. As many
people still refrain from travelling, current customers are
mainly from Tokyo and its surrounding areas; therefore, Burgundy sold well. I opened three
bottles of DRC in one night! ”
Yoichi Sato, owner sommelier
of wine restaurant Maxivin in
Roppongi Tokyo, restarted the
operation with a limited number of seating.
“During the whole period of the
emergency status declaration,
I totally closed the restaurant,”
he said. “I reopened in October,
and regular clients returned to
the restaurant. I noticed that
customers got drunk more easily than before, because customers were not used to drinking
wines outside for an extended
period of time as before. For this
reason, currently I offer wines
with moderate alcohol such as
12.0% to 12.5% abv. Now, it is a
kind of rehabilitation period for
customers.”
For newly opened restaurants, the situation is different.
Osamu Maezono, owner of

Increased Demand For
Premium Low-alcoholic
Wine & Non-alcoholic
Wine-based Beverages
Orca International released their
first low-alcohol wine “Sunny
with a Chance of Flowers” (“Sunny”) of Scheid Vineyards from
Monterey, California, in October
2010. It contains 9% abv.
“We advertise this wine as being
good for health because of zero
sugar, low calorie and low alcohol,” explained Noriko Hada,
co-Managing Director in charge
of marketing and import. “Our
main channel is on-premise,
but at the time of its release,
on-premise channels were almost closed; therefore, we promoted this wine to off-premise
channels whose numbers were
limited compared with those of
our on-premise channels. However, the sales are increasing,
not explosively but steadily. We
are happy that finally we can
promote this wine to on-premise channels now.”
Furthermore, in October this
year, they released alcohol removed “Clean Chardonnay” and
“Clean Cabernet Sauvignon”
with less than 0.5% abv from
Waterbrook of Washington
State. Most non-alcoholic winebased beverages in the market
are slightly sweet, but this is dry
and at the premium price range
(around 19€).
“‘Clean’ is made from grapes in a
high-quality vineyard in Washington State,” Mr. Goto said. “Its
taste is very close to wine. In the
tasting at the department store,
we had a very good evaluation.”
Enoteca, who import, wholesale
and retail mainly fine wines from
around the world, also entered
this market.They released a winetaste beverage, “Joyéa Organic
Continued on Page 7

Top to bottom,
MITSUAKI SATO
from Olympic Cellar,
TAKAYUKI GOTO
from Orca International,
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from Apicius,
YOICHI SATO
from Maxivin
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Sparkling Chardonnay” with less
than 0.1% abv on 1 July this year
”We had developed this product
with our supplier three years
before, in order to propose it as
a drink on a dry day or for those
who choose a lifestyle of a Sober
Curious,” said Koichi Fukukita, corporate officer and deputy
general manager of the wholesale business division. “It happened that the timing of release
was in the midst of the declaration of emergency status. The
taste is dry. It is highly appreciated that it has a taste close to
wine. We had a request not only
from hotels and restaurants but
also from premium supermarkets and department stores. By
the end of this year, the sales
will be 50% over the original
sales plan. As we made an adjustment to sales, I feel that we
could have sold much more if
we had sufficient stock.”
Step Up For Higher Prices
Some retailers pointed out that
the average spend per customer
increased. Makoto Kitazawa,
owner of liquor shop “Sol-byK”
located in Makuhari, a suburb
of Tokyo with approximately
30,000 residents, said that “The
average spend per customer
(including wine and other alcoholic beverages) increased by
8% during April to September
compared with the same period last year. I feel clearly that
the demand for wines at retail
price 38€ to 77€ is increasing.
Wines of established brands
such as Caymus vineyards of
Napa Valley, Second Labels of
classified growths of Bordeaux
or Village Appellation of Burgundy are sold well. On the other hand, the sales of wines at
7.7€ or less are decreasing. Perhaps, customers want to enjoy
slightly more expensive wines
than usual at home because
they cannot go out to eat.”
Mr. Sato of Olympic Cellar
pointed out the same trend.
“In our shop, a sales composition before Covid-19 was that
around 35% included wines
with the price of 7.7€ or less,
around 40% was wines at 7.7€
to 15€ and around 25% was
wines at 15€ or more,” he said.
”However, in August and September this year, the share of
wines with the price tag of 15€
or more reached 34%, which is
nearly 10 points up.On the other hand, the share of wines
at 7.7€ or less decreased. The
demand for wines at 15€ or
more has increased during the year.”

Top to bottom,
OSAMU MAEZONO
from Spice Bar En,
NORIKO HADA
from Orca International,
KOICHI FUKUKITA
from Enoteca,
MAKOTO KITAZAWA
from Sol-byK

Main Products
For Christmas
Are Sparkling Wines
Sparkling wines are indispensable products for
Christmas and New Year
holidays.
“In our supermarket
chain, we are instructed
to sell out Beaujolais Nouveau within the weekend
of its release,” said Mr. Sato
in the Olympic cellar. “After 23 November, Beaujolais Nouveau is replaced

by sparkling wines for Christmas. Interestingly enough,
rosé sparkling wines are sold
well only on 23 and 24 December. Even though I prepare the
same quantity for each white
and rosé sparkling wine, only
rosés are sold completely. I do
not know why.”
Enoteca also focuses on sparkling wine sales for Christmas.
In their online shop “Enoteca
online,” they introduce to customers more than 300 items
from 40 producers in a page
titled “Winter Champagne
Cruise”. In addition, this year,
both retail shop online and
wholesale divisions put their
energy to the sales of their import wines “Louis Roederer Collection 242 “ which is a successor of Brut Premier.
“For the sales start on 1 October,
we had carried out immense
preparations in the previous
six months,” said Mr. Fukukita
of Enoteca. “Restaurants were
closed during this period, instead we had a request for seminars of employee education. We
have carried out a lot of on-line
seminars and proposed this
new product.”
Tiger
Tiger is “Eto” of 2022. In Japan,
there are twelve animal signs
called “Eto” which are used as
symbols for each year based
on the Chinese zodiac calendar. 2022 is the Year of the Tiger.
Enoteca has their eyes on it. In
December, they will release a
wine with a tiger label design,
named ”Tiger Red” from Leopard’s Leap, Western Cape of
South Africa. On Christmas and
New Year holidays, the gatherings with friends and families
will increase again, though last
year we could not do them. In
these gatherings, this label will
surely attract attention. Enoteca has another intention.
“To provide good wines with
approachable prices to the
channel of supermarkets and
mass-market retailers is one
of our strategies to expand the
range of wine consumers,”
said Mr. Fukukita of Enoteca.
“In these channels, there are
no people who explain wines
at the sales floor, so this kind
of eye-catching label design is
very important.”
Expensive Wines Instead
Of Travelling Overseas
“In the residential areas around
here, New Year holidays are
usually calm, because many
people travel abroad,” said Mr.
Kitazawa of Sol-byK. “However,
people still cannot travel overseas completely freely now.
Therefore, many people will
stay home during the Christmas and New Year holidays this
time. I plan to prepare wines
with higher prices than usual
in order to correspond to this
special season. Usually, for the
Christmas and New Year holidays season, I handle wines for
up to 77€ in retail, but this year,
I will prepare wines with retail prices between 77€ to 154€.
I plan to offer Vintage Cham-
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pagne, Bordeaux, Burgundy or
California.”
Mr. Seino of Apicius mentioned
the same point.
“I have an impression that customers want to drink good &
expensive wines because they
cannot travel abroad,” he said.
“In fact, at the end of last year,
there was the same movement.
Though we have a peak of sales
now, expensive wines will continue to be requested for Christmas and year-end.”
Wines For Relaxing
And Enjoyment
“On Christmas, I plan to prepare wines which customers
are familiar with, are easy to
understand and slightly more
expensive than those in normal times,” said Mr. Maezono of
Spice Bar En.
He operates this restaurant by
himself, preparing all dishes
and wines. His dishes are original ones based on Italian cuisine with various spices. There
is no wine list, instead he always stocks around ten bottles
of red wines, six of whites and
three of sparkling wines, and
explains wines by showing the
bottles.
“Last year was the first Christmas after I opened this restaurant,” he said. “I prepared wines
whose prices were almost doubled from the wines usually
sold, such as Second Labels of
classified growth of Bordeaux,
Barolo or white Burgundy. Maybe I will do the same preparation this year. I accept only
customers with reservations
and I would like them to enjoy
Christmas dinner as much as
they want.”
“Perhaps customers want to enjoy dinner in a relaxed and calm
atmosphere at year-end,” said
Mr. Sato of Maxivin. “I will offer
convincing wines which can be
enjoyed by taking time, for example, full-bodied Brunello di
Montalcino.”
Mr.Sato was Japan’s best sommelier in 2005, and the Japan
representative for the world’s
best sommelier competition in
2007 and for the best sommelier
competition of Asia-Oceania in
2012. Maxivin provides a course
meal and customers can enjoy a
pairing of each dish with selected wines by Mr. Sato.
“At year-end, depending on the
customers, I propose Champagne which is different from
usual, such as rosé or vintage
ones,” he said. “Already 21 years
have passed since I opened this
restaurant, and I keep various
stocks of wines, so I want to
select wines which customers
can be satisfied with.”
Cost-up And Delay
Of Arrival Of Wines
Risks which jeopardize this
Christmas and year-end sales
are the increase in the cost
and a short supply of products.
”The delay in arrival is a severe
problem,” said Ms. Hada of Orca
International. “No ships are
coming to Japan. At the beginning of November, the schedule
of arrival is still not confirmed

for wines which we ordered in
September.”
In addition, costs have increased, Ms. Hada continued,
“The cost from the USA to the
port in Japan is around 1.5 times
higher than before.The number
of containers are in short supply due to the increase in the
distribution of goods all over
the world, and dock workers are
scarce due to Covid-19. Furthermore, some wineries contacted
us that they had no choice but
to increase their prices because
of the increase of all material
costs including fuel and labour
charges due to the shortage of
labours. Recent cheap yen further pushes up the cost.”
Under these circumstances,
Orca International decided to
increase their wholesale prices.
“We decided to increase our
wholesale prices by 4-10% for
the wines with more than 23€
in retail price,” said Mr. Goto.
“Our volume zone is wines retailing at between 15€ to 23€,”
Ms. Hada continued. “We will
maintain the same price for
this volume zone. As restaurants just started to go back to
normal, we cannot increase the
price of this zone. We decided to
absorb the increase in cost.”
What impact is there on retailers and restaurants?
“Surely we cannot get some
wines,especially those at around
77€ at retail due to the stockout at importers,” Mr. Kitazawa
of Sol-byK said. “In addition
to American wines, premium
Champagnes are also difficult
to get. I will prepare alternative
wines because we have lots of
choices. Costs also increased. In
my shop, I marked up the sales
price when the purchase price
increased, because it is difficult
for us to absorb the markup.”
There are lots of voices that point
out the continuous markup of
Burgundy.
“The price of Burgundy wines
is increasing in accordance
with the strong demand from
all over the world,” said Mr. Seino of Apicius. “For example, the
purchase prices of wines of Domaine Leflaive increased by 1.6
to 1.8 times compared to that
of 5 years ago. The price of Bordeaux is not increasing so much
compared to that of Burgundy.”
“In a wine restaurant like ours,
Burgundy wines are indispensable,” said Mr. Sato of Maxivin.
“Even though they are expensive, we should offer them to
customers. For wines other
than Burgundy, I try to look
for different wines. There are
unlimited alternatives with affordable prices which show the
characteristics of terroir. Due to
Covid-19, I feel that the customers have higher expectations
for dining out compared with
the times before Covid-19. We
should respond to these high
expectations, that’s why I continuously try to find delicious
new items.”
The wine market in Japan
is preparing for the coming
Christmas and New Year holidays, with the hope of “back to
normal.”
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The Three
Challenges For Wine
In The GERMAN
CHRISTMAS

Logistics, Availability
And Prices. While
Covid Is In Worrisome
Increase
Not all Germans like Christmas.
Traditionally, many escaped the annual
hustle and bustle around Santa Claus
each year by spending the holidays
abroad. However, Christmas time also
in 2021 will be marked by uncertainties
linked to the health scare and fears for
price increases. Some will be able to
spend more, but not everybody, in an
ever clearer polarization of purchases
that sees discount stores and premium
wines bought online growing. While
Horeca is still struggling

IN GERMANY, WINE OPERATORS ARE
WORRIED ABOUT THE DIFFICULTIES IN
TRANSPORT AND PRODUCT SCARCITY
By JOEL B. PAYNE

T

he Christmas holidays are always the emotional climax of any given year,
driving consumer spending to record levels. After all, the Germans shell out
over €270 per man, woman and child on gifts each year during the festive
season. In normal years, the retail sector forecasts an impressive 90 billion
Euro increase in sales in November and December. For some industries, the
Christmas business delivers a full third of annual sales, which is just as true for wine, bubbles and spirits as it is for toys. There is thus ample reason to beat the drum vigorously.
The loudest are generally the discounters, who from time to time are accompanied with a
quiet tremolo by one or the other of the retailers with a fuller range of goods like Edeka or
Rewe.This alone, though, shows how much the German trade has changed over the past decade. Karstadt, Kaufhof and Hertie were still the source of inspiration and even Christmas joy
until just a few years ago, but that is now a thing of the past. The flyers, advertisements and,
even more so, the online offers of almost all parties now appear like faded copies of earlier
glossy posters. The season just doesn’t seem to have the same meaning anymore, and may
not even be worth it for others, so Christmas takes place at Aldi, Lidl and company.
Gourmet is the motto of the holiday brochure at Aldi Süd which wants its clients to “discover Christmas again as if for the first time.” Their competitor, Lidl, opened the holiday
season with Cyber Monday and a Black Week.
Premium Wines Sold Via E-commerce. Horeca Is Struggling
While the discounters bravely show how promotions can be done, the suppliers are sending mixed signals. Larger online retailers like Hawesco in Hamburg, Gute Weine in Bremen or Pinard de Picard in Saarwellingen are having a bumper year and expect sales of
upscale wines to be stronger than ever this Christmas season. As Christian Zeter, an agent
in Neustadt with Weinagentur GmbH & Co. KG, noted that “My clients know that 2021 was
a small crop, so they’re stocking up this year to avoid higher prices in 2022.”
Heiner Lobenberg, whose sales at Gute Weine are almost totally in the premium sector,
said that his business was only marginally affected by Covid. “We were growing by 35% a
year before the pandemic, did so this year, too, and will again in 2022.” Moreover, even the
holiday season seems to have no effect on this business as such.
“We print no special catalogue,” he said. “Nor do we pack presents.”
That is unusual in a market where mixed wooden cases are in high demand at Christmas.
Smaller retailers on the other hand, like Wolfgang Kern in Aachen, must struggle harder to
grow their business. He does no special promotions at Christmas either, nor decorate his
showroom, but does write a weekly newsletter to his clients in which he makes wine suggestions for holiday menus. However, with multiple retailers doing this on their site as well
and respected journalists like Alice Gundlach posting similar pieces on www.wein.com, it is
difficult for a traditional wine shop in a medium size town to eke out his point of difference.
While mulled wine at Germany’s famed Christmas markets is also taking a drubbing from
the restrictions imposed by the government, it is a bit easier for a luxury hotel group like
that of Thomas H. Althoff to attract clients willing to spend an extra dollar on finer drops.
In a joint venture with Franz Keller from the eponymous estate in Baden, he has opened
a wine bar with comfortably designed rooms that invite consumers to linger during the
festive season at their special events.
Silvio Nitzsche’s Wine Kultur Bar in Dresden should have many of the same advantages,
but the state of Saxony is an example of what many restaurant owners fear the most. With
one of the country’s lowest rates of vaccination, it has one of the highest rates of new infections. Not surprisingly, the intensive care wards at the local hospitals are more than full.
Rules that would allow only vaccinated guests to enter dampen the spirit that makes such
places a magnet in normal times.
“Many of my colleagues are finding it difficult to attract personnel,” he said. “During the
pandemic many of their service staff found new lines of work and now loathe to return to
their old job.”
The Three Challenges For Wine In Germany
As the wider world awakens to the implications of another new Covid variant, the broader German wine industry is focused on three challenges: logistics, availability and pricing.As wine is
no different from a wide range of other products, it is also suffering from supply chain delays,
some of which are due to the pandemic, others to labour shortages that already existed before.
Whatever the reason, the implications cannot be ignored.As Per Soehlke of Smart, an agent
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TOURING GLOBAL WINE REGIONS WITH WOMEN WINEMAKERS

Global Women In Wine Look
At The Future Together

The National Association Le Donne del Vino (Italian Women in Wine) got together with women
from other wine associations from Argentina, Australia, Austria, France, Georgia, Germany,
New Zealand, Peru and the USA. The online meeting on December 9th gathered women
winemakers’ associations from all over the world, grouped in the network born at SIMEI in 2019.
Despite being part of the international group, Chile and Croatia were unable to participate
By Donatella Cinelli Colombini - President of Le Donne del Vino

The world’s female wine community appears increasingly
connected and convinced of the great strength that stems
from being together and having common goals. Shared goals
and agendas will be the focus of the second world forum, to be
held in Milan during the SIMEI fair on November 15-18, 2022.
For the moment, the National Association Le Donne del Vino
(Italian Women in Wine) has two proposals. First, a page of the
quarterly Wine World Magazine of Corriere Vinicolo will give a
voice to the international associations reporting news coming
from the world of wine women. Secondly, one hashtag and a
single symbol will represent “Women, wine and the future,” the
theme for 2022, on the occasion of the March 8th celebration
of the international women’s day, thus creating a photo gallery
that expresses the pride of being the main actors of the future
of the wine-growing districts and society as a whole across the
globe. This will be a shared action, promoted through social
media, that shows the power that comes from acting together
and how much this can affect the construction of a future, more respectful of the
environment and people’s
well-being.
The discussion between
the National Association
Le Donne del Vino and other foreign associations has
also shown the propulsive
role of our association,
which today has more than
950 members and is fully
active, despite the Coronavirus. In fact, Covid is the main
theme of the stories told by
the presidents of the foreign
associations who participated in the online meeting.
Cristina Pandolfi, president
of Argentina’s A.MU.VA,
spoke of the last harvest,
which produced 9% less

compared with previous years, and of the increasing
role of women in the cellars. In 2022, their commitment
will be focused on “Wine in Moderation.”
From Australia, the Fabulous Ladies’ Wine Society represented by Jane Thompson and Corrina Wright, discussed
the severe Covid restrictions, and the political and commercial crisis with China that has damaged exports. The
harvest was excellent and, in 2022, the associative activity will focus on sustainability and the environment.
Heidi Schroeck of 11 Frauen und Ihre Weine of Austria, was
under the snow. She had produced a harvest of low quantity,
but excellent quality. The situation of the wine trade and wine
tourism has been pretty good, despite the pandemic. The
number of women in the cellar and the production of sustainable wines is growing. From France, Melanie Pfister, president
of Femmes de Vin, presented a more complicated picture
with a spring frost, too much rain and a disappointing harvest. The commercial situation there
differs, depending on the wine-growing regions, but is recovering as well
as wine tourism. The Georgian Association of Women Winemakers with
the young spokeswoman Tamara
Gvaldze explained that few people
have been vaccinated. Wine production is also spreading to smaller regions and exports are also starting to
expand in the USA and Asia. There is
a new interest in the development of
wine tourism.
Julia Weckbecker of the board of the
German Vinissima spoke of the floods
in northern Germany and how everyone tried to help the affected populations. The excess of rain also created
considerable problems in grape production. Despite this particularly hard
year, the Vinissima members continued to keep in touch and work.
Women in Wine NZ from New Zealand

based in Cologne said that “logistical problems are our major concern this Christmas. Everything
will be more difficult.” As a result, Germans consumers are going to have a smaller range of wines
from which to choose this year.
Stefan Nienaber of Rotkäppchen Mumm is equally concerned.
“Transport bottlenecks are going to make this holiday season quite hectic,” he conceded. “But we
nonetheless hope that consumers will be trading up.”
After all the lockdowns, he hopes, they should be treating themselves to something special. However, the challenge of selecting from unfamiliar labels when they can’t find the ones they know may
prove dauting as customers tend to switch brands quickly if they are unable to purchase the product
they originally wanted.
Due largely to Amazon’s global introduction of lightning delivery, people who were once happy to
wait a bit for anything they couldn’t buy from a local store have become impatient. They now want
their goods immediately. According to McKinsey, the majority of average consumers who are told
that a given product could not be delivered switched either the retailer, the brand or both. As loyalty
is particularly weak in the wine industry anyway, such concerns could pose a true threat. Once consumers have tried alternatives to their regular labels, and enjoyed them, will they return to their old
flame? As Warren Buffet once said about financial crashes, this may be akin to the sea going out and
revealing how many bathers weren’t wearing swimming suits.
Logistics aside, financial problems loom on the horizon as well as the costs of dry goods, freight and
inflation begin to bite. In order to sidestep price increases, which no one has done to date and most
try to avoid anyway, the temptation to cut marketing budgets will be great. Now, though, is the time
for wineries to do everything they can to build relationships with customers that transcend delays

RUDOLF KNICKENBERG
from Schlumberger
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from Globus

Above, a group picture of the Global Women in Wine at SIMEI 2019
Below, shots from the virtual section of the
December 9th meeting of the Global Women in Wine

represented by Nicky Grandorge talked about the isolation
suffered because of Covid. A condition that also damaged
wine tourism and the business of wineries. New Zealand, in the
past a leader in innovation, now feels the need to reconnect
with the outside world. The most important programmes concern the role of women and differences in pay with a national
project called GO YOU. From Peru, Gladys Torres, president of
Las Damas del Pisco, due to the poor connection, expressed
warm wishes to all women involved in the world of wine. From
the United States, Lift Collective represented by Rania Zayyat,
explained that the Covid situation is very serious and has resulted in a clash between political factions. Another problem is
the fires in the wine areas, which led to a poor harvest. Rania
said she came from a very dynamic nation, with many events
to fight discrimination against women. Their future projects focus above all on female leadership, better working conditions,
support for female businesses, and the creation of networks to
exchange business opportunities.
It is a tremendous joy to learn how important it is to combine
energies to accelerate the growth of opportunities for women
in the wine sector, in whichever area of the world they work.
Special thanks to Unione Italiana Vini and to Giulio Somma,
editor of Corriere Vinicolo, for giving voice to all the women of
wine in the world, in their new Wine World Magazine.

and, for the many European producers whose 2021 harvest was short, the potential inability to supply. The estates from the Ahr who lost their 2020 crop to floods know that their loyal clients are eager
to buy the next vintage, but larger brands may not fare so well.
Fairs Are Down, But Importers Are Still Smiling
As fears of another lockdown in Europe grow, the ability for importers, distributors and producers
to showcase their wines has also been limited. ProWein was cancelled twice and even events like
Meininger’s Finest 100 were strictly limited to 250 chosen guests who had to accept entrance checks,
waiting times and social distancing rules. Many others, like Jacques Weindepot’s “Wine Treasures”
on the 30th of November 2021 were postponed because of Corona.
Nonetheless, classical importers like Schlumberger in Meckenheim are reporting record sales. As
managing director Rudolf Knickenberg said that “it is unclear at present whether this represents
our clients stocking up like hamsters out of fear of rising prices or a broader trend towards more and
better wine.”
Pino Sassano from Fischer & Trezza is more upbeat. He sees this move as a return to quality, to classical values.
“The Germans have largely not been on holiday over the past eighteen months and now have more
disposable income,” he said. “Many of our Barolo and Barbaresco are already sold out.”
That coincides with the observation of Wolfgang Mayer at Globus in Neustadt. “At Christmas our clients are buying Grosse Gewächse from the Pfalz and Cru Classé from Bordeaux.” Among all German
wineries, however, the situation is more nuanced. While
acclaimed producers like Rebholz in the Pfalz, Wittmann
in Rheinhessen and Peter Jakob Kühn in the Rheingau are
all on allocation, others are not faring so well. It is the “tale
of two cities”, explains Steffen Christmann, president of
the VDP (Die Prädikatsweingüter), paraphrasing “A tale of
two cities” by Charles Dickens.
“Not everyone is going to survive the coming years,” he
continued. “We will soon see vineyards nearby that come
up for sale and find no buyer.” In the same way, the overall
market is also moving in two directions.While total sales
of Champagne were down 17.7% last year, they have roared
back this year. Per Soehlke from Smart, who is the agent for
Deutz, said that “2021 will be our best year ever. We could
have sold even more if the bubbles had been available. All
of the vintage bottlings and prestige cuvées are sold out.”
On the other hand, Jacques Weindepot includes a bag-inbox from Viña Cierzo in Cariñena in its Christmas offer for
©peterbender
€3.10 per litre. As the rich apparently become richer, and
STEFFEN CHRISTMANN
the poor poorer, the wine trade must adapt.
from VDP
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DESPITE THE STATEMENTS ON THE USE OF
RESERVES, IT SEEMS THAT THE TRANSALPINE
BUBBLES ARE BECOMING SCARCE,
PARTICULARLY ON THE DOMESTIC MARKET

FRANCE
TOWARDS A NEW YEAR
WITHOUT CHAMPAGNE

A

s the end of
2021 approaches, even France
seems to be
showing signs
of a period of recovery after the
long and complicated months
marked by the pandemic. A period that had interrupted a period of good economic growth in
the country (in any case, despite
the crisis, according to the government, the year will end with
an increase in GDP close to 7%).
A sharp increase in spending by
transalpine families has been
observed in recent months, a
positive sign of the beginning
of a return to near normality
with a strong desire to enjoy the
pleasures and opportunities for
conviviality, such as that experienced until the outbreak of the
health emergency. The French
wine market is no exception.
Indeed, it fits perfectly into this
very promising end-of-year dynamic. Together with the great
results of wine exports in the
first six months of 2021, +15% in
volume (i.e. 7.3 million hectoliters exported) and + 40% in value (for an income of 5.2 billion
euros) compared to the same
period of 2020, consumption is
also growing again thanks to
the reopening of restaurants,
bars and pubs, last June 9 (after
more than a year of closure, beginning on March 17, 2020).
Although it is too early to provide precise data, the mood of
French restaurant operators
shows widespread optimism
regarding the results of the
second half of 2021. On the one
hand the reopening of the Horeca channel (in France CHR
- Café Hôtel Restaurant) and
on the other, the bad weather
conditions of this summer, have
caused a decrease in the sale
of still wines in the large-scale
retail trade between May and
September. A decline which
– although limited – is in contrast with the positive start of
the year. Finally, the importance
of online purchases, one of the
channels that has grown more
in the last ten years and perhaps had the most impact on
the whole market, is confirmed.
The health crisis has also
changed consumer habits in
France, accelerating the digital
transition and favouring the explosion of e-commerce, thanks
to a radical change in consumer
expectations and their purchasing habits.

A rise in the demand for Bordeaux is
expected, and there is also good news
regarding rosé wines, while Champagne
producers, by favouring foreign markets,
seem to have preferred to monetize the
bad year. Differences in results between
the various channels are not lacking,
with GDO in decline and Horeca in
recovery, and many are already thinking
how to manage the unavoidable
increases. An overview of the Christmas
market through research by Wine Paris
and Vinexpo Paris and interviews with
Guillaume Decré-Crété (Auchan) and
Virginie Morvan (Lavinia Group)

and value, respectively +1.6 and
+1.9 in market shares in relation
to red and rosé wines, compared
to the same period of 2020. Sales
of rosé wines were particularly penalized by bad summer
weather, with a double-figure
decline of 12.4%. In the same
period, after years of growth, a
change in trend was noted in
a significant loss of ground of
the bag-in-box in favour of bottles, with a drop of 1.7 points in
market share. To study these
data further, and understand
the trends of the large-scale retail trade in the last few months
of the year, we met Guillaume
Decré-Crété, Category Manager of Wines and Champagne of
one of the largest distributors
of the French GDO, the international group Auchan (present
in14 countries with 514 hypermarkets, 639 supermarkets and
514 proximity supermarkets
with 200,000 employees worldwide and more than 50 billion
euros in turnover).
“In general it was a disappointing summer for wine
sales,” he said. “We suffered in
particular from the capricious

by BERTRAND BALLESTA

weather. In general, the wines
most demanded in the hot
months are rosé wines, while
unfortunately the frequent
rains and low temperatures
in July and August did not encourage consumption and we
were thus unable to finish the
supplies of rosè wine. We also
encountered other difficulties,
such as the return of convivial
occasions outside home, the reopening of bars and restaurants,
which meant we lost some of
the customers we had acquired
in recent months.”
However, Mr. Decré-Crété expresses satisfaction in the
results achieved in the autumn sales, while increasingly aggressive competition is
emerging.
“Autumn wine fairs represent
a very important period of the
year for our brand,” he said. “At
the end of the year these events
encouraged a good progression
in our sales, as well as a certain
dynamism that we are experiencing again after a complicated period, in which there was a
significant loss of live meetings
linked to health uncertainty.
Continued on Page 12

©Yann Deret

French Restaurateurs Are
Optimistic. Wine Is Still An
Important Added Value
Wine corresponds, on average,
to 20% of the sales of French
restaurants, more specifically,
still wines represent about 35%
of the expense for alcoholic beverages. The same applies to beer,
while sparkling wines stop at 4
% (especially aperitif wines).
A recent survey conducted by
Wine Paris and Vinexpo Paris
(creators and organizers of professional international events
dedicated to wines and spirits),
published on 28 October 2021,
describes a quite optimistic
assessment of the situation by
the one thousand professionals
of the sector interviewed.
Since last summer, thanks to the
removal of confinement measures, the restaurants have managed to win back clients wishing
to return to the French “art de
vivre”, where wines and spirits
play a decidedly important part.

Analysing the details of this
survey, it can be noted that
80% of French restaurateurs
say that the offer of wines and
spirits was of particular importance for the summer reopening.
The podium of the most sold
drinks says “wine” in the first
place for 64% of operators there
is red wine, followed at a distance and in equal parts by rosé
and white wines. The great return of wine consumption by
the glass is also worth noting,
with 83% of restaurants defining it as the most important
trend, capable of competing
even with the sale of bottles. For
44% of operators, this post-crisis consumption reaches the
levels of sales since before the
health crisis. In particular (in
July, when the interviews were
carried out), 31% estimated the
return to pre-Covid quotas in
three to six months, while 46%
expected positive results for

their business in the second
half of 2021.
Drop In GDO Sales. A
Disappointing Summer, A
Promising End Of The Year
Out of ten bottles of wine opened
in France, five are bought in the
large-scale retail trade, three in
restaurants, one directly from
the cellar, one online. In the period from the beginning of the
year to mid-September 2021, the
sales of still wines in large-scale
distribution reached 6.5 million hectoliters, for a total of 3.1
billion euros. The drop in sales
reached 5.2% in volume and
1.1% in value compared to the
same period of 2020 (the results
are also similar if the horizon
is expanding to the 2018/2020
average, compared to which
the decrease is 6.1% in volume
and 1.4% in value). Analysing
the different types of wine, the
whites recorded the biggest
progression in sales in volume

©Auchan

GUILLAUME DECRÉ-CRÉTÉ
from Auchan

©Yann Deret

VIRGINIE MORVAN

from Lavinia
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The wine fair format seduced
even more consumers in 2021.
Moreover, we had to fight the
fiercest ‘battle of wine fairs’ in
recent years, on one side with
the other four giants of French
large-scale distribution who
had organized their event on
the same day, September 28, and
on the other against the ‘Pure
Players’ of online wine sales,
this year more numerous than
in the past, who have proved to
be tenacious competitors. The
most important trend we have
observed is above all the clear
decrease in the supremacy of
Bordeaux wines, even if so far
it has been one of the products
that has played a leading role
in contributing to our sales.
The Grand Cru Classé is lacking from our shelves, while
customers have bought most
wines that are more accessible
in terms of price, easy to drink,
lighter and suitable for regional
cuisine. That is why, in our centralized wine selection process
(more than 1,000 labels chosen
by central purchasing), this year
we wanted to restore confidence
in the choice of some labels
ready for our regional branches.
They are the ones who understand customer expectations,
which differ from region to
region. In general, however, organic wines have shown a positive trend, with an increase of
1% in volume and 1.4% in value
compared to 2020. This is due

CHRISTMAS IS COMING - IN FRANCE

to impose a rigorous traceability of the grapes harvested, to
ensure that our winegrowers
are committed to limiting their
impact on the environment and,
finally, to commit ourselves in
the long term as regards the
economic aspect. Our approach
consists in jointly establishing
prices with the winegrower,
prices that we can review and
modify together in the event of
strong increases in the cost of
raw materials, such as in this
last period for example.”

©Auchan

not only due to the fact that
customers are asking for more
of these products, but also with
the increase in demand, there
are in fact more and more organic wines on our shelves.”
But exactly which wines will we
find on our Christmas tables?
“A prominent place will be reserved for fresh white wines,”
he said. “Easy to drink, with floral and mineral notes, but also
for light and aromatic red wines,
with an expected reduction towards the end of the year of Bordeaux wines in favour of other
territories, Rhone valley, Loire
and Burgundy reds. I am also
convinced that rosé wine will
prove to be a positive surprise,
and will often be appearing of-

ten on the tables of the end of
the year celebrations. When it
comes to lightness and accessibility, rosé wines meet these expectations perfectly. As a matter
of fact we have more and more
young consumers who enter
the world of wine through rosé
wines, which is why I think we
will certainly have a growth
in sales of this type in coming
weeks. The sweet white wines
(Moelleux) of the southwest
such as Monbazillac, Jurançon
or Pacherenc du Vic-Bilh, will
also be “illustrious guests” this
year, because we will still be eating foie gras at Christmas and
at the end of the year. Obviously
Champagne is still our best-seller, we generally sell 70% of our

stocks only in December. In this
specific case, we even risk having a problem of availability, because the large fashion houses,
having problems with volumes,
have strategically chosen to favor sales abroad for reasons of
profitability. We will therefore
be heavily penalized by the reduction of the quotas assigned
to the most important realities
of Champagne.”
Facing a catastrophic 2021 harvest and a generalized increase
in the price of raw materials
and energy, Mr. Decré-Crété
confirmed the irremediable
repercussions on the selling
price of wines in large-scale
distribution.
“The poor harvest of the 2021
vintage was the cause of a
strong shortage of some wines,”
he said. “Obviously those coming from the areas most affected by climatic events, with
a particular depletion of supplies in some denominations of
white wines, even in response
to intense customer demand.
We are experiencing the greatest problems of availability
with the Chablis for Burgundy,
the Quincy for the Loire and the
Touraine. A part from this, for
many years we have seen a regular increase in the average sales
price in large-scale distribution
during Christmas holidays. If in
the other periods of the year the
average price of wines is 5.70
euros per bottle, during the holidays this increases by almost
10%, reaching around 6.20 euros
(for Champagne rising to 21 to
23 euros).
This trend will be even more
marked in 2021 for two reasons.
The first is that, after so many
restrictions, this year no one
wants to miss the opportunity
to celebrate the Christmas holidays. People have a great desire,
despite the complicated time
for everyone, to be together and
share good wines, and they are
also willing to spend more money than in normal times. The
second is linked precisely to
the crop losses of winemakers
on one side and, on the other, to
the increase in the prices of raw
materials and energy. Elements
that will inevitably force us to
raise the selling prices of wines.
Auchan works with the winemakers with whom it has been
collaborating for years to manage this situation better, due to
difficulties that may occur. We
are very sensitive and respectful
of the certainty about the purchase values that we apply to our
partner winegrowers. Two years
ago we created the category of
“Wines of the Supply Chain”
(Vins Filière), with a triple aim:

Explosion Of E-commerce,
Shortage Of Champagne And
Return Of Bordeaux Wines
The pandemic has completely
changed consumers behaviour,
with modifications in purchasing habits that have remained
the same even after the end of
the restrictions, confirming the
acceleration of the digitalization of sales in the wine sector.
This channel has become highly competitive, with over 507 online wine sales sites surveyed.
E-commerce accounts for 10% of
sales of still and sparkling wines
in France for an estimated sales,
in 2020, of 600 million euros
(+20% compared to 2019).
A value that should rise again to
30% by 2023, reaching, according
to some estimates, an invoice of
780 million euros. The LAVINIA
Group (created in 1999, which
manages three prestigious wine
shops in France, Switzerland
and Spain, elected as the best
wine and spirits sales online
site in 2021) is one of the leaders,
as well as being among the pioneers of the online wine market.
We asked their director of the
“selection and purchase” section, Virginie Morvan, for a
comment on the current positioning of e-commerce and
on how consumption methods
will evolve according to their
point of view, without forgetting the forecasts on the trends
of the forthcoming Christmas
holidays.
“In 2001 we were the pioneers
of internet wine sales in France
with the launch of the first version of our website,” she said. “It
was modified and improved in
2021 and which currently offers
our customers the opportunity
to buy more than 6,500 references between wines, lots of
Champagne, and spirits. Online
wine sales represent 35% of the
total sales of the Lavinia group,
for a total of 12.25 million euros,
with a constant growth of 20%
per year over the last five years.
In 2021, our sales increased incredibly, thanks also to a significant growth in the average purchase compared to 2020: fewer

bottles sold but more prestigious. Our customers spent more,
an average of 300 euros each. We
have also improved our sales
in the group’s physical wine
shops, working in particular in
the corporate gift sector, with
the aim of consolidating the
loyalty of the best customers “.
Regarding the trends at the end
of this year, Virginie Morvan has
no doubts: “the winning trio for
us will be made up of Bordeaux,
Burgundy and Champagne. We
will rediscover a dynamism
in the purchases of Bordeaux
wines that we had lost for over
ten years. We are convinced that
Bordeaux will have a notable
success for the end-of-year celebrations and especially the third
and fourth “grand crus classé”
of the Medoc, such as Château
Talbot, Château Gruaud Larose
and Château Haut-Marbuzet.
The decrease in the quantities
of Champagne risks on the other hand, putting us in a difficult
position regarding growing
demand, and unfortunately we
will not be able to satisfy all our
customers.”
Regarding the possibility of an
increase in wine prices due to
the global surge in raw material and energy costs, Ms. Morvan
stated.
“Over the last 15 years, the consumer has noticed a steady increase in the price of wines,” she
said. “Justified naturally from
the progress in quality of production, thanks also to a more
rigorous management of the
vineyards and increasingly expensive technical investments.
France suffered from spring
frost and vine diseases at the
beginning of September, while
in some vineyards there were
losses of over 80%. It is therefore undeniable that the consequences of these climatic events
will affect prices in the coming
months. As for the raw materials and energy crisis we are
going through, it has no direct
influence on the price of current
wines. Winemakers make their
plans annually and send out
their rates in January. The crisis
began in June, when they had
already bottled the wines and
planned the various elements
for packaging and logistics. The
impact and repercussions on
the final price of wines will be
perceptible especially in 2022
and also in 2023. We will have
to show great communication
and information management
skills to explain clearly to consumers the reasons for the price
increases.”
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The certainty of celebrating the end of the year together
as in the pre-Covid period is once again uncertain, and
the market – struggling with the shortage of products and
materials – is also suffering. Orders and purchases are
“just in time” and in small numbers after a great recovery that
exceeded even the 2019 results. Yet some of the innovations
introduced due to the health and social crisis have remained–
new labels are being chosen and the online sales are now
more than just a niche. We have talked about it with Marco
Magnocavallo (Tannico) and Marino Casucci (OriginalItalia)
regarding e-commerce; Alessandro Rossi (Partesa) and Pietro
Pellegrini (Pellegrini spa) regarding distribution; Vincenzo
Gautieri (Ciz Enoteca), Paolo Trimani (Trimani) and Luca
Pizzighella (Signorvino) regarding wine bars

THINGS WENT WELL UNTIL NOVEMBER, WHEN THE ATMOSPHERE CHANGED
WITH THE RETURN OF FEARS ABOUT THE PANDEMIC
By FRANCESCA CIANCIO

W

In ITALY,
The Post-Covid
Market Boom
Stalls
On Christmas

e had hopes, we believed in it
just a little, but things didn’t go
as we planned. Christmas 2021
in Italy will still be marked by
the uncertainty dictated by the
health emergency, with movement, expenses and
behaviors under special surveillance. The containment measures of the virus, the fourth wave of infections and the new variants are depicting a rather
frugal Christmas period. But will it really be like this?
And what Christmas will it be regarding the sale of
wines and for consumers? Let’s start with some reassuring data. Italy has shown the best performance
on exports in 2021/2019 compared to its competitors,
excels in the consumption of food and drinks outdoors and is very popular abroad. A relentless race
since last January until summer, but which is now
in danger of slowing down due to restrictions linked
to the Horeca channel. The sentiment of the protagonists in the supply chain – wine merchants, distributors, e-commerce platforms – seems to be more
positive than a year ago, but the feeling is still that
of being in a trench and, although some strategies
are being tried, the variable unpredictability has to
be considered.
In short, the reading of what is likely to happen – and the testimonies collected – point to a positive picture, but with some chiaroscuro linked to uncertainty.

Christmas Is Just A Click Away.
The Expectations Of Italian E-commerce
In the e-commerce sector, for example, after the “binge” of growth
for some players which even tripled, there is a return to “normality,” to a desire for real conviviality, and the online shopping experience is now a fact and explains the growth of e-commerce in many
wineries. An adjustment that does not worry Marco Magnocavallo, CEO of Tannico, the largest Italian wine shop in the world,which
ended 2020 with two important results, an income of 37.5 million
euros (+82% compared to 2019) and the entry of the Campari Group
in the capital of the company.
“Even if the restrictions have benefited Tannico’s business,” Mr.
Magnocavallo explained. “I sincerely hope that there will not be a
return to the closure of shops. People have great desire to go out, to go to nightclubs and to try to return
to the life that was lost during the lockdown. In terms
of consumption, after the first setback which saw a
significant reduction in the sale of bubbles and in
particular of Champagne, there has been a return to
significant volumes. The average bottle price, which
dropped in mid-2020, has also returned to pre-Covid
levels. Our challenge at the moment is the logistics
sector, precisely to be always ready for unexpected
traffic peaks and therefore orders. With this in mind,
the creation of an automated warehouse, capable of
coping with more than four times the volumes of the
previous one, has been planned. A system that also
allows us to reduce errors in the preparation of or-

ders (with the aim of cancelling them completely)
and to be extremely prompt in processing requests.”
Another story, in terms of approach and size, is that
of OriginalItalia, an online wine sales website created just before the pandemic. The project is led by
Marino Casucci – who has been involved in the
technological development of e-commerce for years
– with the help of sommelier Corrado De Michelis.
It is Mr. Casucci, CEO of OriginalItalia, who explains
the peculiarities.
“I like to talk about slow e-commerce,” he said. “Because our platform is intended for small artisan wine
producers, whose history and commitment we are
talking about. At the moment we have about eighty
companies in the catalogue, that hardly exceed 50
thousand bottles. The launch was in full lockdown
and it should not be ignored that we benefited from
it in terms of sales, but it confused our message a bit.
We are an alternative to a real wine shop that focuses on quality, while the frantic requests made to producers by dozens of e-commerce companies born in
the lockdown months confused them when choosing the most suitable wine. That is why, after less
than two years, we have decided on a restyling of the
brand and the platform – everything will be ready at
the end of January 2022 – to increase the space dedicated to the Italian spirit and craftsmanship.”

The (Almost) Optimistic Christmas
Of Distribution Companies
Another doubt on the horizon is the number of Christmas toasts. For several months, in fact, the world of
wine – like all the economic sectors of the country –
has been dealing with the increase in the price of raw
materials, with the rise in prices of transport, with the
shortage of workers in this sector, and with the scarcity of products in the cellar. The problem is due to the
increases in sales recorded last summer. These obstacles do not clearly make obvious the fact that we shall
find our favourite label on the party table, and it is
mainly the distribution companies who are at risk for
these slowdowns. Doubts that, however, do not seem
to worry too much “Partesa for wine,” the Partesa division – Heineken Italia Group – dedicated to wine, created almost a
quarter of a century ago. Alessandro Rossi, National Category Manager Wine, has been with them almost from the beginning.
“First of all let’s cross our fingers,” Mr. Rossi said. “So that we can
have a peaceful Christmas. As for our work, we can be satisfied. The
summer and autumn went very well, especially with the arrival of
a new target of consumers, young and lovers of good wine and good
food. For them we have created a dedicated online space, ‘Partesa for
Wine. To a new generation of wine lovers.’ This is also true for our
Horeca customers, who have served this new segment of consumers, focused more on style than on the brand and who love to deal
with a more technical language.”
Purchases are therefore increasingly moving along tracks of value,
though the Partesa audience is still very large
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“This has always been our strength,” Mr. Rossi added. “To have the
ability to reach everyone, including medium cuisine and day catering, but we want to concentrate on haute cuisine, this being
our 2022 goal.”
Of course, Partesa is less frightened by unforeseen events related to
logistics and wine distribution, being capable of serving customers
every week even for a single carton.
“Here we are perfecting ourselves,” he said. “The idea I would like
to develop is to make Partesa for wine look like a négoce, a figure
capable of supporting the company from all points of view. This is
why we are working on a web TV that can update customers constantly. In short, we are increasingly becoming
consultants.”
This also explains the launch, last year, of “Partesa per te,” a B2B app that connects customers
with a team of people – real and not-chatbots –
specially trained to guarantee highly qualified
human support.
As far as the voice “Christmas” is concerned in
Partesa they are sufficiently calm.
“We have everything in stock,” Mr. Rossi said.
“Because orders are placed well in advance and
the customer can make requests until the end.
Of course we also have some problems with the
French bubbles that are starting to run low, but
we also noticed a good interest in Italian native
vines, in particular in whites with important
acidities such as Verdicchio and Fiano.”
If talking about high quality wines, Pellegrini
MARCO MAGNOCAVALLO from Tannico
Spa, a family business that boasts five generations of marketing in the sector, is a privileged
observatory. Since 1904, they have been based
in Cisano, in the Bergamo area, a territory that
has faced the health emergency more than
others.
“There was a lot of concern,” Pietro Pellegrini
said. “Especially for our employees and collaborators, but we have witnessed a lot in more
than one century of history. The company had
a turnover of 15.5 million euros in 2019, down to
12 in 2020, but we are already at 18 million euros
at the end of 2021. This testifies an important
recovery in high quality wines.”
The end-of-year holidays represent a good sales
period for the Cisano-based company, but not
that important. “We have never had a Christmas catalogue,” he said. “The commitment
made with our suppliers is to sell their wine all ALESSANDRO ROSSI from Partesa
year round, because we are also talking about
small wineries that cannot cope with seasonal
needs and we work with them on assignments.
So, yes, for us too, due to the sudden surge in
sales, some supplies are exhausted, but never
mind, we can only say that the product is not
available.”
During the forced halt in activities, the company has been working on new additions, first
of all two new Classic Methods to make up for
the shortage of bubbles from France, as well as a
German and a Spanish sparkling wine.
“With the New Year, a new Champagne récoltant will arrive,” Mr. Pellegrini confirmed.
With a catalogue as complete as Pellegrini’s,
purchase desires are never ending, but in terms
of Christmas trends, the businessman has clear
ideas, “the demand for sparkling continues
to grow, despite the increase in average pric- VINCENZO GAUTIERI from the Ciz Enoteca
es – from 11.27 euros to 13.50 euros – long-living
whites are increasingly popular and the Bordeaux area is catching up, also because it recovering from an impasse that has been going on
for years.”
It Is A Time For Gifts And Good Wishes.
Wine Bars At The Proof Of Glasses
And Tables
In Milan, in viale Premuda, in 2017 Vincenzo
Gautieri opened the Ciz Enoteca with a kitchen, a place that by its name immediately tells
which side it is on (although you eat very well
- ed). With a long experience as a food and beverage manager for a hotel chain and a wine bar
in 2013, Ciz is familiar with costs and sales and
he has appreciated the changes caused by the
health emergency.
“I used to think about long-term projects, to- LUCA PIZZIGHELLA from Signorvino
day I do the opposite,” he said. “But so do my
customers who are anticipating Christmas business lunches and
dinners. I am more concerned about buying fresh wine for events
that might be cancelled, while I am more relaxed on the subject of
wine. On the business front, I have never bought so many wines of
one single label, but I have a vast choice of suppliers, about 1700, and
buy mainly through different distributors. This way I do a couple
of checks a year in my cellar and have no more than four bottles of
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each type. This means working hard on the wine list and keeping it
constantly updated, as well as dedicating a lot of time to invoices.”
The restaurant also tried to sell online during the lockdown but it
didn’t work much.
“Everyone has to do their job,” Mr. Gautieri said. “And I’m a tavern keeper who recommends wine. Who is looking for what I call
‘funky’ wines comes to my place, thinner wines, easy to drink, even
less expensive, for noses and palates more aware than in the past,
or many young people who love a natural style. An address that rewarded us right from the start, with the bar fully operational after just two years and with September 2021 that went much better
than September 2019, despite one day less of work.There were losses
in 2020 but we are now in clear recovery.”
He knows that this Christmas will still be full of bubbles, French in
particular, but he also sees a good future for the most noble Italian
denominations. More Barbaresco and Barolo –
according to the businessman – than Amarone
and Supertuscan.
In Rome, heavily and for a long time penalized
by the lack of foreign tourists,winemakers have
rediscovered a Roman consumer unexpectedly more prepared than they remembered. The
Trimani family has been behind the vintners’
counter since 1821 and has a strict rule– always
talk to the customer.
“Dialogue helps understand who you are in
front of, not the sale”, said Paolo Trimani who,
together with the rest of the family, also deals
with distribution, a wine company (Colacicchi)
and a wine bar (Buccone Vini e Olii).
Briefly, a 360-degree vision of purchases and
sales.
“We are characterized by dynamism, even durMARINO CASUCCI from OriginalItalia
ing the hardest moment of the emergency,” Mr.
Trimani said. “We try to respond promptly to
changes, even by means of online sales. We
started immediately, perhaps understanding
the mechanisms only later, but we couldn’t afford to come to a standstill.”
Lots of items, over 5,000, and about twenty
companies in the distribution channel, but
above all a trend that has led customers – once
they were free from the toughest restrictions –
to want to get to know new names and not only
to buy well-known brands, just as in the previous months with online sales.
But the real litmus test, he said, was the Buccone wine bar, an old restaurant sign in Piazza del
Popolo, which has always been a destination
for tourists rather than Romans.
“The wind changed when the desire for normality increased considerably and everything
PIETRO PELLEGRINI from Pellegrini
started in a crackling way,” he said. “With a
range of customers between 25 and 40 who
asked for enjoyable and light-hearted wines,
able to spend between 15 and 20 euros as a base,
and more on special occasions. I call them natural natives and free from past hierarchies. Of
course Champagne is always at the top of the
demand list and we also have supply problems.
Concerning this type of wine I foresee tensions
regarding the wine lists and therefore an increase in prices, even in anticipation of a slim
year like 2021 for French producers.”
If optimism can be measured in new openings,
Signorvino undoubtedly shows great confidence. From March 2020 up to today, the new
premises of the Calzedonia group have been
ten, and another ten openings are expected
in the course of 2022. Above all the first shops
abroad will be inaugurated, probably two in
PAOLO TRIMANI from the Trimani restaurant, Colacicchi
Warsaw. Luca Pizzighella is their brand manwine company and Buccone Vini e Olii wine bar
ager and does not hide his great commitment
but also his enthusiasm.
“For Christmas we expect that sales will exceed those of 2019 and
both the retail and catering sectors are doing well” he said. “Losses stood at around 30 percent in 2020, but we are close to breaking
even. Our vision is always to open in central places, where there
are many people, because we believe that wine can be an impulse
purchase. Equally important for us is hospitality, and we are working on a greater definition of Signorvino to make it an experiential
place and not just as a place for sale and consumption.”
The relationship with suppliers has never stopped and by the company’s choice the brand from Verona buys directly from producers. Undoubtedly, in 2020 the orders dropped but, on the eve of the
Christmas holidays, the manager confessed that some supplies finished ahead of time.
“This year I worry more about other things, Mr. Pizzighella said.
“Such as the lack of boxes, for example, due to the scarcity of raw
materials and costs.”
Today in the 24 Signorvino premises there are about 2000 labels,
replicated in each point of sale, and the presence of smaller and
smaller wineries is increasing, some even exclusively.
“We managed to achieve this by offering bottles costing 15 euros,”
he explained. “Because our audience is still made up of passionate
but not expert wine-lovers, so we help them to drink well without
spending a lot, both at the counter and at the table, where the price
of the bottle is the same.”
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What is left of wine humanism, constrained
between technological innovation and a quest
for something newly neutral? The magical
features of wine and the metaphor that states
that wine “is our soul’s mirror” from Dionysus,
via Socrates, to the Renaissance. Inebriation,
limit, and infinite, the relationship between
techne and sacred, work and pharmakon: the
pivotal thoughts that set the philosophical
route of wine in the framework of the western
culture reveal their extraordinary modernity
AN EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH MASSIMO DONÀ, A PASSIONATE PHILOSOPHER, MUSICIAN AND WINE EXPERT

A MEDIUM TOWARDS “TRUTH”
AND THE WORLD “BEYOND”
Wine and Human Beings,
Philosophy and Religion
By GIULIO SOMMA and KETTY MAGNI

WHO IS
MASSIMO DONÀ
A life between
philosophy and jazz

I

s it appropriate to discuss and think of
a modern humanism of wine today?
The question is legitimate if we think
of the essential role of technology and
scientific research for the quality development of the product aiming at gaining back
an increasing “naturalism,” in all its production
and consumption dimensions. Is there anything
“human” left in wine production, which takes
place in the narrow space between nature and
technique? While consuming and taking pleasure from drinking, the ancient symbolic value
of inebriation – which played a funding role in
the creation of a metaphysical dimension for
wine – is cancelled, made trivial and turned into
drunkenness and social deviance and taking its
last breath because of the pervasive (and superficially obtuse) healthy living fashion.
Our dialogue with philosopher Massimo Donà
starts from this assumption. He is full professor

Farmers collect grapes
from an arbour
(Nakht’s tomb, painting)

of Theoretical Philosophy at the Department of
Philosophy of the Università Vita Salute San Raffaele, based in Milan. He is also a prolific author
of essays, such as “Filosofia del vino” (Bompiani,
2003), whose cover is illustrated by a brightening
Dionysus, to clarify almost immediately where
the roots of wine in the framework of philosophy should be sought. This book is only one
among a number of writings that Mr. Donà has
devoted to philosophical reflections about wine,
a highly spiritual evidence of the drink derived
from grapes.
A unique route, proposing an unprecedented point of view on western philosophy, a look
– please allow us the liberty of expressing our
thoughts in this manner – wet with wine. This
drink was dear to Dionysus and was very soon
granted a high symbolic value also by the philosophical reason. It allows us to deeply reconsider
the relation between life and thought, vice and
virtue, reason and passion, measure and excess.
Careful historical surveys from the epic history
of Babylonians, who knew “the drink that inebriates,” through Ancient Egypt, to the Greek
and Roman civilisation, to Christian religion,
when wine is elevated to be the symbol of Jesus
Christ’ blood. But let’s focus on today and deal –
thanks to Massimo Donà’s multi-facetted intellect – with the binomial philosophy/religion and
wine.

An ancient proverb
recites “In vino
veritas.” In your
work devoted to the
philosophy of wine,
you consider that
the relation between
wine and philosophy
is based upon the
concept of measure
or, even better, on
inebriation. The latter is deeply different from
drunkenness, as the place where the measure
is exceeded, the authentic philosophical
experience of “truth” is experienced,
where you somehow access the “other one”
construed as divine (Dionysus) and also as
human being (Plato’s Symposium is an icon of
wine as a social medium). So, wine is between
human beings and religion, human beings
and philosophy. But where does this capability
of wine stem from to be elected as the tool
and the viaticum of human beings towards
the supernatural, construed as divine on one
hand and as philosophical truth on the other?
Can it all be reduced to the mere alcoholic
dimension leading to inebriation or is the
wine itself, with its nature, being a human
product, able to have a symbolism that was
never attributed to any other human food?
Wine is an extraordinary metaphor, first of all
as a very faithful mirror of the human soul. Or,
better, of its being – as the ancients were well
aware of – as a circle with an infinite radius.
Already during the Renaissance the most peculiar characteristic of the human being – that is
to say the lack of a specific nature – would have
been underlined. Pico della Mirandola, as well as
Giordano Bruno, very well knew that a human
being can be everything. That the human being
is all in their unlimited possibility: as a matter
of fact human beings can be ruthless killers, and
also saints; they can be SS generals or very generous doctors without borders. So, in any chalice

Massimo Donà was born in
Venice in 1957. He is a Venetian
philosopher and musician, who
graduated at the faculty of
human studies and philosophy
with Emanuele Severino in Venice
in 1981. He started publishing
essays for magazines and
collective works, participated in
various seminars and symposia
in different Italian cities. Since
the end of the 80s, he has been
collaborating with Massimo
Cacciari at the Aesthetics Chair
at Iuav (a university focusing on
architecture, design and fashion in Venice) and
has been coordinating the seminars organised
at the Istituto Italiano per gli Studi Filosofici in
Venice. At that time he also collaborated with the
architectural magazine “Anfione-Zeto,” and he
is still the director of the section “Theorein.” He
founded the magazine “Paradosso” with Massimo
Cacciari and Romano Gasparotti. During the 90s,
he lectured Aesthetics at the Accademia di Belle
Arti in Venice and he is currently a full professor
of Theoretical Philosophy at the Università VitaSalute San Raffaele in Milan. He is the director of
the book series “Libri da ascoltare” and “Anime in
dettaglio” of the publishing house AlboVersorio.
He is also a member of the scientific committee of
“La Festa della Filosofia.” He is a contributor to the
weekly magazine L’Espresso. When he was still a
young man, he made his musical debut with Giorgio
Gaslini and Enrico Rava, he then established his
own band: the Jazz Forms (he was their leader
along with Maurizio Caldura). He then played with
several different groups of musicians. He played
on the occasion of jam sessions with some historic
fathers of jazz, such as Dizzy Gillespie, Marion
Brown, Dexter Gordon and Kenny Drew. In 2001,
he started playing professionally again and created
his own band, the “Massimo Donà Quintet”, and
performed both in Italy and abroad. The quintet
became a quartet and has been performing for
the past three years at least. He has recorded
seven Compact Discs with his bands. His reference
label is always “Caligola Records,” whose artistic
director is Claudio Donà, Massimo’s brother and an
important jazz music critic.
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▲ Above, “Pentheus torn apart by Agave and Ino” (Louvre Museum, Paris)
Below, “The Soul of Wine” by Charles Baudelaire from “The Flowers of Evil” ▼

with a nice wine in it, this paradoxical characteristic is reflected as if on an enchanted mirror.
This finally allows us to understand who we are
and to provide an answer to the ancient question which may have given birth to philosophy:
who are we? “Know thyself” this sentence was
written on the pediment of the temple in Delphi. Socrates was inspired by this warning and
always tried to comply with it. But wine reflects
the essence of the human also because it shows
us one thing first of all, when it makes us aware
that we have infinite possible declinations: we
are naturally able to cross the infinite distance
between the absolute opposites, good and evil,
being and nihil, justice and injustice, finite and
infinite... And anyway, such an infinite distance,
doesn’t frighten us, this is why we always and
only move in order to get across it, since we
embrace those opposites, even though they are
abysmally different. Thus we cannot be pushed
to try and understand where good ends and evil
begins, where being sober begins and when you
are catapulted into inebriation. Limits, borders
have always been a problem for human beings;
yes, since we have always been aware that we
have limitations, but at the same time no limit
is actually considered insurmountable. On the
other hand, each limit tells us that we can decide to surmount it. So, wine is the evidence that
human truth resides neither in being sober nor
inebriated, but in the impossibility to eternally
rest either in being or in nihil, in the finite or
the infinite. Either in being sober or inebriated.
Why was wine – considered a sacred drink
and a splendid gift – offered to the gods and
to Dionysus in particular? Why did human
beings aspire to a contact with the divinity
thanks to wine? Wine was always considered
as a magical substance, able to nurture
resolutions that were usually considered
impossible.
Wine was always acknowledged as a product
of nature, and at the same time a product of
human skills. We are within wine, along with
the culture of a territory, a society, a mindset,
a tradition, but it also contains the unconditioned power of nature. When confronted to its
abyss, we often are left with the impression that
we cannot but be wrecked. In wine something
is that gives voice – of the superhuman power,
that highlights the unavoidably divine origin.
Looking at wine human beings understand that
they have in origin something to do with the
universe that they

Shots from
the movie
“Babette’s Feast”

contemporarily miss. And, if they
were not concerned, they would not
even miss it. Dionysus represented
this duplicity in the Greek world, this
feeling of never being at home, either
in the framework of the laws of the
polis or in the irrational rites which we
always feel called towards. Euripides
shows well in his “Bacchae” that Pentheus would not be possible without Dionysus and vice-versa. That human beings would not even be able to draw their
kingdom if they could not acknowledge
the pulse of a power meant to always challenge the established order. And Dionysus
is the god of wine who became Bacchus in
the Latin world. In short, wine makes the
yoke of daily life bearable, that is to say: the
horizon imposes some behavioural rules
and also allows us to test its overcoming,
teaching us to experience such overcoming as an experience able to make our lives
more intense, to consider it not only as a
delirium destined to make us lose sight of
the order always and anyway needed for
a civil coexistence. Plato too understands
that the human needs to be masked and
that wine is the power that allows us to
have a mask without forgetting that
thanks to a mask – and this is a paradox
– we can be truer and sincerer than rejecting to wear the mask of inebriation.
Vines have been rooted in the ground
for the past 300,000 years, but during the
past century, and during the past 20 years in
particular, the scientific and technological
acceleration have radically changed its
nature, remarkably improving its taste and
salubriousness. Thus, today , the excellence
of wine – which is a phenomenon that many
of our nourishments share – is deeply in
debt with scientific research and technique.
What is left of the sacred and philosophical
dimension which we mentioned earlier?
Of course, when human acts are at stake, also a
technical skill is at stake, that is to say a transformative power that can never delude itself
into having reached its final limit. It is not by
chance if we can always aim at refining production capabilities, which we have earned. Techne
can be always improved, by definition and, even
more, it actually indicates the possibility of infinitely strengthening one’s transformative
potential. Technique is always committed to
going further: human beings see nature – that
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the Creator has entrusted them with – embodied. By making human beings technical beings,
God made them like him. Made to their creator’s
image and likeness. Anyway such a likeness is
always a target and is never a result: it is a target that we set as technical beings. But we are
like God only because we can infinitely improve
and strengthen our productive and transformative skills. In short, even if it may sound strange
(at least to those who take inattentive looks),
by progressively refining our technique skills
we show our connection with the divine. The
sacred is inscribed in the unconditioned power
that techne embodies. So there is no abstract juxtaposition between sacredness and technique.
We often believe that it is like this; but this is
a clamorous mistake. Thus, the connection with
the sacred is alive also in the most technologically advanced cellars; with the divine nature
that wine preserves in itself, within the aesthetics that shows the horizon that allows us the
experience of wine. Tasting it, listening to its
sound and admiring its colour. In short, wine
unquestionably has something sacred; and any
full table is an invitation to celebrate a transubstantiation event similar to the one experienced
by Jesus and by the disciples during the Last
Supper. Even more interestingly, when we drink
a good wine with good company our experience
of the sacred is mediated by our senses (which
indicate the horizon of aesthetics); it is not produced by a jump beyond the wicked dimension
of sensibility. An extraordinary movie such as
“Babette’s feast” shows it eloquently.

Today the profound human and humanistic
dimension of wine – during all its long
history and both as a consequence of its
symbolic values in the framework of western
culture, and for essentially being a human
product – appears to be lost. Even though
it emerges again – to almost express an
independent essential feature – from the
cultural transmission from one generation
to another, in the fact that wine is on one
hand a privileged medium of sociability and
on the other a return to nature (with the
myth that (little is beautiful” that evokes
a naïve dimension of a good naturalness).
Is it possible, and how is it possible in your
opinion, to recover or maybe only unveil
again this humanistic dimension of wine?
How can the “vine’s fruit”, impregnated with
modern technique, reflect again (or reflect
itself) in the mythological character of the
“nectar of the gods”?
Wine is the most eloquent emblem of the humanism we are born from. The latter cannot
be resolved in a historiographical category. As
a matter of fact humanism – always and before
all – indicates “our” way of inhabiting the earth.
In short, human doing produces some comfort
to fatigue that this doing always involves (I suggest reading the wonderful Baudelaire’s poem
“The soul of wine”). Wine serves human beings
in order to give a meaning to their lives; and I
am not exaggerating at all! If the work that human beings are condemned to survive always
implies some effort, this same work also produces the pharmakon to heal our wounds that work
always provokes. This is why wine is the expression of the human, since it expresses its capability to transform nature, making nature itself
perceivable in the product. On the other hand,
human beings are always also nature; that is
to say the expression of that nature that makes
them capable of artefacts and thus to create
their naturalness. Human beings are really paradoxical and wine, since it is a highly paradoxical food, represents the major characteristic of
the human. This is why the tasting of this sublime wine allows us to understand both what
we are and what we are not, to recognise ourselves in the nature that shines in each bunch
of grapes and in the well represented artifice of
wooden barrels and the bottles in which we preserve it. “In” wine and in a relation with it, we
understand who we really are, and understand
first of all that – as writer Giacomo Leopardi very
well knew – human beings are the “place” where
nature itself shows it is able to produce the biggest unnaturalness. It is not by chance – while
drinking good wine with our fellow humans –
we can find and test a rare philìa... which can not
be easily experienced in other situations. And
feeling close to our fellow humans, succeeding
in appreciating our differences. To the point of
giving up the habit of always obliging others to
think what we think. As a matter of fact, thanks
to wine we listen to others more gladly, thanks
to wine we discover social relations that make
human beings originally political animals. In
short, only thanks to wine, we can understand
rather efficiently what makes us humans.
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A SPECIAL REPORT ON AN ITALIAN “RED” THAT HAS CONQUERED INTERNATIONAL PALATES

PRIMITIVO. Today’s Success Lays
The Groundwork For Future Success

A

fter Pinot Grigio and Prosecco, the new
Italian
phenomenon conquering Europe originated in
the south of the country, in Puglia. It is called Primitivo, and
after the resounding success
of this wine in Scandinavia, it
moved down towards Germany
and is now beginning to take a
look around. There are promising signs from North America,
especially Canada, where there
is a more deep-rooted habit
of drinking full-bodied wines
with marked residual sugar.
In these pages, we are going to
talk about the origin and prospects of this product, based in
Salento (the Manduria territory to be precise, which the DOC
is named after), but which is
rapidly colonizing the whole
region (about 1,000 hectares
of new vineyards a year), and
even reaching neighbouring
ones like Abruzzo.
This wine has solid roots on
the Italian market, being sold
both through the mass retail
channel, as well as HORECA,
and which has its own loyal,
regular customers, according
to a Wine Intelligence study
commissioned by the Primitivo di Manduria Consortium

From Scandinavia to Germany, we
chronicled the boom of a wine that
keeps growing in different distribution
channels. From the voices of sommeliers
to restaurant owners, from importers
to distributors, we gave voice to a florid
market and listened to the stories of
Apulian producers. The President of
the Consortium of the Primitivo di
Manduria contributed with his view
and, finally, we paired Primitivo wine
with food in our buyer’s guide
(page 20 to 22). And German
customers are just as loyal and
regular, as Wine Intelligence
discovered, which has proclaimed the large-scale success
of Primitivo, as we explain in
our report on page 24 and 25.
With sales exploding in just a
few years, it is clear how this
market (one of the most competitive in the world) is driving
producers to radical choices. In
fact, Primitivo sold on the discount store circuit has very different features (not just price)
than the one found in the restaurant sector. This sensory
range is expanding and may

become a critical point if not
managed carefully, as Italian
producers themselves describe
in the report from page 30 to
page 35. There is a strong need
to find a balance for this turbulent growth, to manage supply
according to demand, in short
to make small sacrifices on a
daily basis in order to make
the prosperity of this wine last
longer.
The life of the brand that seems
to embody the idea of Primitivo more than any other, is long
and prosperous: “Doppio Passo”, an amazing success story, resulting from the insight

of the Botter winery firstly in
Scandinavia (on page 28 and 29
the report on the general situation of Primitivo on the three
main markets), and sealed in
Germany with an industrial
agreement with Rotkäppchen.
Those directly involved, Alessandro Botter and Stefan Nienaber, tell these stories (page 26),
where insight is linked to solid
projects.
This long special report ends
with an invaluable wine list
(page 36 to 39), containing a
great variety of Primitivo
wines offered by prestigious
Italian wineries.

Articles on the following pages were reported and edited by GIULIO SOMMA, CARLO FLAMINI, FABIO CIARLA, ADRIANO DEL FABRO, ROSARIO FAGGIANO
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Who Drinks
PRIMITIVO
DI MANDURIA?
The state of
the art of one
of the most
growing Italian
Denominations
of Origin
amongst domestic
and German
consumers

P

rimitivo
di
Manduria DOC
is a well-known
denomination
within the Italian wine market, enjoying
high purchase and conversion
power. Primitivo as a varietal
is also popular, both in Italy
and Germany. Wine Intelligence has recently developed
a comparative research project
for the Consorzio Primitivo di
Manduria on the Italian and
German markets, by surveying
regular wine drinkers.
The State Of The Art In Italy
Primitivo di Manduria DOC is
known within the Italian wine
market. It ranks within the top
15 wine growing denominations that regular Italian wine
drinkers are aware of. Almost
half of regular wine drinkers in
Italy are aware of Primitivo di
Manduria DOC as a wine-producing region. Primitivo di
Manduria DOC ranks within
the top five wine-producing
regions in terms of purchase,
alongside well established
Italian wine region Chianti
DOCG. Primitivo di Manduria
DOC ranks #3 in terms of converting aware consumers into
purchasers in a market, where
conversion rates are narrow
within the top 15 suggesting
similar opportunity levels for
all regions once consumers are
aware, suggesting a strong connection with those who know
the region.
Buyers of Primitivo di Manduria DOC wines are more likely to be high-income regular
wine drinkers who are highly
involved in the category. They
are adventurous consumers
who enjoy trying new styles
of wine on a regular basis and
drink wine very frequently.
This is reflected in their channel usage as they are more
likely to buy wine at specialist
wine shops, winery websites
and via e-commerce channels.
The profile of a Primitivo di
Manduria consumer is slightly
younger than the Italian regular drinker, in particular is
more represented in the seg-

ment 35-44 (24% versus 19%)
and 45-54 years old (19% vs.
16%). At a regional level, Primitivo drinkers are mainly located in the Centre and South
of Italy and have a higher frequency of consumption than
regular drinkers.
As a grape varietal, Primitivo
has a firm presence in the Italian wine market: Primitivo is
the 6th most consumed red varietal amongst Italian regular
wine drinkers; with around a
third of Italian regular wine
drinkers having drunk it within the past six months.
The majority of Italian regular
wine drinkers who buy wine
from this DOC are already familiar with it, having tried it
before and liked it. Consumers
are most likely to buy wine
from Primitivo di Manduria
DOC if they have already tried
and enjoyed its wines. It is also
perceived to offer good value
for money and a third of current buyers perceive it as higher quality than other Primitivo
wines.
The main barriers that are
preventing consumers from
purchasing Primitivo di Manduria DOC wine centre around
its lack of availability in shops
or restaurants, followed by lack
of knowledge of the denomination amongst consumers.

Wine Attitudes

30%

I enjoy trying new and different
styles of wine on a regular basis

(36%)

I don’t mind what I buy
so long as the price is right

61%
(49%)

10%
(15%)

I know what I like and
I tend to stick to what I know

Wine Involvement
9%
(17%)

High

24%
(39%)
Medium

68%

Low

(44%)

*
( % ) = All Italian Regular Wine Drinkers (RWD)
% / % : Statistically significantly higher / lower than all Italian RWD at a 95% confidence level
Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® Italy, July 2021 (n=1,000), Italian Regular Wine Drinkers

The State Of The Art
In Germany
Primitivo di Manduria DOC is
still a lesser-known domination within the German wine
market, but it enjoys high
conversion power. The Primitivo varietal as a whole is more
popular, making its way into
the top five most consumed
varietals.
In comparison against all regular wine drinkers in Germany,
buyers of Primitivo di Manduria DOC wines are much more
likely to be over the age of 65
(51% versus 37%), two out of
three are women, and drink
wine multiple times a week.
They enjoy trying new styles of
wine on a regular basis, often
shopping for wine online. They
are more likely to be adventur-

Channel Used
RWD

PdM buyers

Supermarkets

70%

69%

Shops specialised in wine

40%

59%

Hypermarkets

39%

42%

From a winery during a visit

26%

30%

Corner shops / ordinary grocery stores

24%

25%

From a winery’s website

15%

22%

From a supermarket / hypermarket website

11%

15%

From a delivery App

9%

14%

Wine fairs or events

8%

10%

Convenience stores

11%

9%

Duty Free

4%

6%
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Wine Attitudes

I enjoy trying new and different
styles of wine on a regular basis

42%
(47%)

52%

Wine Consumption Frequency
RWD

(40%)

PdM buyers

Most days / every day

8%

4%

2-5 times a week

26%

39%

About once a week

36%

38%

1-3 times a month

30%

19%

I know what I like and
I tend to stick to what I know

6%
(13%)

% who usually drink wine at the following frequency

ous consumers and highly involved in the category.
Primitivo di Manduria DOC is a
lesser-known Denomination of
Origin for the majority of German consumers, with almost a
quarter of regular wine drinkers in Germany aware of Primitivo di Manduria as a wine-producing region.
In terms of purchase, Primitivo
di Manduria DOC ranks within the top 15 wine-producing
regions, just behind well established Italian wine regions
Chianti and Prosecco. However, it ranks #1 in terms of

I don’t mind what I buy
so long as the price is right

Red Varietal Consumption

converting region awares into
purchasers, albeit this is from a
smaller base of aware consumers compared to other top regions, suggesting a strong connection with those who know
the region.
Although Merlot and domestic
varietal Dornfelder take the top
spots in terms of varietal consumption, Primitivo is a popular varietal, placing within the
Top 5, with around one in five
having consumed it within the
past six months, outperforming other Italian varietals such
as Sangiovese.

When it comes to purchase
motivations and barriers, the
majority of those who buy wine
from Primitivo di Manduria
DOC are most likely to do so if
they have tried its wine before
and enjoyed it, whilst almost a
third are attracted by its good
reputation. The top barrier to
purchasing wine from Primitivo di Manduria DOC for the
average German wine drinker
is that it is harder to find when
shopping for alcohol. Note that
few respondents are concerned
with the quality of the wine
produced in this region.

Merlot
Dornfelder
Cabernet Sauvignon
Pinot Noir
Primitivo
Shiraz / Syrah
Tempranillo
Zinfandel
Pinotage
Sangiovese

Wine Involvement

Grenache

11%

Malbec

(29%)

Carménère
High

47%
(31%)

41%
(40%)

Medium

Low

Gamay
% who have drunk the following varietals or wine types in the past 6 months
Base = All German RWD (n=1,000)

**
( % ) = All German Regular Wine Drinkers (RWD)
% / % : Statistically significantly higher / lower than all German RWD at a 95% confidence level
Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® Germany, July 2021 (n=1,000), German Regular Wine Drinkers

MAURO DI MAGGIO’S VIEW (Cantine San Marzano)

T

he study on Primitivo described in these pages was
commissioned by the Primitivo di Manduria Consortium over the summer. At the time, the president of the
DOC protection body was Mauro Di Maggio, and we
asked him for his comments on the results of the study conducted
by Wine Intelligence in Germany and Italy.
Primitivo is undoubtedly a successful grape variety on
international markets, but especially in these two countries.
Though not everyone knows the difference between a DOC
and IGT, it seems to be a driving force for the appellation.
How is awareness of its distinctive nature increasing
among consumers, as well as the level of purchase?
In recent years, increased interest in Primitivo has gone hand in
hand with an increase in the quality expectations towards our
wine. It is clear how more and more consumers from different
areas of the world are prepared to spend to buy a bottle of Primitivo. It’s true, at the same time, that higher quality segmentation,
in my experience, is determined more by the distinctive ability of
the single winery brands rather than the strength of the designation of origin in relation to the analogous IGT. But I assume it is
a common case with other Italian DOCs/IGTs coming under the
same territory.

VERY POSITIVE RESULTS

But We Need To Work More
To Raise Awareness Of The
Distinctive Nature Of The DOC

The analysis shows that consumers of Primitivo di Manduria
in these markets are different in both age (with the Germans
being older) and in gender (in Germany women are the main
consumers). What do you think this target diversity is due to?
In fact, from the above-mentioned study, Primitivo di Manduria
seems to attract the attention of adult consumers. The profile
doesn’t differ much from normal wine consumers, except for a
higher presence of older people and those with a higher income.
In short, Primitivo di Manduria seems to have earned the approval of so-called wine “connoisseurs”. At the same time, there has
been an increase in its appeal to women, who in some ways are
more open to change and have approached this recently successful wine with fewer preconceptions, showing more attachment to
Primitivo for celebrations or special events.
Primitivo di Manduria DOC is a well-known appellation on
the Italian wine market and enjoys a high level of purchase
(one of the top 5 according to the Wine Intelligence survey).
But above all, it is in third place in terms of converting
people who are aware of the DOC into buyers, suggesting a
strong bond with those who know the region. It means that
promotional investments by the Consortium and commercial
ones by wineries have had a positive impact, doesn’t it?
I would like to say yes. But actually, I’m afraid the level of promotional investment by the Consortium and individual wineries is
still too low to explain such success by itself. I rather think that
Primitivo has the sensory profile of an eclectic wine which is ideal for celebrations, for drinking throughout a meal as well as by
itself. And I also think that the distribution quality has consolidated this success. To be frank, I would call for a public regional
investment programme to penetrate markets where the Puglia
brand is strong on a tourist level, such as the US, but which haven’t fallen in love with Apulian wine yet.

In Germany, Primitivo di Manduria DOC is still a lesserknown appellation on the wine market, but it also enjoys
a high conversion power. Can the fact that the Primitivo
variety is generally very popular and has climbed into the
top 5 most-drunk varieties, also drive the DOC, and how?
Germany is certainly a key market for Primitivo. If the DOC manages to acquire distinctiveness through it, it needs an intense and
coordinated promotional activity between the Consortium and
the main bottling companies in order to increase the credibility
of the Primitivo di Manduria DOC, as the top of the regional pyramid of Primitivo.
If buying is hindered by a lack of awareness of the DOC
and a limited availability of bottles where many consumers,
both Italian and German, usually buy from, what are
the main reasons for buying Primitivo di Manduria
that emerge from the survey?
These data are also very flattering, because where the product
arrives and is distributed, the consumer appreciates its intrinsic
quality. People “buy it because they like it,” or because they like
the appellation in general. It doesn’t get much better than that!
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AN INTERVIEW WITH THE CONSORTIUM’S
NEW PRESIDENT, FRANCESCO FILOGRANO

Improved Quality
Management For
PRIMITIVO
DI MANDURIA

Constant vigilance
regarding production
and trade, with a
special focus on the
correct use of the
designation of origin

kets, and also to safeguard healthy companies and consumers. On the one hand, we are
working at an international level to block the
misleading brands of Primitivo di Manduria
and, on the other, we are taking samples from
large retailers to test them in the laboratory
and check if there are any inconsistencies with
our specifications. Another role we play is the
enhancement of our Doc through advertising
campaigns and events, both locally and internationally.

A

change took place at the top of
the Consortium for the Protection of Primitivo di Manduria.
Francesco Filograno is the new
President of the prestigious
Apulian organization that gathers 62 companies
and over 1,500 winemaking members operating in the 18 municipalities in the Taranto and
Brindisi areas. The vineyards cover about 5,000
hectares. Mr. Filograno, born in 1967, wine farmer and deputy president of the Cantina Sociale di
Manduria “Cantolio,” will replace Francesco Delle Grottaglie, who quit for personal reasons after
a few months at the helm of the consortium.
The new president, who does not hide the fact
that he is “proud of this important assignment,”
was asked a few questions concerning, among
other things, the objectives and projects for the
enhancement and protection of brands, as well
as the future plans for action in the field of training and providing jobs for young people in the
world of local viticulture.
What are the immediate priorities and the
related objectives for the next three years?
Most importantly, international promotion, pro-

tection and supervision. We will intensify the
protection of production by defending the name
itself in Italy and abroad. We will improve the
qualitative aspect by exercising constant vigilance concerning production and trade and in
particular on the correct use of the designation
of origin.
Primitivo di Manduria is in a phase of
strong growth in national and international
markets. Which projects do you have in order
to maintain and strengthen the excellent
production and commercial level?
There is a need to consolidate the image of our
Doc, to ensure its importance and its traditions.
The positioning of Primitivo di Manduria at the
top of the qualitative pyramid of Italian wine
must be strengthened, while the foundations for
an improved quality management of its production should be increased.

At the conclusion of the 2021 harvest, what
is the final balance and the prospects for the
vintage?
The quality of the grapes immediately proved
to be excellent from a phytosanitary point of
view. Initially we thought it would be of an uncertain vintage, due to the high temperatures
in July and August but, in the end, technology
and expertise saved the quality. The first grapes
harvested are those of the coastal areas, followed by the saplings and, finally, the Guyot and
spurred cordon systems. I would like to thank
all the winemakers and professionals who have
dedicated body and soul to the
grape harvest and to the technology in the vineyard. And
thanks also to our companies that, with passion and
skill, produce this extraordinary wine. An excellence
that has conquered and is
conquering important
market sectors.

What is the current work and the commitment
of young people in the local wine sector?
Our wine area is improving faster than others
thanks to an economy that is growing and able
to improve in quality.To these data, which do not
surprise us, we must also add the generational
change. There are many young people who are
entering this sector with the desire to continue
the work of the old winemakers and with strong
skills and great passion. Work in the countryside
is transforming; our companies, small and large,
operate in multifunctional activities ranging
from the transformation and corporate sale of
wine to wine tourism.
Training and updating: what importance do
they have regarding quality and growth?
We firmly believe in training as an essential element for professional growth. For years we have
been promoting specific events and courses in
strategic sectors, such as those of food and wine,
oenology and wine tourism. An opportunity for
the member companies of our group to increase
their experience and provide a practical and accessible opportunity to the future managers of
these sectors.

What will the Consortium do to defend and
protect trademarks abroad?
We are increasing protection activity, through
our vigilantes, in order to block counterfeit
wines becoming available in the major mar-

CONCOURS MONDIAL DE BRUXELLES

First Session in 2022 Takes Place in
Valladolid With a Focus on Rosé

T

he Concours Mondial de Bruxelles, an independent
and internationally recognized contest, opens its
four sessions this year with a focus on rosé wines.
This topic has represented a pivotal topic for the
Corriere Vinicolo and the Wine World Magazine in 2021,
shedding light on one of the growing trends in global wine.
The Concour’s session dedicated to rosé will take place in
Valladolid next March, while a session on white and red wines
will follow in May, one on bubbles in June and one on sweet
wines in October. The contest doesn’t have a set location,
but, although the settings of the two last sessions haven’t
been decided yet, Italian wine operators are happy and
excited that the white and red wines session will take place
in Calabria, from May 19 to 22. Every year, the Concours
Mondial de Bruxelles accepts over 10,000 wines from all over
the world that are then examined, according to each wine
type, by judges of 48 different nationalities. They are called
to judge exclusively on the quality, without any reference to
the denomination or brand.

Above and left some shots from
the last session of the Concours
Mondial de Bruxelles dedicated
to rosé wines that took place in
Abruzzo (Italy) in 2021
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IS PRIMITIVO
Still On A Roll?

By JOEL B. PAYNE

While most German sommeliers continue to delight their guests
talking about Barolo, Barbaresco and Brunello, the general public
has begun to drink ever more Primitivo. Although few other export
markets have yet to latch on to the trend, Puglia’s signature grape is
still on an upward trajectory in Germany and is expected to hit sixty
million bottles this year. How long, though, will the party last?

I

ntroduced only in
2017, Doppio Passo
has taken Germany by storm. Well
on track to sell over
twenty million bottles of their
Primitivo this year, according to Stefan Nienaber, general manager of Rotkäppchen
Mumm’s international business division, it is now the
largest selling wine brand in
the country. A joint venture
with Botter Vini, it is distributed through Eggers & Franke,
a major importer of wine
and spirits, and found almost
everywhere.
Not only the brand, but also the
variety itself has anchored in
the German mind. After Merlot, Dornfelder, Cabernet Sauvignon and Pinot Noir, Primitivo is now one of the five most
well known grape names in
the country. Moreover, a study
by the Gesellschaft für Konsumforschung (GfK) indicates that
a large part of that volume is
consumed by people below
thirty years of age, all of which
should bode well for the future.
According to data collected by
Information Resources (IRi),
Doppio Passo now accounts
for one out of every two bottles
of Primitivo sold in Germany
through classical chains of
distribution, which by their
definition does not include the
discount markets. As Wolfgang
Mayer, who sells two million
Euros worth of wine each year
at Globus, a cash and carry
outlet in Neustadt, conceded,
“When we have Doppio Passo
on promotion it is a license to
print money.” It is only one of
about a dozen Primitivo that
they stock, but is by far their
largest selling Italian wine. In
particular, he believes, “It is the
Tuscans who have had to concede market share during its
meteoric ascent.”
In fact, though, it may be Germany’s own Dornfelder that
has paid a heavier price. A cross
between Helfensteiner and
Heroldrebe, it was developed
by the department of oenological research at the University
of Weinsberg in 1955 to provide
colour and depth to the often
anaemic reds that were produced in Germany at that time.
As it places very little demand
on site or soil, has thick skins
that are resistant to most disease pressure and bears very
large yields, plantings exploded when the new variety was
first authorised for commercial
use in 1979.
Deep in colour and luscious on

the palate, the off dry version
soon became a staple on the
supermarket shelves. With the
slightly sweeter white styles of
Müller-Thurgau that are now
ceding their place to Lugana,
Dornfelder was the wine that
initiated an entire generation
of beer drinking Germans to
the pleasures of wine. It has,
though, now lost its pole position to Primitivo, explains Rudolf Knickenberg, the managing director of Schlumberger in
Meckenheim
“Doppio Passo sounds drier and
more elegant than Dornfelder
and offers a bit of Dolce Vita to
boot,” he said.
Of late, though, a dark cloud
has now begun to trouble the
horizon on all of this growth.
Fully a third of the some sixty million bottles that are expected to be sold in Germany
this year are moved through
discounters. Where Lidl offers
Primitivo Salento at €4.79, Aldi
recently had an off-dry version
of its buyer’s own brand, Primitivo Puglia, on promotion at
only €2.29.
In fact, Aldi has two Primitivo
on its shelves at all times. That
alone attests to the notoriety
that this wine now enjoys in
Germany. The other, which retails for €3.59, is called Doppio
Tratto, paying tongue in cheek
reverence to the market leader.
Imitation has always been the
sincerest form of flattery. Moreover, they do special offers on a
Primitivo di Manduria during
their seasonal promotions and
are understandably proud that
the wine was given 97 points by
sommelier Luca Maroni.
Manduria is certainly the most
well known denomination in
the Primitivo category, enjoying a certain prestige, but for
most German consumers it is
merely the variety itself as a
casual quaffing wine that has
become so popular.
There is hardly a single wine
merchant here who does not
have at least three Primitivo in
his or her portfolio and, as Pino
Sassano from Fischer & Trezza
in Stuttgart lamented.
“Even some of my wealthy clients, who could afford the most
expensive wines in our warehouse, are buying it as presents
for their friends,” he said.
Lutz Heimrich of Superiore, a
leading purveyor of fine Italian wine in Germany, was one
of the early critics. Although
he has almost forty different
Primitivo in his selection, and
admits that demand for those
reds is still rising, he says it

plays only a minor role in his
business plans.
“It is sweet, sticky and is sold in
a heavy bottle that is no longer
pardonable,” he said. “Like Lugana, it is something that we
must have in our portfolio, but
not something that we really
want to sell, much less promote.”
Heiner Lobenberg from Gute
Weine in Bremen, who sells
more fine wine online than anyone else in the country, is of
the same opinion.
“Of the six thousand wines that
we currently have on offer,” he
said. “Only six are Primitivo. I
could delist them tomorrow
and not a single client would
complain.” Nor would it have
an effect on his bottom line.
There is no doubt that Primitivo’s continued success has
begun to give rise to some
doubts about its authenticity.
Such concerns have also affected other regions of production
like Rioja, for example, whose
Gran Reserva are sold on the
same supermarkets shelves for
as little as € 2.69, but without
gaining the same traction as
Primitivo.
Per Soehlke of Smart Wine, the
German agent for Cantina Due
Palme, is one of those who has
raised concerns. He is worried
that he now sees “So many Primitivo that are bottled by third
parties from outside the region.
This is a dangerous development. Puglia should ensure
that at least its appellations
are bottled in the province of
production in order to better
manage quality, image and distribution.”
While the idea makes sense at
first sight, and certainly sounds
noble, there is no guarantee
that such a move would bring
the desired result. As we know
from other regions that have
tried to implement similar
strategies, there is little or no
assurance that a bottler in Salento is any more ethical than
one of his brethren in Veneto. Such a move would merely
provide him with an economic
advantage that he may or not
deserve.
While well respected merchants like Belvini, Elcampo
and others continue to promote
Primitivo, some importers, like
Olivier Brun and Christian Ress
from Veritable, have chosen to
concentrate their efforts only
on premium estates, in their
case, Pio Cesare in Piedmont
and Argentiera in Tuscany. As
Matthias Dathan, their agent
in Berlin readily admitted.

“We see the demand from consumers who were before drinking sweet Dornfelder and now
find that Primitivo is comparatively dry,” he said. “But we
prefer to concentrate on true
brands with long term potential.”
Christoph Dirksen, an agent
in Bonn for numerous estates,
is equally critical.
“I am not really interested in
Zinfandel, either,” he said. “Yes,
there is a strong market for
such rich wines with their concentration of sweet fruit, but
most have no character. Dornfelder has fallen out of fashion.
Primitivo will do so as well.”
Christa Vogt, the sommelier at
Schneider in Dernbach in the
southern Pfalz near the Alsatian border has another reason
to maintain Primitivo at arm’s
length. Like other sommeliers
in classical wine growing regions, she knows that her clients would not order them.
“They may buy the occasional bottle in a supermarket for
a dinner with pizza at home,”
she claimed. “But when they
come to our place, they want a
finer wine from the Pfalz.”
In the near future, Rudolf
Knickenberg forsees a day of
reckoning coming, with a few
serious wines, perhaps varietal
blends based on autochthonous grapes, on the one hand
and, on the other, the market
being swamped with commercially successful, cheap off
dry Primitivo. Primitivo, according to Lutz
Heimrich, will probably remain linked to
the latter category. Doppio Passo manages to sell a
lot of wine, he states, “but not
at the price points that Chianti
Classico can muster.”
Andrea Verlicchi, the president
of the Association of Italian
Wine Commissioners, has indicated that prices for Primitivo grapes could rise from as
little as €0.90 to as much €1.30
per kilogramme this year. On
top of that, there will be similar increases for basic dry materials such as paper, wood and
glass. Will the entire production chain cut its margins? Or
will retail prices rise?
As Per Soehlke rightly notes,
“Primitivo is known here as
big, bold red wine,” but warmer regions of the New World
make such wines as well, as
producers like Apothic in California, d’Arenberg in Australia
and others have amply proven.
Not only that, they all have excess wine to sell.

A sample of Primitivo wines sold by Aldi
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According to Pau Roca, the
general director of the OIV, 2021
will show an “extremely small”
worldwide harvest, at the level
of 2017. However, even though
Italian production was down
9%, Australia had a bumper
crop, coming in at 14% above its
five year average. Having lost
its leverage in China due to Xi
Jinping’s punitive duties, they
are, in addition, eager to develop new markets. Add to that
the fact that Argentina’s yields
were up by 15% and Chile’s by
a healthy 23% and you have a
more nuanced picture of what
the market might bear. As all
importers know, most consumers in Germany are faithful

only to a price point.
Germany still has a special place
in its heart for Italian wines, but
it is not certain that Primitivo’s success here will ever work
equally well in Great Britain,
Canada or Japan, nor that it will
maintain its status here without
conscious efforts by the major
actors. Producers like Apollonio,
Chiaromonte, Gianfranco Fino,
Li Veli, Rivera, Rubino, Tormaresca and Vallone, to name but
a few, have long proven what
Puglia is capable of bottling, but
the region is still home to an
enormous number of small wineries dancing to their own tune.
It will take a concerted effort
across the board in order to en-

sure that the current party does
not end with a terrible hangover.
In that light, it was positive to
note that Schenk has, through
its Italian division, recently
purchased just over one hundred hectares of organic vineyards in order to develop its
brand, Masso Antico. Although
the name is used for a number
of appellations in Puglia, the
majority of the business is Primitivo del Salento, according to
Daniele Simoni, the managing
director of Schenk Italia.
Similarly, Doppio Passo acquired a masseria in Puglia a few
years ago that they plan to turn
into a visitor’s centre in order
to give the brand a home and,
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hopefully, add a bit of lustre to
the label. Given their sheer dimensions, much of the responsibility for the future of Primitivo will fall on their shoulders.
Even Doppio Passo, though,
concedes that Primitivo may
have reached its zenith, at least
in terms of total volume, and
is beginning to concentrate
on new line extensions, principally from other provenances in southern Italy. That view
coincides with that of Annika
Büschken, the spokeswoman
for Aldi Süd. She believes that
Primitivo’s trend will continue
for the coming years, but “that
the offer will remain limited by
the size of the region itself.”

RUDOLF KNICKENBERG

R

udolf Knickenberg has been the managing director
of Schlumberger, one of Germany’s leading wine
importers, for the past fifteen years and thus witnessed
at close hand the rise of Italian wines in the market.

Isn’t that a difficult sell?
We’re certainly not stealing market share from Doppio Passo,
but are nonetheless enjoying healthy growth from clients
looking for an authentic product. That we have a castle and a
luxury hotel to show them builds confidence.

Schlumberger has French origins, so what role do Italian
wines play for your company?
You only need to look at our current catalogue to know the
answer to that question. Our current offer begins with Italy and
includes such high profile producers as Ceretto, Ornellaia and
Brancia. After they closed their own office in Germany, we have
also taken on six stars of the GIF portfolio, including Nino Negri.
None of them, though, make Primitivo.
That is true. From Puglia we work with Castello Monaci. If you
will, we are the antithesis of most Primitivo on the market as
our Pelùna is essentially bone dry.

Can you then command higher prices?
We try to keep the two main labels under ten Euros a bottle
on the shelf, but also have a clientele for Artas, which sells for
almost three times that price.
Where does the future of Primitivo lie?
Primitivo is no longer a trend. As the leading off dry red in the
market, it has become a solid part of Italy’s middle tier price
segment. That, though, is not quite our game. With a few others,
we’re in a class of our own.

SILVIO NITZSCHE

S

ilvio Nitzsche was named “Sommelier
of the Year” by Gault Millau when he
was at Dieter Müller’s three Michelin
star restaurant in Bergisch Gladbach. Since,
he has moved on and founded his own
highly acclaimed bar in Dresden, called
Weinkulturbar, or “Wine Culture Bar.”
What role does Primitivo play for you at
your bar?
A very important one. I have always tried to
remain in contact with the average drinker,
so people who like wine, but don’t know
much about it. To do so you need to speak to
and drink with them at their level.
So what does that mean for Primitivo?
First, it is a wine that almost everyone knows,
so we can begin at square one, which allows
us to then develop a story. We can thus show

a range of wines from the off dry supermarket
labels to the high end, drier styles.
Isn’t price, though, quite important?
Sure, but most people forget that over 90% of
the bottles sold in Germany are simple wines
for everyday drinking. My clients are open
minded. In a way, it is like listening to guitar
music. You have to catch them with emotion.
Most of what we move has, of course, a retail
price of only seven to nine Euros, but I can
also sell bottles at €19 or even €25.
Is Primitivo then here to stay or is it merely
a fad.
I think it will remain a solid part of the
Italian segment, but may never really become
a premium item like Barolo or Brunello. That
said, a few consumers do grant Manduria a
certain claim to greater recognition.

CHRISTIAN ZETER

C

hristian Zeter was born into a
family who has long been in the
wine business, as their agency’s
name says. Zeter, Die Weinagentur, was
founded in 1988 by Christian Zeter’s
father. With an office in Neustadt and a
warehouse in MönchenGladbach, they
represent some fifty producers, including
San Marzano, with whom they have been
working successfully for fifteen years.
Is there a sweet spot in pricing for
Primitivo?
There is a broad range of wines up to
about €10 a bottle that work well. Beyond
that it is more difficult. We sell Sessantanni

for double that, but it is an exception.
What consumer group is buying most
of this wine?
It is very clearly the younger generation
with less knowledge, probably because
the wines are fruity and slightly sweet.
Is that the preferred style?
Yes, but we are now seeing lots of
questionable, overly sweet wines on
the market that don’t even taste like
Primitivo. Every shipper in Veneto
now offers his own label. I am a little
worried about the long term credibility
of the category if this continues.

Nonetheless, Primitivo is still growing.
Right?
Yes, sales are still rising, and should be
at least stable in 2022, but I would like to
see a larger number of producers using
lighter, more organic packaging. There is
a growing criticism of heavy bottles in
Germany.
Where else do you see risks?
Christian Zeter: Demand is creating
upward pressure on pricing. Most people
in Germany won’t pay more than €4.99
for a bottle. Perhaps, though, it would be
a blessing if all of the discounted offers
disappeared from the market.
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INTERVIEWS WITH
THE TWO KEY PLAYERS
IN A SUCCESSFUL
PRODUCT BORN
IN NORWAY THAT
BOOMED IN GERMANY
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QUALITY And MARKETING
This Is How Doppio
Passo Went From A
“Wine” To A Brand
Alessandro Botter (Casa Vinicola Botter) and Stefan Nienaber
(Rotkäppchen) told us the story of the birth of the most famous
Primitivo in northern Europe, from the origin of the name to the
reasons of the success of a wine that – thanks to the agreement
between these two realities – has become a brand. On the market
there are already two new labels that reflect the brand values of
drinkability, recognition and adequate price, and that are at the
basis of the project: Doppio Passo Grillo Sicilia Doc and Doppio
Passo Prosecco Asolo DOCG. Hoping to repeat the “miracle”
STEFAN NIENABER

ALESSANDRO BOTTER

H

ow, when and where was the Doppio
Passo project born?
Doppio Passo was born in 2004 almost by chance, or rather from a simple intuition. In those years, great Venetian reds such as
Amarone and Ripasso had great and constant
success in Scandinavian countries. Why not try
to introduce an unusual grape variety, not well
known at the time but with many characteristics in common with famous Spanish wines,
such as richness in colour and body, at those
latitudes? It went more or less like that, at least
as an initial idea.

which the wine must be offered and sold must
always be carefully considered.

What type of product did you have in mind?
Did you use the Primitivo immediately or did
you get there later?
Let’s say that Puglia began to be known in northern Europe thanks to the tourist boom, and the
choice fell almost automatically on one of the
most significant vines of the Region, Primitivo.
First of all, we started looking for a supplier willing to produce a small quantity of modern-style
Primitivo. At the same time, we entered into a
partnership with one of our Norwegian customers who was ready to bet on what was at the
time an entirely new wine. Doppio Passo was
launched in Norway and it was an immediate
success: in only eight years, sales went from 600
to about 630,000 bottles sold. For ten years, it was
the best-selling wine in the Norwegian monopoly, and in a short time the brand expanded to all
Scandinavian countries.

But if I asked you to identify a secret of this
success, what would you answer?
I can answer with four aspects, all fundamental:
powerful red wines with an amazing concentration of plum, blackberry, cherry and chocolate
flavours backed by a good balance between naturally light and soft tannins and light acidity;
fantastic value for money; traditional but impressive packaging and… luck!

Where was the name born? It has with no
doubt an association with another term that
has made the fortune of an Italian wine in the
world, the ripasso, which you also mentioned.
In reality, the name Doppio Passo is a tribute to
Carlo and Maria Botter – my grandparents – who,
together, founded our company in 1928, building
it STEP by STEP, day after day, working together
to achieve a common goal.
At a certain point you changed scenery and
from Scandinavia you arrived in Germany,
then expanded into other markets in the
world. Can you tell us how and why this
different strategy was born?
At first, we thought that the success could not
be replicated in other markets, so we did not immediately try to expand to other countries, but
sometimes fate has many surprises in store. In
2010, the first bottles of Doppio Passo were sold
on the German market and the rest is history.
But are there different styles of Doppio Passo,
perhaps tailored to different markets? How
many and for which consumers?
I would not talk about different styles. We believe in a wine that remains very similar to itself and to the idea that prompted us to produce
it. However, the characteristics of the market in

Do you see any chance to replicate Doppio
Passo’s success in other markets? Are you
doing market analysis, and if yes, which ones
look promising?
In 2020 we joined forces with our partner Botter to combine the individual strengths of both
houses namely excellence in Enology & Sourcing and Excellence in Marketing and Sales. The
goal is to continue the success story of Doppio
Passo on an international scale.

At some point in your history, you meet
Rotkäppchen. How did the Doppio Passo
collaboration evolve and what has changed
since then?
Doppio Passo srl was established with Rotkäppchen in 2020. The aim was and still is to make
“Doppio Passo” a global brand, able to expand
into the world and at the same time broaden its
horizons to other productions beyond the initial
Primitivo.

How will Doppio Passo grow in the future?
Will there be an expansion of the brand to
other types of wine, which ones and from
where?
Doppio Passo wants to establish itself as a brand
that, regardless of the original grape variety, guarantees quality wine and a sensory experience to
be repeated and to be remembered. For the rest,
the expansion to other grape varieties and territories is already underway, we are working on the
new products of the Doppio Passo range both in
Sicily and with the world of Prosecco.

P

rimitivo Doppio Passo has been
a kind of miracle on the German
market. How do you explain such an
extraordinary success?
First of all it is the outstanding quality and taste
profile of Doppio Passo Primitivo that stood
out at the time. It soon became an “insider tip”
among consumers that Doppio Passo was a great
product for a comparably fair price. Second is
the great distribution work of our Business Unit
Eggers & Franke combined with clever Point of
Sale activation. And thirdly it is fair to say that
there was also a portion of miracle in it. I do not
recall having seen anything comparable in the
German wine world since Rotkäppchen.
How did you manage to keep a price range
quite high, compared to the average of wines
sold in German off-trade?
The product concept is very strong. All partners
of the value chain understood that Doppio Passo
is a brand that consumers are looking-out for in
store; speaking technically a product that drives
frequency. Consumers gladly buy the product on
promo – but they also do it without.

Which is in your opinion the profile of a
Primitivo Doppio Passo consumer? Many
observers argue it’s a kind of wine with
simple qualities, easy to drink, no need to
understand it deeply, even if you change the
composition of grapes, people would buy it
just because it’s Doppio Passo. Do you agree?
Doppio Passo started in the affordable premium
segment and became a success story with young
couples. Today you find it well distributed in all
consumer age groups. It’s true that the drinkability of the wine is exceptional even for people who
usually do not drink red wine. However at the
same time there still is this mystical and peculiar element in our wine, which provides depth
and character that is unique to Doppio Passo.
This twist of mystical peculiarity was also the
driver to launch a white “Grillo” under the brand
roof of Doppio Passo; a varietal which was practically of no real relevance in Germany before.

Lots of Primitivo labels have been launched
on the German market, with a very large
price range. You can find cheap and
premium Primitivo on every shelf. Is this
a (bitter) part of the success of this wine?
Are you concerned about this growth
(we have some 1,000 hectares per year
planted in Puglia, mainly with Primitivo),
should it be regulated somehow?
The popularity of Primitivo is not only due to
the Nordics or Germany but is a trend which
continues in a number of other markets. The
increase of productive vineyards is important
to keep growing demand and supply in balance.
However there is a limit to everything. Wine
taste changes over time. What helps you then is
a properly managed brand.
Finally, a question on the grape and
production techniques: is the Primitivo
Doppio Passo formula crystalized or –
somehow – it could change following the
evolution of taste? I mean, if within some
year you shoud feel some tiredness on
Primitivo taste, would you be willing to
switch to a blend or even a total replacement
with other grapes? The same if Primitivo bulk
wine should become hard to find at source,
and so on.
Doppio Passo has its origins in Puglia. However
Doppio Passo can stand for. We already opened
the ground when successfully launching Doppio Passo Grillo DOC from Sicily, a varietal
which was practically of no real relevance in
Germany before. Another example is the successful launch of Doppio Passo Prosecco Asolo
DOCG. That does not mean that we will launch
all kinds of different varietals. Doppio Passo
will certainly never work in a tactical way. The
launch of Grillo was preceded by extensive market research. The grape varietal proved to be
true to the essence of the brand characteristics.
That’s why we could credibly extend the portfolio to a white wine. And that is and will always
be the spirit for any future line extension. Besides, the Grillo example shows that the brand
is strong enough to set new trends which did
not exist before. Doppio Passo has all the ingredients to become a popular consumer wine
brand from Italy. At the same time consumers
can rely to always find in Doppio Passo a builtin twist of mystical peculiarity.

Feeding, dispensing and application of sparkling wines capsules
with double centring system: orientation of the bottle
(embossed logo on glass, screen print, sleeve and glass mould
seaming) and capsule, both with cameras managed by SNIPER
vision system.

Feeding, dispensing and application of
wirehoods.

Feeding, dispensing and application of tin and
polylaminate capsules (spinning heads) and PVC/PET
ones (thermo-shrinking heads).

Wirehooder featuring bottle orientation (embossed
logo on glass or glass mould seaming) prior the
application of wirehoods achieving the desired
position of the opening eyelet (via SNIPER vision
system).

Series
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

AISI 304 stainless steel frame with operation panels in transparent polycarbonate and internal lightning managed by door opening.
Roof design frame with sloped working surface and controlled drainages (wirehooders).
Bottle and capsule vision and centring via SNIPER platform.
Vision peripheral devices: cameras, photocells (colour and UV spots), optical fibres and lasers.
Electronical axes - brushless motorization.
2 high-performance HMI touch screen control panels on movable support.
Automated, tool-free changeovers with stored settings accessible via the memorized working recipes.
AISI 304 stainless steel guarding with mirror polished surface and full-height tempered glass doors.

Based on the most advanced electronical and digital componentry, the SNIPER platform developed by R&G gathers the vision systems
performing the detections and recognitions essential to implement orientation, alignment and centring. The system features a dedicated
easy and flexible interface to create and maintain the working recipes, being designed to manage all the available peripheral devices
necessary to achieve the targeted functions.
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THE ITALIAN RED WINE HAS A SPECIAL PLACE IN THE HEARTS
OF SWEDISH, FINNISH, DANISH AND NORWEGIAN WINE LOVERS

PRIMITIVO OR ZINFANDEL
BOTTLE OR BAG-IN-BOX
For The Scandinavian
Market, What Matters Is That
*
There Is “Appassimento”
* Off-the-wine drying

In Northern Europe, consumers of Italian wines are many and, since the early
2000, they’ve developed a strong preference for full-bodied, soft red wines with an
intense flower bouquet. It all started with the entry-level types of the great red
wines from Veneto, then came the Primitivo whose volumes – and lately also its
value – grew significantly. State monopolies oversee imports in Scandinavia, with
ways and possibilities to enter the market that are very different from elsewhere
By ELIN BLOMQUIST

I

t is fair to say that Swedish consumers have a long-lasting relationship with the wines of Italy. At least since
2012, Italy has been the main source of wines sold at Systembolaget (the Swedish retail monopoly for alcoholic
beverages). The wines from Italy represent currently
almost a third of the market share, touching 27%. From an Italian perspective, Sweden was in 2020 the 7th largest buyer of Italian
wines in terms of both volume and value according to data from
Qualivita Istat.
So, which are the Italian regions behind these numbers? After
“Wine of Italy” and Veneto, Puglia is the third largest region of origin in volume, representing 18% of all Italian wines sold through
the off-trade. The uptick in sales of Apulian wines began in the
years 2012-2013 and reached its peak in 2014 with 14.58 million
litres. The performance continued to be strong also throughout
2015 to then decline from 2016 an onwards. The decrease in total
volume is as most marked in between the years 2020 and 2021.
Still, at 10.8 million litres, wines from Puglia remain one of the
most popular wine styles in the Swedish market. What encouraged this growth, and what are the drivers between the consumer
preference for Apulian wines in general and Primitivo in particular?
“Apulian Primitivo represents the kind of fruity and rich wine
style that most Swedish consumers tend to appreciate”, said Fredrik Ålander, CEO at the country’s largest wine importer, Giertz
Vinimport.
“If you consider that New World wines from Australia, South Africa and the US were the preferred choice of the consumers before
the Italian boom,” he said. “It is easy to understand how quickly one could switch to ripe and full-bodied wines from Puglia as
more products from that origin entered the market.”
Adding on to the existing preference for fruity and rich wines, it
is important to remember that Swedish consumers have a special link and romantic image of everything Italian. Already in
the 1950s, when pizza began to enter the most edgy restaurants
and until today when there are no less than 2,983 pizzerias in the
country, Swedish people have been in love with Italian food, wine
and culture. Moreover, in everyday life, Italian food plays a significant role. According to a list of the most frequent everyday dishes
in 2020 compiled by food agency Food & Friends, Pasta bolognese
is the most common dish, followed by pasta dishes in general.
However, an inclination for Italian food and culture cannot alone
explain the widespread popularity for Apulian wines in Sweden
from 2012 and onwards. Instead, it makes sense to have a look at
what products that were listed in those years, their flavour profile
and brand communication.
Among the 30 or so wines from Puglia that remain listed at the
shelves of Systembolaget until today, no less than 50% were listed
in the period ranging from 2012 to 2014. Some of them through
the Monopoly’s own tender requests, and others as consumer
driven listings that have gained marketing distribution through
repeated purchases from the ordering assortment. What all have
in common are aromas of ripe fruit and varying degrees of residual sweetness, sometimes with hints of oak.
The global brand Doppio Passo Organic Primitivo entered the
Swedish market as a 750 ml bottle in 2010 and as a 3L bag-in-box
two years later. Sales of this brand reached its absolute peak during the years 2015 – 2017 in Sweden; in 2015 it was one of the top 10

selling wines in Finland. Several other Apulian Primitivos such as
Zensa Primitivo, Epicuro Zinfandel and Ti Amo Primitivo di Puglia
enjoyed a strong performance in about the same period.
Mauro Primitivo Alberello was listed as a 750 ml bottle and as a
bag-in-box 3L already in 2001 through a tender request. Being a
tender wine and available in two different formats, the wine obtained a wide distribution of Monopoly shops already from the
launch. Consequently, it was easily accessible for consumers
from all corners of the country. This in contrast to wines that enter through the ordering assortment, for which the number of
shops tend to increase on a gradual basis according to consumer
demand and to the amount of marketing spend invested by the
importer.
Together with four other 3L bag-in-boxes, Mauro Primitivo Alberello is still today in the top five-list of the bestselling wines from
Puglia in Sweden. Looking at the packaging, the main message is
the brand, followed by “Primitivo”. The design can be described as
traditional, with ornaments framing the text.
Three of the top five selling products entered during the “golden
period” of 2012 and 2013. In chronological order The Big Zin Zinfandel Old Vines, Casa Vinironia Appassimento Grande Edizione
and The Wanted Zin Zinfandel Old Vines.
The packaging of Casa Vinironia Appassimento has a traditional and ornamental approach, including “Appassimento” as a key
part of the communication. The Big Zin and The Wanted Zin on
the other hand have a bolder look with “Zinfandel” as one of the
main messages.
Casa Marrone Primitivo Organic was listed in 2017 and is together
with Mauro the only product in the top five that actually communicates “Primitivo” on the packaging.
The five aforementioned products together represent almost 60%
of the total sales from Puglia in Sweden, highlighting the significance of the bag-in-box-format.
Fredrik Ålander
from Giertz Vinimport ▼
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Giovanni Brandimarti
from the Italian Chamber
of Commerce in Stockholm ▼

Giovanni Brandimarti at the Italian
Chamber of Commerce based in Stockholm used to run a wine importing agency for Italian wines from 2005 and until
2016.
“The success of Apulian Primitivo is a result of the Swedish wine importer’s understanding of consumer preferences and
their collaboration with wine producers,”
Mr. Brandimarti said. “For some of the listings, it may have helped to use Zinfandel
as the name of the grape variety rather
than Primitivo. The key point is however
the combination of a fruity and generous
wine style at an accessible price point and with a concept that is
easy to grasp.”
One of those concepts is that of appassimento. As consumers
started to appreciate the concentrated and intense character of
Amarone wines in the early 21st century, the demand for entry level options of wines with a similar flavour profile rocketed.
Among the first producers to launch an entry level wine produced
with dried grapes in Sweden was Amarone producer Tommasi.
Their Graticcio Appassionato was listed in 2011 and is still the top
selling wine in its segment of red wines priced 80–99 Swedish
kronor, even if volumes have been decreasing over the years.
According to Robin Salmi, part-owner of Cisa Drinks which is
currently Finland’s fastest growing wine importer, the appassimento message has had an important role to play for the success
of Primitivo wines in the Finnish market. Although the trend arrived slightly later to Finland than to Sweden:
“It all started around six to seven years ago, in the years 2015 and
2016,” Mr. Salmi said. “By then the consumer behaviour started to
change and consumers began to trade upwards. Instead of picking wines from the 9 EUR shelf, they went to the 10–16 EUR shelf.
And that is where you could find the Italian wines, some of them
in the appassimento style.”
Wine critics have a large influence on the Finnish wine market,
and after a couple of positive notions sales of the Tommasi wines
took off.
“Having a wine described in a positive way by a wine critic encourages the consumer to taste a wine – and if they like the flavour they
will buy it again,” he said. “This is what happened to Tommasi, and
it also paved the way for products of a similar wine style.”

◀ Robin Salmi
from Cisa Drinks

As consumers started to link words
such as “Primitivo”, “Zinfandel”
and “Appassimento” with a
flavour that they liked, conditions were favourable
for importers to launch
a number of such wines
through Alko’s
(The
Finnish retail monopoly)
ordering assortment.
“It is without doubt that
the sales of Primitivo and
similar wines in Finland
has been driven primarily
by consumer demand rather than by Alko’s tender requests”, Mr. Robin added.
In similarity with the Swedish
market, when the sales of Primitivo
and appassimento styled wines began

in Finland there was already a well-established consumer prefer- The premiumization is confirmed by the numbers – while bottled
ence for wines with a character of ripe fruit. While Swedish con- wines at 80–99 kronor lost around 1.2 million litres on an annual
sumers have been opting for red wines from Australia and South basis, sales of bottled wines priced 100–199 kronor gained 1.4 milAfrica, as stated by Mr. Robin the Finn’s favourite country of origin lions of litres in volume. A significant number of bottled wines at
for this category was Chile.
these price points comes from Piedmont, a region that is growing
“The country currently in fashion tends to dominate,” he said. with nearly 40% compared to 2020.
“Back in the days when Spain was the largest region of origin for Piedmontese wines are increasingly requested not only by offred wines, they had a market share of 30%. Spain was replaced by trade consumers but from restaurant guests.
Chile, which gained 35% of the market. When at the top, Italy had Aaltos is a smart Italian restaurant in the heart of University town
almost as high a market share as its predecessor. Now, what is Uppsala, one hour north west of Stockholm. This restaurant with
trending for red wines is Portugal.”
around 100 seats is housed in a new modernist building, created
At the same time as the trend is turning towards Portuguese reds by the Finnish architect Alvar Aalto. Those who enjoy the cuisine
in Finland, there are signs of diminishing sales of the wines from of Aaltos on a regular basis are a mix of city residents, internationPuglia in both Sweden and Norway.
al visitors, and companies. Axel Åkerling is the head sommelier.
Christian Dieset is the head of
“Our guests are asking for Nebbiolo and Piemonte,” said Mr. Åkpress and communication at
erling. “And now lately also for Barbera. In addition to that, right
one of Norway’s leading imnow we pour Sicilian wines such as Nero d’Avola and Nerello
porter agencies, The NorweMascalese. Together with Venetian
◀ Christian Dieset
gian Beverage Group.
wines of a light and refreshing
from The
“In 2019, the year before the
style.”
Norwegian
Beverage Group
pandemic started, sales of
The wine list is designed to
Apulian wines dropped 18%
cover all of Italy including
in volume compared to the
smaller regions such as
year before,” he said. “The
Val d’Aosta, Lombardy, Ligdifference in sales from 2020
uria and Campania. Axel
to 2021 is up 12 %, but in relacan notice that the genertion to an overall growth
al interest and knowledge
Axel Åkerling ▶
of 40% for Italian
about
wine is growing.
from Aaltos
wines, it is clear
“People are more interestthat Puglia
ed in wine than just a few
is not the
years ago,” Mr. Åkerling. “But
they find it difficult to nail
exactly the flavour
profile they are
looking for when
it comes to red
wines. The most
common descrip◀ Giancarlo Clark
from Mancini

driving force behind the sales increase.”
The significant growth of 40% can be explained by
the closed borders to Sweden during the pandemic.
“In normal times, many Norwegian customers go to
Sweden to purchase substantial amounts of wine,”
he said. “With one year of closed borders, of course
sales at Vinmonpolet increased.”
Furthermore, Mr. Dieset explained that Norwegian
customers prefer to buy the products available on
the Vinmonopolet shelves rather than consulting
the ordering assortment. With a considerable number of wines
listed being red Italian wines in bag-in-box, it is evident that the
category grew.
One of those products is Doppio Passo Primitivo, which has for a
long time been the leading Primitivo-based brand in the Norwegian market.
“It has been selling well for many years and represents a considerable market share of all Primitivo-based blends,” he said. “Out
of the around 900,000 litres of such blends that were sold in 2020,
Doppio Passo stood for more than 50% of that volume.”
However, as reported by Mr. Dieset, there is a shift in the overall trend for Primitivo based blends. It all started around two
years ago when Vinmonopolet began communicating the sugar
amount on the shelf labels describing each wine listed.
“Even if some consumers started to opt for drier wines once they
learnt more about residual sweetness, the top selling wines remain rich and generous,” he said. “In the group of best-selling
wines overall today we can find Falling Feather Ruby Cabernet,
Escada Touriga Nacional and Tommasi Graticcio Appassionato.”
Returning to the Swedish market, a significant decline in the
sales of wines Puglia can be noticed from 2020 to 2021. Nonetheless, a limited number of products benefit from an opposite development. All of them with a clear concept or brand that is not necessarily relying on the grape variety or origin. In order to mention
a couple of examples; It’s a Zin Zinfandel in a spectacular golden
bottle and Stranger Zins Zinfandel in a 1L bottle.
What is the main reason behind this change? And what Italian
wines are consumers buying instead, taking into account that the
total sales development for Italian wines remains flat?
Giovanni Brandimarti of the Italian Chamber of Commerce does
not believe that consumer preferences will change dramatically
in terms of flavour, rather that the average spending for wine is
increasing.
“During the pandemic, Swedish people have had more money
to spend on wine. Instead of travelling abroad or visiting restaurants, they have been looking for other ways to improve quality
of life,” he said. “Such as renovating their houses, buying a dog
or trying more expensive wines. This has led to a move from the
earlier sweet spot of 80-99 kronor up to the ones above 100 kronor.
Or to the 120–149 kronor price bracket for those who earlier used
to purchase at around 100 kronor.”

tor is that it should be full bodied and rich in flavour – an expression that is open for interpretation.”
Concerning Primitivo and Puglia, Mr. Åkerling does not have anything listed at the moment, but would like to find terroir driven
expressions.
“I have been tasting good quality Primitivo and Nero di Troia from
Puglia,” he said. “And I believe that it is a wine style that could be
appreciated also by our guests. They enjoy understanding the link
between a wine and its origin.”
Regarding wines from the southern parts of Italy, Mr. Åkerling
has a positive feeling about the wines of Campania.
“Among the reds,Aglianico is a versatile grape variety where wines
can be both structured or more fruity,” he added. “The whites such
as Greco di Tufo and Fiano work well with our customers, actually
we sell a lot of Fiano by the glass. The sales are driven by us recommending it, but our clients appreciate it and tend to buy it again.”
The newly awakened interest for the wines of Campania is shared
with the visitors of Mancini, awarded as Sweden’s best Italian restaurant by Gambero Rosso four years consecutively from 2019 to
2022. Head sommelier Giancarlo Clark describes the clientele as
loyal, some of them with a strong bond to Italy.
“Many of our consumers are familiar with Italy, maybe they have
a house there or visit different spots of the country regularly,” Mr.
Clark. “One of those places is Campania – it is a beautiful place to
visit and therefore it starts to be common that consumers have
been in contact with wines such as Fiano, Greco, Aglianico and
Taurasi.”
The menu is built around authentic Italian classics, all cooked à
la minute to promote a high intensity of flavour and aroma. Most
often the decision on what wine to choose is based on how it pairs
with a specific dish.
As for Primitivo and other typical wines from Puglia, Mr. Clark
believed they have a promising future in the restaurant scene given that the background of both place and grape variety are well
explained.
“Regardless of the type of wine, it is crucial to tell the story behind it,” he said. “Puglia is an amazing area of Italy, with wonderful food and great wine. There is yet a lot to be discovered, in particular to find wines that through their character expresses the
different parts of Puglia and that are produced with hard work,
love and passion.”
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t is the moment for Primitivo. Everyone is looking for it,
everyone wants it. It’s a real boom, driven by the astonishing demand from markets like Germany, which has
gone hand in hand with the classic Scandinavian ones,
doubling, if not tripling the size of the market. So Puglia
is gearing up to meet a demand that seems boundless. Planting
is increasing, at a pace of 1000 hectares a year, traditional varieties are being replaced, the classic area (around Taranto) is being
extended throughout the region, with IGTs becoming the new
vessels for production to flow into. In 2020, these reached a DOC/
IGT status-claiming potential of 1.2 million hectolitres (excluding
blends). Demand is such that you can’t find Primitivo anywhere
today and bulk prices reveal a picture of a market gone mad: 1.5060 euros a litre for IGTs (the equivalent of Prosecco DOC, just to
render the idea) rising to 2.80-90 for Manduria, with peaks of 3
euros for higher quality wine types.
“There has been a real explosion in demand,” said Alessandro
Botter, a leading producer of Primitivo and champion of sales
abroad, with a brand that has paved the way for most of today’s success “not only Doppio Passo, but all of Primitivo is recording what
I would describe as an almost crazy demand today, especially in
Germany. The reason? I can give you the example of our brands, or
rather the fact that we have been investing huge sums in advertising with our German partners for years, and these are the results.”
It is an easy-drinking wine, which we might be tempted to consider challenging, but easy to understand.
“The winning formula, if we can describe it as such, is the result
of a very long research,” Mr. Botter commented. “I’d like to remind
you that just 20 years ago Primitivo was little known outside of
Puglia. It was a wine used for blends, with notes that were a little
bit too characteristic.”
If, at first, the similarity with the name ripasso aroused the curiosity of Scandinavian consumers, within a very short time the
product set off in the right direction and became a bestseller.
There was such a crescendo that the shelves of the various monopolies saw a boom in products imitating that magical name:
passioni, appassimenti, appassionati, made everywhere.
“But today, Primitivo is making a clean sweep of these red
wines made with dried grapes, which are generally blends,” said

The market has literally exploded
in just a few years. Production –
especially of IGT Puglia –
is increasing dramatically, reaching
1.2 million hectolitres entitled to
claim DOC or IGT status in 2020.
Planting of vineyards has increased
throughout the region and bulk
wine shares have hit the roof.
For the moment, DOCs and IGTs
are experiencing huge parallel
success, but are noticing the first
signs of critical problems

Domenico Zonin, president of Zonin1821, working in Puglia for
over 15 years with the Masseria Altemura winery. “Because the
market has discovered that, for a relatively lower price, it can get
wine from a single grape variety that naturally produces this type
of wine, with a marked taste, roundness and softness, all the way
through to wines that seem sweet, with a high alcohol content,
firm structure and body. Primitivo has the right cards to be a
long-term phenomenon: widespread distribution and good production capacity, medium-good quality with peaks of excellence,
a sought-after taste on the market, simple and approachable, and
a territory that has quite rightly become an international tourist
destination. There are also signs that it is expanding elsewhere
compared to the classic northern European markets, for example, as well as Germany and Italy, we are mainly selling to Estonia,
Brazil and Russia, but also East Asia, such as Korea, which is the
main market for our Sasseo (‘buy me’ in Korean).”

Bottlers’ Experience
In the wake of this enormous popularity, there are bottlers of Puglia’s Primitivo wine in every Italian region: from Lombardy to
Piedmont, Veneto and Tuscany. There are some who have always
produced it and others who have just begun recently, who sniffed
out the growth that was about to explode. One of these was Rocca delle Macìe, the historic Chianti Classico winery that includes
four Apulian products in its portfolio today.
“We had a historic relationship with a local winery, then we decided to make our own line,” President Sergio Zingarelli explained.
“Manduria is the one that sells most, it has seen an incredible
growth in Italy and Germany, but it is also making inroads in other markets, there is a lot of interest in Asia, in Baltic countries,
about 300-350,000 bottles all go to the HORECA channel. It is a
product that surprised us, quite frankly; it is a wine with a modern taste that captures the attention of the younger age groups.
We are expecting a boom in the US, we haven’t started promoting
it seriously yet, but I believe we can do a great job here too.”
Mondodelvino, on the other hand, shared the outset with Primitivo.
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“We invested at a good time,” Luigi Bersano, sales director of the
group that recently became part of the private equity firm Clessidra, recalled. “At first, in the late 1990s-early 2000s, we produced
nearly 3 million litres, especially bag-in-box for the Scandinavian market. Then production fell because our Swedish importer
decided to package it himself. We still make significant volumes,
however, and they are still increasing. It is an ideal wine for these
markets, I remember how at the start it replaced fortified wines
like Port or cherry-flavoured liqueurs produced in Scandinavia
that were very popular at the time, but with higher alcohol levels.
Primitivo doesn’t need to be explained, it’s easy to drink. Interestingly, it generally doesn’t have its own entry level prices, therefore
the consumer who buys it expects high quality, and is not naïve
or easy to dupe. We need to carry on in this direction, because the
markets have shown they fall in love with many products quickly
and are just as quick to forget them.”
The intrinsic concern in Bersano’s way of thinking is shared by
many professionals, who see growth in production go hand in
hand with a clear division of quality segments.
“We produce about 10,000 hectolitres, including DOCs and IGTs,

but they are mainly medium-high range products for online and
HORECA channels and sold not only in northern Europe, but also
in Vietnam, Brazil, Russia, Switzerland and China,” said Marco
Rocca, with the core in Salento, in Leverano, where they are investing in a new winemaking cellar for 20,000 hl, and the brain
in Brianza. “I believe that if you want to carve a minimum margin, you need to keep with premium products, whereas the higher
the volume, the more complicated it becomes: especially for IGTs,
you enter lower price dynamics, there are many private labels and
with bulk prices that make it difficult to balance the accounts, it
becomes unattractive for a winery like ours.”
Daniele Simoni, CEO of Schenk Italia agreed.
“We only make high-level products, under our brand, both DOCs
and IGTs, sold at retail for over 6-7 euros,” Mr. Simoni said. “They
are less sensitive to the fluctuations of bulk, whereas the lower
you go, the higher the impact of unexpected increases in raw
materials, which eats into margins. Growth is astonishing, we
are doubling sales annually, we do a lot in Asia, particularly China and Russia and sales are very satisfactory on the domestic
market.”

Germany. The Price Of Success
For the moment, Primitivo DOC and IGT seem to be living in parallel dimensions, even though they are beginning to see a downturn on the main market (Germany).
“It is sold at a wide range of prices in distribution in Germany, I’d
say with an average of 4.99 euros,” Mr. Botter confirmed. “Being a
market leader with Doppio Passo, we are managing to maintain
higher prices than many of our competitors.”
“Germany has become marginal for us, due to the price dynamics I
mentioned before,” Mr. Simoni added. “At first, we also had a private
label, but we had to leave it because we couldn’t even cover production costs due to the rise in bulk prices and competition undercutting prices when selling to mass retailers. For about five years we
have only been making products under our own brand and we are
selling our brand more than the variety or origin itself. This undoubtedly protects the product, and by positioning it high up you
can better absorb any increases in raw materials, which are subject
to minor price differences compared to basic products.”
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THE VISION OF LOCAL PRODUCERS
F
THE GENESIS
AND THE STORY
OF A RESOUNDING
SUCCESS
or Apulian producers,
the success of Primitivo
is connected to multiple
factors. In addition to the
organoleptic specificities of the
product, the “gustatory” satisfaction of consumers, the decision
of producers to focus on quality,
plus the excellent quality/price
ratio, innovation in agronomic and
oenological techniques, have all
affected the national and international outstanding achievement.
“The product has the gift of
undisputed pleasantness and
softness,” explained Mauro di
Maggio, former president of the
Consortium for the Protection of
Primitivo di Manduria Dop and
managing director of Cantine

The many
interpretations and
the many recipes
that allow this
product to continue
to produce wealth for
the territory

MAURO DI MAGGIO

San Marzano. This makes it easy
to accompany the dishes in various countries around the world.
The change in habits of the new
generations has also influenced
the increase of popularity of this
wine which is consumed in a more
casual way, not necessarily during a meal.”
“Primitivo – adds Vittorio Moscogiuri, director of the Cantina
Produttori di Manduria – is a versatile wine, both in vinification and
its taste: the rosé version is much
appreciated, but also the dry red
and the natural sweet versions
comply the different palates and
allow for infinite taste combinations. Undoubtedly, the cellars in
the Primitivo area have for a long
VITTORIO
MOSCOGIURI

ANGELO MACI

time chosen to operate by following protocols and methodologies
aimed exclusively at quality “.
According to Angelo Maci, president of Cantine Due Palme, it
needs to be also said that the
greatest advantage of Primitivo was the “stubbornness of us
producers, of us farmers, the
ability to believe in what we were
growing, the fruit of both history
and tradition. Believe in it all the
way, when few believed. Time has
proved we were right. I believe
that the challenge won by the Primitivo is the challenge won by an
entire territory, in particular that
of Salento.”
Sebastiano de Corato, owner
and commercial director of Cantina Rivera (a company in the
Castel del Monte Doc
area that selects and
markets Primitivo di
Manduria), believes
that the outstanding
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The ‘Primitivization’ Of Puglia
The topic of growth, or rather which type of growth, becomes crucial at this stage: growth at all costs? Meeting the demands of the
market whatever they may be? Sacrificing a heritage of historic
diversity to plant Primitivo everywhere, subjecting the region to
what (after Glerization and Pinotgrigization in the northeast) could
pass for the phenomenon of the Primitivization of Puglia? And
then, what idea of Primitivo do we want to send around the world?
A certified, standard product or one that represents and enhances
the multifaceted territories that produce it?
“I see uncontrolled growth as dangerous,” said Sebastiano de
Corato, owner and sales director of Cantina Rivera, in the Castel
del Monte area. “Not so much for Primitivo or Apulian vinegrowing, but more for the other regions. Sicily, Lazio and Abruzzo have
planted Primitivo and, in the long term, this leads to a denaturing
of the variety and other production areas. Yes, perhaps it’s convenient to plant, produce, bottle and sell a wine that you can sell
with your eyes shut, but in the end you risk the commodity effect.
What’s the aim? To wage a price war against the area of origin?
The idea should be to enhance the link between variety and territory and not let it spread like wildfire, because this damages diversity, typicity and the wine types Italy expresses.”
Gianfranco Fino, one of the first to believe in Primitivo and cur-

rently one of the most esteemed producers in the Manduria area,
doesn’t see any particular risks in expanding the product.
“We all know that the cultivation of grape varieties cannot be
banned, there are just certain recommended and advised grapes,”
he said. “But perhaps the problem might become more commercial, seeing that Primitivo is currently hugely successful and is
one of the four or five most successful varieties at the moment.
In this sense, there is already a division in Puglia between the
Primitivo produced in the Gioia del Colle area and that in the
countryside surrounding Sava and Manduria, which are different,
therefore I don’t see problems, for example, in cultivating it in
Abruzzo. However, it should be taken into account that Primitivo
is not a variety that adapts easily, it has a thin skin and dislikes
rain before the harvest, therefore I think that the Apulian terroir
will remain the best one. In the end, it all depends on the consumer, who knows how to assess these differences, especially if
we know how to explain them to him, like my wife and I are trying to do with the building of the new cellar, where we are ready
to welcome enthusiasts and give them a first-hand experience of
our idea of Primitivo.”
“Before going on to discuss the rights and wrongs of expanding
the production area,” said Christian Scrinzi, winemaking and
production director of Gruppo Italiano Vini, which is present in
Puglia with the Castello Monaci winery. “I believe that Puglia has

to understand what to do with this variety in the future. For me,
Primitivo has come to a crossroads today: there is the idea of Primitivo that I define as ancestral, the result of the unique nature
of this grape, combined with the specific terroirs and traditional
cultivation methods. Then there is a very commercial Primitivo,
let’s say, which I’m not at all condemning, but which risks being
uncontrolled and producing negative effects in the long term unless handled with care.”
Therefore, the key to success as a boomerang inherent in the
DNA of Primitivo? “Here we are basically dealing with a successful grape variety rather than a territory,” added Luigi Seracca
Guerrieri, brand ambassador of Castello Monaci. “And if the variety is managed in order to produce a standard product, it can be
copied anywhere. This is the greatest risk as far as I can see, especially if it continues to be planted throughout the region, with
maximum yields fixed by the production regulations, driven by
this mad race for prices.”
“However, we would like to be able to speak of a Park of Primitivo, of
an ancestral Primitivo,” Mr. Scrinzi said. “Which has roots, a vinegrowing and winemaking history to describe, which can invest in
research, in continuous pressure towards stylistic perfection. Because we are potentially speaking about a world-beater here and it
would be a shame to reduce everything to a cellar formula or to a
question of balancing residual sugar, acidity and power.”
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success of this wine is due “to the
organoleptic qualities that characterize it; it is the perfect wine for
the consumer.” De Corato therefore underlines that the conquest
of the markets started about 2025 years ago.
“In the first 10 years, there was
no great planning, after that some
Apulian producers and some cooperatives began to work well
not only in terms of production,”
he said. “But above all in terms of
marketing. I still remember that
at first someone in Germany said
that Primitivo was not going to be
successful because of the name.
This prediction, in the end, turned
out to be inaccurate since the
name Primitivo revealed itself to
be very evocative.”
Gianfranco Fino, one of the most
popular producers in the Manduria area, agrees with this tale.
“The Primitivo epic began 20-25
years ago,” he said. “In the ‘90s
I found myself working with this
vine first as a technician and then
as a producer. Always considered
useful for producing blended
wines, despite its noble Balkan
origins and its twin separated at

birth that crossed the Atlantic
Ocean, the turning point was the
introduction of quality production
techniques and the arrival of good
winemakers. Above all, it was important to be aware of being able
to work with a great vine in order
to make an important wine, which
today deservedly sits at the table
of the best products from Italian
native grapes. And if we imagine
that in the ’70s we risked losing
the denomination Doc, since only
one family was still producing Primitivo di Manduria, and for years
we aimed only at having overripe
grapes produced to earn more
money by selling wines that were
paid only on the basis the alcohol
content.”
A “simple” awareness that led to
great commercial success.
“There has been a movement
that has seen many small producers starting from this new
idea of Primitivo, obtaining great
results,” Mr. Fino said. “From the
very beginning I was perhaps the
most extreme, I tried to combine
tradition and innovation, starting
from important densities in the
vineyard that reach up to 12,000

plants per hectare, arriving at the
use of barriques. This last step
is not taken for granted, but is
essential for a vine that has few
tannins and many anthocyanins,
which need to be fixed through
polymerization processes that, in
fact, wood helps to implement.”
Which Are
The Medium-term Prospects?
The exploit of the Primitivo, therefore, comes from far away. But in
recent years, has everything gone
smoothly? For Vincenzo Verrastro, director of the Gioia del
Colle Dop Consortium, there were
aspects that did not help in the
path towards conquering its now
undisputed fame.
“This notoriety has not always
been accompanied by local strategies,” Mr. Verrastro pointed out.
“Indeed it can be said that Primitivo has been successful despite
the fact that its region of origin
has never formalized a precise
communication strategy. There
has never been a study of the real
regional surface of Primitivo, on
the hectares that are on average
destined to the production of Igp,
Doc and Docg. But, notwithstanding the lack of knowledge, the
product sells very easily because
people like it. The grape variety
expresses itself differently, depending on the production areas
and the oenological styles that
produce it, but how long will it
still remain a regional heritage?
The possibility that there will be
an increase of cultivated areas in
other Italian regions is the greatest danger for the entire regional
production sector.”
In view of the positive feedback
from the markets, what are the
new prospects for Primitivo? For
Mr. Di Maggio “Primitivo has a
very bright present and future.
In the last twenty years it has
grown enormously, generating an
increase of demand from international markets, a demand that
has not shown any decline even
during the global crisis linked to

the pandemic.”
However, according to Francesco Cavallo, president of Cantine
San Marzano, Primitivo is not yet
known in all the world markets
and “therefore needs widespread
promotion in order to acquire a
better reputation; in the US, for
example, or in the monopoly markets that still tend to buy from
Veneto and Piedmont bottlers,
it needs to be better known, described and illustrated.”
Mr. Verrastro is on the same
wavelength.
“The new perspectives can only
be determined by quality productions characterized by a greater
local vocation and by in-depth
research on the vine-wine line,”
he said. “The quality product has
always, in fact, acted as a driving
force for the cheaper one. Therefore, prospects are interesting if
we have more and more products
characterized by the territoriality
and distinctive characteristics of
Primitivo.”
“The growing demand for Primitivo is heartening,” Mr. Moscogiuri
added. “Just as production and
marketing choices are now a constant task of the winegrowers, for
an uninterrupted improvement of
the product. At the current stage
the possible optimization of the rules
governing production is not excluded,
with the idea of leading the current Doc
to the DOCG.”
Mr. Maci, for his
part, confirms the
excellent prospects
“both for the Primitivo Igp and for the
Dop versions. Even
more so if attention
is paid to quality.
All producing companies should try
to market bottles
of Primitivo at the
highest level, respecting in full the
potential and ex-

pression of this vine which must
be safeguarded and communicated as a symbol of the territory’s
excellence.”
“It is true to say the great many
requests for Primitivo from the
all over the world are promoting
not only the Primitivo di Manduria
Doc,” Massimiliano Apollonio,
owner of the homonymous winery, commented. “But also the
other Doc di Gioia and especially the Salento Igt which in turn
opened the market for Puglia Igt.”
As for the average price paid by
consumers for a bottle of Primitivo, Apollonio considers it to be
inadequate.
“The yields per hectare of Primitivo are almost ridiculous compared to other famous wine-growing areas,” he added. “I believe
it is essential to expand the markets, to make this oenological
jewel known, and also to seek diversification in order to maintain
an adequate selling price.”
But on which types of Primitivo
should we focus in view of the
new prospects that the markets
offer? For Mr. Cavallo there are
no doubts.
“I feel like saying rosé wine, considering the current extremely
positive trend,” he said. “One of

the oldest expressions of Italian
enology is precisely the production of rosé wines, with different
grapes and techniques, with varied and unusual results, and which
the consumer likes to discover especially at this time of the year.”
Expansion
To Capture New Markets
In the current dynamic of constant growth, is there a need to
expand markets? For Mr. Maci
the answer is affirmative.
“Certainly yes. The whole world
must have the opportunity to get
to know and taste a unique and
particular grape like Primitivo, an
expression of a territory that is not
purely geographical,
but also cultural, historical, gastronomic,
artistic, sensorial and
sentimental.”

MASSIMILIANO
APOLLONIO
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A Regional DOC For Primitivo?
Mr. Botter corroborated the fact that Primitivo’s sensory range
is changing following the expansion of the production base and
vineyard management choices (yield range varies from 50-60
quintals from traditional bush-trained vines, to 220 quintals in
northern Puglia from VSP or even pergola-trained vines).
“Of course, we produce different ranges of Primitivo too, with different residual sugar and alcohol contents that vary according to
the market and segment they are destined to,” he said. “However, I
think there is a precise idea of the product on markets, or rather of
distinctive winery styles, for which the brand associated with the
variety follows a certain pathway and has a very loyal clientele. It
is a different story for products that will enter the market over the
next few years, which may not be supported by a strong brand,
and which will have to find their own way: for now, our own experience has shown that having had to make the leap from ‘Salento’
to ‘Puglia’ due to a lack of product, the market has not suffered
particular shocks. On the one hand, this is a sign that territorial
identity still needs to be built up and, on the other hand, that the
strength of winery brands prevails over the variety or territory. All
these factors need to be taken into account when you have an explosive growth without having the tools to manage it, such as a
temporary block in planting, which naturally foresees the setting
up of a DOC and a consortium beforehand. These are the paths
undertaken in other appellations, which I think have worked, and
which the Apulian supply chain could also try.”
For Francesco Liantonio, a producer in the north of the region

These concepts are fully shared
by Mr. Verrastro who, indeed,
underlines the fact that expanding the markets “It is not a need, it
is an imperative! Only by making
our product known outside the
national and European territory
will it be possible to give further
development opportunities to local entrepreneurs. However, the
process must be monitored because before tackling the markets
they must be well known.”
Mr. De Corato’s opinion is somewhat different.
“The Primitivo is on everyone’s
lips, all over the world,” he said. “It
has become a basic type of Italian wine, like Chianti, Pinot grigio,
Prosecco. So, more than anything
else, the point is to ensure that
this great success continues in a
growth phase, perhaps in a more
organic and long-lasting process.
We must always think of the risk
of going out of fashion. Because in
the moment of success, everyone
is planting Primitivo, even outside
his own area. When all the new
vineyards are productive, those
who have planted must hope that
overproduction will not lead to
the collapsing of prices and trade
wars.”
The Farming Systems
Among the Primitivo farming systems, the most widespread in Puglia is the espalier system (though
the sapling system, less
common because it has low
production yields and high
operating costs, ensures
maximum quality results).
“At this point, the espalier system constitutes
over 80% of the Primitivo
farming system,” Mr. Maci
said. “A first reason is the
serious lack of manpower,
in particular of the specialized one, since life in the
vineyard does not allow for
approximation or improvisation. Furthermore, we
are moving towards digitalization and mechanization

in the field: it is called agriculture
4.0 and is today’s new challenge.
The new vehicles and new instruments significantly improve productivity and above all the safety
of the operators. The health pandemic of the recent months has
shown that there are sectors,
such as the whole agri-food sector, that cannot come to a stop
even for a day.”
“In general Primitivo is not well
suited due to its genetic characteristics for an abundant production per surface area,” Mr. Verrastro said. “It is worth mentioning,
however, that in soils that are
difficult due to fertility and/or climatic conditions, the best form of
breeding was found to be that of
the ancient ‘tendone,’ which is not
very productive. In particular, in
this form of farming the bunches
grow far from the ground, effectively preventing some relevant
fungal contamination (aspergillus). According to production
regulations and the European financing plans for conversion and
restructuring (CMO), all the new
plantings were made according to
the espalier system. The
newly planted saplings
systems are rare.”
“If on the one hand the
sapling system remains
the traditionally recognized form of farming as
the best formula for per-
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fection,” Mr. Apollonio said. “On
the other hand, the new espalier systems perhaps guarantee
greater uniformity and parity of
production in different years.”
Organoleptic Qualities
From the organoleptic quality
point of view, how do the types of
Primitivo differ?
“It affects the production area,”
Nicola Leo, technical director
and oenologist of Cantina Paolo
Leo, said. “In the Sava/Manduria
area a full, rich, highly alcoholic
Primitivo is obtained with hints
of ripe fruit; in the Gioia del Colle area a more fruity Primitivo is
produced, probably even more
drinkable.”
“Primitivo is influenced by terroir,
an untranslatable French word
that combines the variety, the
climate and the human ability to

NICOLA LEO

produce wine in a specific territory,” Mr. Verrastro said. “Therefore it is known that the Murgia
area gives to the Primitivo characteristics of greater elegance
and acidity, while the more coastal wines are more important and
full-bodied and linked to different
ripening and territory characteristics.”
“There are two types of Primitivo
with similar organoleptic characteristics, while being different at
the same time,” said Mr. Maci.
“Because of their different ampelographic structure: Primitivo
Igp Salento and Puglia, and Primitivo Dop from Manduria and
Gioia del Colle. In the case of the
Igp, the bunch is long, loose, with
the famous white berries, very
resistant to atmospheric agents
and diseases of the vine. This
type of bunch promotes better

with his Torrevento winery, talking about a Primitivo DOC is premature.
“Today, finally, after years of obscurity, Puglia is gaining shares of
important markets through its quality and personality,” he said.
“This is true vindication for a territory that has been serving Italian vinegrowing for too long and is now a key player in its own
right, thanks to thoroughbreds like Primitivo, Negroamaro and
Nero di Troia. This is why I am the most in favour of opening a
discussion within the supply chain, also with the political side of
things, to give Primitivo a strategic growth and development plan
for at least five years. The DOC is a path that I don’t exclude in
future, the Sicilians took a long time to reach this goal, while we
are just at the beginning. We need to discuss it in depth, because
this path needs great vision and sharing, in addition to strong
governance on important issues that, if handled well, can create
the basis for strong development, otherwise they may prove to be
very dangerous.”
“What we need is an internationalization vision of our grape variety linked to Primitivo,” said Vincenzo Verrastro, director of the
Gioia del Colle Consortium, in line with what Christian Scrinzi
from GIV is saying: “We should immediately trace lines for development for the next 30 years of production, regulating market
releases of quality products, quality lines and the definition of the
best regional territories, to know the distinctive characteristics
right from the start and spread them to the world, to map the
zones and subzones of our splendid region with no exceptions. In
short, we need to go beyond education and research on the grape
variety.”

ripening and a higher percentage
of polyphenols and anthocyanins,
compared to the Dop types. The
Dop Manduria and Gioia del Colle have, instead, rich and tight
bunches, though these are more
susceptible to moulds and adverse weather conditions, especially due to the permanence of
humidity inside the bunch itself.
Furthermore, the percentage of
anthocyanins and polyphenols
decreases compared to the Igp.”
“I would not speak of the two
Primitivo’s on the market but
rather of different realities,” Mr.
Fino said instead. “Each one
contributes, for better or worse,
to ensure this vine and its wine
are world famous. Everyone has
tailored his own recipe according
to the production disciplinary,
which in fact concerns not only
the Doc but also the Igp. I define
mine as a very expensive practice
of gardening, the yields for my ES
are 20 quintals per hectare. Then
the results are to be found in the
hands of the consumer, who is
today much more prepared and
careful than before. The important thing is to produce correct
wines, while in the past we have
lived with faulty productions or
with interruptions in fermenta-

tion, today we can say that we
have finally learned to work the
Primitivo.”
“The classic cultivation area of
Primitivo, until the commercial
rediscovery of this wine, was Taranto, from Avetrana to Torricella
beginning about 10 kilometres
from the coast towards
the hinterland, for the
Doc,” said Alessandro Candido, owner
of Cantina Candido.
“Part of the province of
Brindisi and Lecce for
the cultivation of Igp.
Today the territories
involved are those
of the whole of
Puglia. The wines
obtained are certainly different from
each other and depend on the land,
the rootstocks, the
type of cultivation
(sapling-espalier-guyot
systems), fertilization
and irrigation (dry
farming is practised in Salento).”
ALESSANDRO
CANDIDO
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THE NUMBERS OF PRIMITIVO 2020

A Potential (At Present)
Of 170 million Bottles

Others
1
0%
Gioia del Colle
10
1%

A vineyard of 13,000 hectares and an ensured
production that has risen to 1.3 million hectolitres,
half of which are registered as Igt Puglia. And
millions of vine cuttings are still traveling
million cuttings followed by a
decrease to 1.4 in 2012. In this
past year a much higher level
has been achieved, equal to 5.9
million plants produced and
sold. To these should be added
those grafted in the wild which
can be estimated at about half
a million vine cuttings. In the
last year, net of the cuttings
used as replacements, it is estimated that 94% of the Primitivo was planted in Puglia
and 3.8% in Abruzzo, in the
province of Chieti, for the Igt
Terre di Chieti. In Campania,
in the Mondragone area on the
slopes of Mount Falerno, 1.2%
has been planted (66,000 vine
cuttings amounting to about
11 hectares). Some limited use
has been recorded in Basilicata and Molise, but with no statistical significance. In Puglia
we can estimate, based on our
evaluation, that 78% of the cuttings have been used in Salento
and the remaining 22% in the
provinces of Bari and Foggia. In
Salento, Mr. Sartori concluded,
it can be estimated that about
900-950 hectares of Primitivo have been planted, with an
average density of 4,800 vines/
ha (with the espalier system),
while, between Bari and Foggia, another 240-260 hectares,
always with espalier, but with
an average density of 3,500
plants/ha, have been mainly
dedicated to the production of
bulk Igt. The most requested
clones are: VCR 367, VCR 368
and VCR 369.”

Tarantino
13
1%

Manduria
223
17%

PRIMITIVO
PRODUCTION
BY TYPE - 2020
(,000 hl and % share)

Source: The potential is an elaboration on data from the UIV Wine
Observatory, based on data from Taranto’s Chamber of Commerce.
For bulk wine: Wine Observatory-Med.&A.
For shoots: Vivai Cooperativi Rauscedo
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hirteen
thousand hectares of
vineyards, 15% of
the total of the
entire
region,
1.6 million quintals of grapes,
promise to produce 1.3 million
hectolitres, amounting to 170
a potential of a million bottles.
These are the numbers of the
Apulian Primitivo of 2020, as
can be seen from the printouts
of the Chamber of Commerce
of Taranto, a certifying body
that just this year completed
its assignment in the absence
of a positive decision on accreditation.
A real explosion of this variety,
which only four years ago, in
2016, did not reach 10,000 hectares for production levels lower than one million hectolitres.
With the propulsive thrust given by the regional Igt, which
supported that of Salento, it tripled its potential within three
years, increasing between 2019
and 2020 from 397 to 603,000
certified hectolitres.
Today, thanks to the very high
yields foreseen by production
specifications (220 quintals per
hectare, 183 the effective average for the period 2016/20), the
IGT Puglia has become the real
incubator of the regional Primitivo, showing just less than
50% of production, as compared
with 34% of Igt Salento and 17%
of Primitivo of Manduria. The
remaining quota – minimal
– is divided between various
Igt (Tarantino, Murgia, Daunia, Valle d’Itria) and the Gioia
del Colle Doc, which promised
around 10,000 hectolitres. Amateur numbers for the production of the Doc Colline Joniche
Tarantine: not even claimed in
2020.
A tremendous growth, which
this year has brought the prices
of bulk wines to record quotations and which is not expected to slow down in the coming
years. Thanks to the growth on
the market of the Taranto variety, Puglia is seeing its vineyard increasing by a thousand
hectares per year, with an estimated achievement of 93,000
hectares in 2025.
The vine nursery sector is also
closely following the evolution
of the plantings.
“The trend of production of
grafted vine cuttings from 2005
up to today shows a clear recovery which started in 2011,”
the director of Vivai Cooperativi Rauscedo, Eugenio Sartori, explained. “In 2005, the
production amounted to 2.5

Puglia
603
47%
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THE WINE LIST. A BUYER'S GUIDE WITH
THE ADVICE OF A SOMMELIER
The Sommelier
SAMUELE CALISTRI
He is one of the youngest
and most promising Italian
sommeliers with important
international experiences.
Samuele Calistri, who recently
returned home only because of
the closure of the restaurants
due to the pandemic, is certainly
not the type of person to idle
hands (he has just started his
own distribution of wines with
exclusives for Italy from all over
the world) and could be about
to restart any day now. He
started from the tables of his
family's "Trattoria del Cimino da
Colombo dal 1940" in Caprarola,
in the province of Viterbo, near
Rome, (recently awarded the
"Wine Spectator Restaurant
Awards" for its selection of
wines), but Samuele has almost
always worked abroad. Just to
mention his most prestigious
assignments: "Weinhaus
Schanz" (Moselle - 2 Michelin
Stars), "Sonnora" (Moselle - 3
Michelin Stars), "Il Lago" (Four
Seasons Group, Geneva - 1
Michelin Star), "Umu Restaurant
”(MARC Restaurants Group,
London - 2 Michelin Stars) and
“La Torre a Villa Laetitia” wine
bar in Rome (1 Michelin Star).
Samuele has the Wset Diploma
and is also a Sommelier for Saké,
he belongs to international juries
of wine competitions as well as
having reached first place at the
Ruinart Sommelier Challenge
in Switzerland in 2017, where
he was already Ambassador of
Champagne in 2015.

Our wine list is back on the World Wine Magazine. After starting with the "pink" wines, which was also our "theme of the year," in this issue
we are looking at the different facets of Primitivo paired with food, especially with the dishes and raw materials that are typical of Puglia,
the Italian region where almost all of the vineyards producing this extraordinary grape are located. For completion, Primitivo, whose name
comes from its precocity in maturation (from primus, first, in Latin), is also present in other regions like Abruzzo, Basilicata, Sardegna and
Campania. But it’s in the “heel” of Italy’s boot shape that it became one of the most widespread grapes, with denominations devoted to it. We
are talking about the Primitivo di Manduria Doc and the Primitivo di Manduria Dolce Naturale Docg for the specific denominations, and
Gioia del Colle and Falerno Del Massico, where one of the varietals is Primitivo. And finally, in Igp of great volumes like Salento and Puglia.
This will be a new way to present the labels that producers want to propose in this new edition of our "buyer’s guide." Producers wrote
technical sheets about their wines, organized in a continuous flow, together with proposals for the pairings of different wines with food. It is
a "Wine List" introduced and illustrated also by an expert sommelier.
This "story of food pairings" will continue in the next issues. In 2022, the Wine List, commented and illustrated with food pairings, will continue
in three other issues, with pink wines in June, red wines in September and finally – in November – with semi-sparkling and sparkling wines.
This new form of presentation with the labels proposed by the firms has a dual purpose. On the one hand to make the discovery of the
particularities of each single wine more interesting and, on the other hand, to facilitate the work of those who operate in the international
trade sector. Our pairings are, in fact, designed to meet and stimulate the curiosity of the global wine consumer, to offer useful information
to specialized operators (importers, sommeliers, restaurateurs, wine shop owners, etc.) while at the same time promoting labels produced and
distributed all over the world and matched with flavours and recipes of the territories where the main wines in the wine lists are produced.
We stay faithful to the principle that there is a sort of "pre-established harmony" which, through the earth, links the aromas and flavours of
grapes – and therefore of wines – to the typical agri-food products – and thus to the recipes – of the same territory.

Primitivo and Its
Food Pairings

P

rimitivo is one of the most
interesting and best known grapes
among Italy’s number ones, as we
explained in our special report. Its
home is in Italy’s “boot,” the southern region
located between the Adriatic and Ionian sea,
in particular in Manduria, the city after which
was named a well-known DOP for Primitivo –
although its origins are uncertain and, as we
know, genetically it is very closely connected to
the Californian Zinfandel.
The labels that each producer decided to propose
were organized in couples for each dish or typical
food, in order to enrich the choice and identify
the nuances that a grape can express in different
ways based on the region it is from, and the work
each single vineyard does in the cellar. As in the
past, we have taken risks. We were faced with red
wines from Primitivo grapes, but we still looked
for creative pairings, made of authenticity of raw
materials, tradition but also creativity in the food
preparations and details that make the difference.
To achieve this journey of discovery, we relied
on the advice of a young, but expert sommelier,
Samuele Calistri who, at just 30 years old,
has already made a name for himself on the
international starred restaurant scene. The
eleven labels proposed in this wine list were

thus presented following the food and territory
inspiration, also thinking about the different
occasions when the wines can be drunk.
Primitivo was always seen as a soft and fullbodied red wine from southern Italy, and was
really it, especially if we take into account the
“Dolce Naturale” version that is a traditional
expression of the Manduria area. However, the
market and the new generations of Puglian
producers also created a new interpretation
of these wines. We are talking about dry and
still mild wines, designed for modern and
international palates, pursuing further lightness.
Even the alcoholic content was revisited and
with great effort, producers are working to avoid
excessive concentrations of sugar and flowers,
and bring to the market the warmth of the sun,
but also the freshness of the sea and the wind
in Puglia. We are therefore seeing wines from
Primitivo grapes that have fruity and matured
perfumes but without getting to the sugary
flavors of jam, adding also fascinating balsamic
notes and of flowers. In the palate, the softness is
balanced by excellent acidity, keeping in mind the
balance as a key to interpret an uneasy grape with
an incredible history. Until today, many choose
“small tree” vineyards of Greek origin, a history
that is as long as projected into the future.
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TERRACALO WWW.TERRACALO.IT

“816”
PRIMITIVO DI
MANDURIA
DOP 2019
CLASSICO

Vintage: 2019 Grape varieties:
100% Primitivo di Manduria Training
system: Bush 5,000/7,000
plants/ha Vineyard average Age:
25/35 years Vineyard area: Sava,
Puglia (Italy) Soil type: Mostly
loam Harvest date: First week of
September Yield per hectare: 70/80
q Abv: 14,5% Maturation: Stainless
steel and oak barrels Maturation in
bottle: Minimum 5 months Aging
potential: 3/8 years Bottle size:
750ml Serving temperature: 16/18
°C Tasting notes - Appearance:
Ruby red, with violet rim Nose:
Intense aromas of violet plum, wild
berries and blackcurrant Palate:
Toasted notes accompanied by
smooth tannins

MASSERIA ALTEMURA

WWW.MASSERIAALTEMURA.IT

“ALTEMURA”
PRIMITIVO DI
MANDURIA
DOC 2019

Masseria Altemura lies in the heart of Salento, halfway
between the Ionian and Adriatic Seas. It boasts a unique
terroir, due to the extraordinary light and fresh perennial
breezes, extending within the Primitivo di Manduria Doc
appellation. Altemura is a single vineyard wine from a small
parcel of 5 hectares, characterized by limestone rich soil.
Complexity and finesse are the characteristic features
of this superb cru which, sculpted by a crystalclear light, captures Primitivo in its purest forms
and shapes them into a sublimely-balanced body
that is capable of evolving over time. Vinification
process: brunch selection, gentle pressing and destemming 14 months in 350-litre French oak casks,
8 months in the bottle. Tasting notes: Colour:
intense ruby red with orange reflections. Bouquet:
intense aromas of plums, small black fruit such as
blueberries, followed by balsamic nuances, light
herbaceous notes and a touch of white pepper
Flavour: soft and well-balanced on the palate
with lively, well-integrated tannins. Lingering
persistence, finishing with hints of cocoa.
Food pairings: flavoursome and spicy dishes,
succulent red meats and well-matured cheeses.
It is also an excellent wine for contemplative
moments.

T

he challenge of pairing the same wine, at least on paper, with different dishes,
becomes interesting when it comes to Primitivo. The reason is simple and one
that is partly shared with other italian territories: the wine obtained from the
same grape takes on different nuances, gains structure and complexity or favours a fruity and light expression, depending on where it is made. But also the idea of the
wine you want to make changes completely, so these eleven champions of Puglia’s winemaking (the undisputed homeland of Primitivo, which is also successfully cultivated in
nearby regions) tell different stories and can accompany a quick, but not necessarily simple snack, as well as pasta, rice and meat dishes at the table, where tradition commands.
Of course, we have a wine in the glass that, despite its nuances, is still a red with good
structure, so it’s hard to find pairings with fish, even though food and wine pairing is
constantly evolving.
So let’s start with the “snack” called “Puccia,” which is actually an excellent lunch during
the summer holidays on the beautiful Salento beaches. It could be reduced to a simple
semolina flour bread roll, but obviously the ingredients change everything. Here we are
talking about a Puccia with fried aubergines, fresh tomatoes (the best variety is Fiaschetto
di Torre Guaceto, a Slow Food product) and lastly some fresh garlic. For
food that is complex but does not have great structure, we need to
find one or even two wines that accompany the strong flavour
without excessive structure. The choice falls on Terracalo’s
“816” Primitivo di Manduria DOP 2019 and Masseria
Altemura’s “Altemura” Primitivo di Manduria DOC
2019. We are right in the heart of this variety’s production
area, with two wines that are ideal for this sandwich with
a rich taste and aroma. Torrecalo’s “816” features purplish
nuances leading to aromas of crisp fruits of the forest,
while supple tannins on the palate are perfect for cutting
through the grease of the fried aubergines. With “Altemura”
we come across both freshness and complexity at the same
time, thanks to the limestone soils and constant breezes, making
for a balanced and lingering wine on the palate, just the right softness
to compensate for the fresh tomato and garlic.
Even better known than Puccia is the fresh pasta from Puglia which has invaded Italy
and the rest of the world: orecchiette. It is made from water and durum wheat flour, which
the region has in abundance. The rounded, concave shape comes from
the practical need to store pasta for hard times, as the central hollow facilitated drying. Rough, with a thicker edge that always
remains al dente, it seems to have originated in Bari (northern Puglia) but as always with regional dishes, we will never know for sure. What we do know is that one of the most
popular and well-known ways of serving "recchjetedde" is
with turnip greens, and we have added some Murgese sausage (the Murgia is an internal area of Puglia) cut with the
tip of the knife. This enriches the taste and aroma of this
pasta, and we need something that recalls ancient fruits,
like we find in Tormaresca’s "Carrubo" Primitivo di Manduria DOC, with its very expressive aromas and fresh palate,
and whose softness balances the slight spiciness of the sausage.
Another pairing for this dish takes us to the density and sweet tannins
of Cantine Pliniana's "Re Noir" Primitivo di Manduria DOP, filling the palate, while
leaving room for the elegant combination of the intense taste of the turnip greens and the
strong flavour of the sausage made in the high hills.

TORMARESCA WWW.TORMARESCA.IT

“CARRUBO”
PRIMITIVO DI
MANDURIA
DOC 2017

Tormaresca's love for Puglia and its different
souls is constantly evolving. The new project of
the family, which turns its gaze towards Manduria,
is called Carrubo. Primitivo di Manduria Doc, which
comes to life from a selection of grapes from the
Fragagnano vineyards and which aims to become
part of the labels that have made this appellation
famous, making another corner of the region known
to the world. When we talk about Carrubo, we are
talking about a red with an intense, rich ruby color,
with classic notes of red fruit such as black cherry,
dried plum, cherries in alcohol, followed by delicate
spicy notes of licorice, tobacco, amaretto. Elegance,
complexity, but above all the identity of an area of choice
for the historic vine, find their synthesis in a glass that is
rich on the nose, soft and pleasantly fresh on the palate.
Tenuta Carrubo and its homonymous wine, mark a new
step in Tormaresca's path, in the name of the rediscovery and
enhancement of the indigenous Puglian varietals. Carrubo is
the culmination of the discovery path of Primitivo di Tormaresca,
which begins with Nèprica Primitivo and continues with Torcicoda.
Three Primitives, three different souls, three different faces that
express themselves with history, identity and characteristics that
complement each other.

CANTINE PLINIANA WWW.CANTINEPLINIANA.COM

“RE NOIR”
PRIMITIVO DI
MANDURIA DOP

Classification: Denominazione
di Origine Protetta - Primitivo
di Manduria Grape variety:
Primitivo 100% Serving
temperature: 16-18 °C
Organoleptic characteristics:
An impenetrable ruby red color
and an evident density and
consistency. Scents of incredible
finesse of black cherry and shades
of blackberry jam with odorous
shades of chocolate and vanilla.
Its structure is creamy and soft
and a sweet tannin gives it body and
elegance.
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LOSITO E GUARINI WWW.LOSITOEGUARINI.IT

“LUIGI
GUARINI”
PRIMITIVO DI
MANDURIA DOC

Vintage: 2019 Origin: Puglia in the province of Taranto
Vine variety: Monovarietal Primitivo di Manduria Soil:
Clayey with calcareous marl Grapevine coltivation:
Typical bush-trained Harvesting: By hand Vinification:
Grape pressing and destemming with long maceration
and fermentation with cultured yeasts at 25°C controlled
temperature Refining: In large oak barrels for at least 6
months and then in stainless steel vats for 6/8 months.
During ageing the wine is micro-oxygenated and
undergoes several analytical controls to assure its
integrity Bottling: Cold sterile Alcohol content:
14.5% vol. Nose: Intense aroma, marked hints
of walnut, almond, pine seed matched with spicy
hints of black pepper, cloves, cumin and dill Color:
Bright ruby red with garnet red rim Palate: Fully
complex, balanced structure with fine-grained tannin
which expresses all the peculiarities of this wine giving
a warm and well-orchestrated flavour Suggested
pairings: First courses with meat sauces, roasted meat,
feathered and furred game, aged cheese, typical Puglian
dishes International pairings: Lamb stew and beans
– Egypt; Barbecued Angus meat – Argentina Serving
temperature: 16° - 18 °C Curiosity: Dante Alighieri called
it “terra sitibonda, ove il sole si fa vino” (Thirsty land where
the sun becomes wine); it expresses the concept of a unique,
extraordinary land, Puglia, where a layer of clay mixed to
limestone and tufaceous rock is hidden under the red soil. The
roots of the vine dig the soil searching for fresh rock to fortify
while the sun rays twist them and the wind licks them.

FEUDO CROCE WWW.TINAZZI.IT

“IMPERIO LXXIV”
PRIMITIVO DI
MANDURIA DOP

MOTTURA VINI DEL SALENTO

“STILIO”
PRIMITIVO DI
MANDURIA
DOC

100% Primitivo di Manduria. The top wine in the
Feudo Croce range is the Primitivo di Manduria
Dop Imperio LXXIV, where the Roman numeral
celebrates the foundation year for Doc Primitivo
di Manduria: 1974.
Imperio LXXIV, vintage 2019, continues to
collect awards on a national and international
level: Decanter Gold Medal 95 points, Falstaff
93 points, Berliner Wine Trophy Gold Medal,
Luca Maroni 97 points, Corona d’oro by the
Vini Buoni d’Italia Guide. Deep red colour with
garnet highlights, complex aroma of ripe red
fruits and spices with slights notes of cocoa
and balsamic hints. Good persistence and
harmony between notes of dried fruit and
smooth tannins. Full-bodied structured
wine with a 14.5% strength and a
toasted finish. Perfect with cold
cuts, mature cheeses and meat
first courses.

A

lthough Salento, Primitivo's chosen area, has always been summed up with the
three elements "sun, sea and wind," the land between the coasts of the Adriatic
and Ionian seas is actually made up of earthy flavours and aromas, where meat
is one of the cornerstones of local cuisine, especially horse meat. There are also
several kinds of cheeses.This is how the sauce for another simple pasta came about, made only
with water and flour without eggs, with a concave, oblong shape, perfect for holding the sauce.
It is called Cavatelli with horse meat and cacioricotta: a sauce made with horse chops and, to
finish, a fresh Puglian cheese produced with sheep and goat’s milk in spring and summer,
instead of the more famous Parmesan.The intense sauce and very flavoursome cheese require
complex wines. So we chose Losito & Guarini’s “Luigi Guarini” Primitivo di Manduria
DOC and Feudo Croce’s “Imperio LXXIV” Primitivo di Manduria DOP. The "Luigi Guarini" features intense, spicy aromas and a balanced structure that are able to support the richness of this typical Puglian pasta dish, while the "Imperio LXXIV" can be drunk throughout
the meal and leave the palate ready for another dish or another taste of pasta, thanks to the
nose-palate persistence of a Primitivo with balsamic notes.
As in all rural areas, the preparation of less “noble” cuts of meat is also very widespread in
Puglia.Therefore, you don’t just find steaks in the region’s main meat dishes, but a widespread
and tasty use of offal and everything that is called "Quinto Quarto" in Italy (the
“fifth quarter”, something extra, which comes from recovering parts of
the animal that would otherwise be discarded). For our Puglian menu
we have chosen Cazzomarro ("Cazz'marr" in the local dialect),
which is lamb offal wrapped in a casing and grilled on a skewer.
Rich in herbs and spices, it is then cut into slices and brought
to the table still warm. This strong but balanced taste, thanks
to the bitter flavours of cooking, are perfect for Mottura Vini
del Salento’s "Stilio" Primitivo di Manduria DOC, which
expresses hints of ripe red fruit as well as wood-ageing aromas, while the very velvety palate manages to support the
length of the dish. We also included Azienda Agricola Rocca’s "Podere Don Cataldo" Primitivo Salento IGT in the
pairing. It exhibits aromas of liquorice and sweet fruit, such
as figs and cherries in alcohol, as well as slight hints of chocolate for a perfect and fascinating finish.

WWW.MOTTURA.COM

Area of production: Municipalities in provinces of
Taranto Soil: Calcareous, argillaceous Cultivation
system: Mainly sapling Yield in quintals per hectare:
60-70 Grapes: Primitivo Climate: Moderate winter,
very dry spring and summer Harvest: Manual, slightly
advanced ripening, whit careful selection of the
grapes Wine-making technique: Traditional
maceration for 10-12 days and fermentation of
must under controlled temperature conditions,
using delestage and pumping over. Malolactic
fermentation Ageing: A part of the wine 6 months
in French oak barrels first and second passage
Refinement 2-3 months in the bottle Colour:
Intense red with purplish reflections Aroma:
Austere bouquet of red fruits in jam, morello cherry,
dried plum. Tertiary hints of vanilla and cloves Taste:
Velvety, full bodied and harmonious Alcohol content
: 14.50% Vol Recommended with: Red meats,
roasts, aged cheeses, game Serving temperature:
18/20 °C Recommended glass: Gran Cru Storage:
Constant temperature 18°C, humidity 75%, controlled
light, vertical bottle

AZIENDA AGRICOLA ROCCA 		

“PODERE
DON CATALDO”
PRIMITIVO
SALENTO
IGT 2019

WWW.PODEREDONCATALDO.COM

Podere Don Cataldo’s history is inextricably linked with
Rocca family’s biography, just as vines hang on to their
shoulders, sinking its deep roots in Puglia, in the heart
of Salento area, a few kilometers from the Ionic coast.
In 1998 Ernesto Rocca, 3rd generation of the family,
driven by the love for this land and for the art of
viticulture, bought a land property in Leverano
village, Lecce province. This 100 hectares estate
consists of two specular lands: Vignali Grandi and
Podere Don Cataldo. From this one it comes the
name of the whole premium wine collection. The
Primitivo Podere Don Cataldo shows an intense
ruby red color with bright purple highlights. It
exudes a complex and wide bouquet with notes of
plums and cherry in alcohol, finishing with dried
fruits and fig jam hints. The palate reveals typical
delicious aromas of licorice, cloves and dark
chocolate reminiscences. A full bodied wine with
an authentic and charming taste gently filling the
mouth. The wine is suitable in combination with
tasty and spicy red meat, roast, pork and aged
cheeses. Delicious with a mushroom risotto or even
alone, paired with dark chocolate. 14% vol.
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A

s we mentioned before, there is no shortage of cheese in the inland
area, and given the high grape production, the union of these two
excellence products is inevitable. For this reason, we have chosen a
particular cheese that evokes the aromas of our wine while it is being made: Pecorino "Ubriaco" (Drunk) is made from sheep's milk and has an external purplish colour due to the special way it is seasoned, i.e. in wooden barrels
between layers of Primitivo grape pomace. In this case "recovery and reuse" is not
linked to meat but to wine production.Therefore, the ideal pairing for the intense,
strong taste of this cheese, to be eaten in small flakes, is naturally a wine like Masseria Borgo dei Trulli’s "Mirea" Primitivo di Manduria DOP or Tenuta Giustini’s “Acinorè” Primitivo di Manduria DOC. The "Mirea" is admirable for how
it manages to embody all the elements of Salento (and therefore also the pure
emotion imparted by this cheese) in a rich, round taste and extraordinary aromas
of sandalwood and spices.The "Acinorè" reaches the heights of meditation thanks
to barrique ageing combined with bush-trained vines that concentrate all the best
aspects of this variety, for a pairing with amazing balance and length.
We end this fascinating journey through the flavours and aromas of Puglia with
another typical meat-based dish, this time however, with the pig taking the
lead role: "Bombette", pork neck rolls stuffed with Caciocavallo
cheese, cooked on a spit over the grill. These very tasty morsels combine the two souls of Puglian cuisine, blending
(it is appropriate to say) the flavour of Caciocavallo
cheese with the sweeter pork meat, all sealed with
the bitterness of open flame-grill cooking. This is a
complex dish, which requires an equally rich wine,
such as Botter's “Doppio Passo” Primitivo
Puglia IGT, defined as an example of the Italian
way of “being”, which means celebrating every aspect of life in the best possible way. In this
case we are celebrating the table, eating together, which in Italy means
much more than just eating, starting from solid pairing bases, as
with these "Bombette", where
the excellent body and softness
of the wine go perfectly with
the strong flavour of the dish.

MASSERIA BORGO DEI TRULLI WWW.MASSERIABORGODEITRULLI.COM

“MIREA”
PRIMITIVO DI
MANDURIA DOP

Masseria Borgo dei Trulli lies in the heart of the
Doc Manduria area, surrounded by very old vines.
Mirea – from the Latin “admire” – is our Primitivo
di Manduria produced in very limited quantities
and only in the best vintages. The label shows all
elements of Salento: lu mare, lu sule, lu jentu (sea,
sun and wind). Mirea is a selection of grapes trained
in the “Alberello Pugliese” system from 60-years-old
plants and yields less than 600 gr. Harvest is run
in mid-September when the grapes are over-ripe
and have begun a natural “appassimento” on the
plant. Fermentation is carried out in stainless
steel tanks at a controlled temperature, with
frequent remontage and delestage. The wine
is aged in French oak barriques for 10 months.
Mirea is deep ink-red in colour. It displays aromas
of dried fruit, exotic spices, white pepper and dark
chocolate, sandalwood and figs. The mouth feel is
big and intense, yet round, rich, warm and extremely
well-balanced. It displays complex and mouth-filling
layers of soft, elegant tannins, with hints of vanilla,
prunes, raisins, coffee and honey. The finish is very
long, persistent and full, with a hint of sweetness from
the oak aging.

TENUTA GIUSTINI WWW.TENUTAGIUSTINI.IT

“ACINORÈ”
PRIMITIVO DI
MANDURIA
DOC 2020

A unique terroir, “ad alberello” vines, an
innovative technique and extreme care, give
life to the king’s berry (“acino del re”): an
impressive meditation wine. A bouquet of
rhubarb, cherry and red fruits evolving
towards caramel and dates. Decisive
acidity on the finish with sharp tannins
and vanilla notes. 15 % abv Color:
Intense ruby red Smell: Complex, rich
fruity and spicy notes Taste: Dense, soft,
with a smooth tannic finish Vineyard:
50 year-old “ad alberello” vines Soil:
Medium clayey mixture Yield: 50 tons of
grapes per hectare Harvest: First 10 days
of September Vinification: The grapes are
destemmed and and punched down. The
maceration lasts for 15 days, followed by the
fermentation at a controlled temperature
of 24-26°c. The wine is aged in French oak
barriques for 6 months, then for a minimum of 3
months in the bottle Serving suggestion: Pairs
beautifully with robust dishes, it is particularly
suitable as a meditation wine too.

BOTTER WWW.BOTTER.IT

“DOPPIO
PASSO”
PRIMITIVO
PUGLIA IGT

Being Italian means a lot more than simply
belonging to a nation: it is a way of thinking, living,
eating, creating, drinking, in a word, of being. It is
about living well and celebrating all aspects of life:
taking the time to eat and drink well, spending time
with family and friends, and appreciating the beauty
of the things that surround us. And that is what
Doppio Passo is all about: the simple pleasures
in life and what it has to offer. Primitivo is a highquality wine that is approachable and offers a great
taste experience for everyone. Grapes benefit from
a warm climate with plenty of rain as well as long
hours of sunshine and soil that contains limestone,
clay or sandstone. This combination gives the
grapes strong aromas and appealing structure. The
grapes are harvested two times: a first part when
they are fully ripe, the rest at a later harvest. The
blend of these two components results in a soft,
round and exceptionally full-bodied wine. In the
glass it is dark red with a complex aroma in which
you can feel blackberries, cherries and forest fruits.
On the palate it is soft, smooth and rich with velvety
tannins in the long finish. Ideal match with everyday
courses, perfect as a drink, this wine has lovers
everywhere.
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LET’S REDISCOVER THE PAST AND PRESENT OF WINES THAT HAVE
MADE HISTORY. WHEN ROSÉS WEREN’T ON TREND

Five Roses, Rosatello and Piè delle Vigne: three very Italian rosés,
created in different historical periods, from just as different grapes
and production philosophies, but sharing an innovative character
and historical connections that make our country (possibly
unbeknownst to itself) a standard bearer of rosé wine production.
The story of three wines and the evolution of the Italian rosé
winemaking world, with comments from Piernicola Leone de
Castris, Sandro Sartor, Luigi and Giulia Cataldi Madonna

PINKPROJECT
THE THIRD COLOUR OF WINE

by PATRIZIA CANTINI

I

f drinking rosé in Italy is a relatively
recent mass phenomenon, there are
some rosé wines that managed to anticipate the trend we are witnessing
today in an ever-clearer way. These
wines may not have been understood immediately, but they paved the way, or rather, more
than one way. These wines have established
their own loyal customers and have never needed to conform to current trends in order to win
them over. Put simply, these wines already had
their consumers.
Five Roses, Rosatello and Piè delle Vigne: the
forerunner, the trailblazer and the unprecedented. Three very Italian rosés, created in different historical periods, from just as different
grapes and production philosophies, but sharing an innovative character, though in one case
the innovation lies in knowing how to recover
an ancient tradition. Let’s take a closer look.

THREE
PIONEERS
OF ITALIAN
ROSÉ WINE

Five Roses. An “American” Landing
For The First Bottled Italian Rosé
Back in 1943, Piero Leone de Castris was a
39-year-old businessman who owned the historic Salice Salentino winery, whose origins dated from 1665. Piero wanted to create a new wine,
unlike any other produced in Salento at the time,
so he chose a rosé made with Negroamaro and
Malvasia Nera. In January 1944, his son Salvatore turned 18 and Piero organized a party attended by some American Army officers from
the Allied forces. The rosé was served to the
guests and the American officers immediately requested a large quantity. The problem
was finding bottles, seeing that glass was
extremely scarce in a divided Italy. The idea
came about to reuse Allied beer bottles, which
were refilled and stoppered with cork. Those
approximately 35,000 bottles weren’t even the
same size, but this didn’t stop the wine becoming the legendary “Five Roses.” The name
comes from a district within the winery’s
property, but it also recalls a family tradition,
because several generations of the Leone de
Castris family all had five children, so Piero
decided to call the wine Cinque Rose. Then
it was the Allied Command who suggested
translating it into English, easier for the soldiers to pronounce. So the first bottled Italian
rosé wine was born. It was destined to become
a legend with a strong sense of identity. Five Roses
is Leone de Castris and Leone de Castris is Five Roses.
Running the winery today is Piero’s grandson, Piernicola Leone
de Castris, who tells us how the wine’s grape blend has never
changed throughout its long life.
“During its nearly 80 years of life, Five Roses has undergone
changes that marked the progress of modern winemaking,”
he said. “Winemaking techniques have changed, but the grape
blend has remained the same: 90% Negroamaro and 10% Malvasia Nera. We produce 300,000 bottles a year, 45% of which are sold
in Italy. The rest mainly goes to the US, Germany, France, Great
Britain, Belgium and Luxembourg.”
In short, the US has remained faithful to the wine which they
kind of godfathered, and importers and restaurant owners of
Italian origin have made a significant contribution to making its
fortune overseas.
Its creator, Piero, couldn’t possibly have foreseen the good fortune
his wine would have and the staggering growth in rosé wine consumption that we are witnessing today. Salento has become one
of the best areas for rosé production, and Leone de Castris itself
produces nine other still and sparkling wines in addition to Five
Roses.

“For the fiftieth anniversary of Five Roses, we
created Five Roses Anniversario, which is produced with different percentages of the same
grapes: 80% Negroamaro and 20% Malvasia
Nera,” Mr. de Castris said. “This wine, which has
now reached its 28th vintage, is destined exclusively to the HORECA channel, while Five Roses covers all markets. The good fortune of Five
Roses probably lies in its quality, because for
years producers didn’t pay much attention to
rosé wine and consumers behaved accordingly.
Since rosés have started to become high quality,
the level of market attention has increased at
a staggering rate, and not even closures due to
Covid have interrupted this growth trend.”
In fact, consumers are choosing rosé wines
more and more, and sparkling ones are increasing more than still ones, perhaps because there
is a real desire and need to celebrate.
“We focus a lot on the sparkling version, especially the two traditional method ones.” he said.
“With the latest vintage we began making a new
rosé in a different area. It is a farm that comes
from my mother’s family in the Gioia del Colle
DOC area, in the southernmost part of the province of Bari. We replanted hillside vineyards and
the wine is made with Primitivo grapes.”
Therefore, pink is the dominant colour at the Leone de
Castris winery, and Five Roses alone makes up about 15%
of the 2 and a half million bottles produced each year. It is
a wine with a long list of important fans during its long
life, as shown by the photos of Antony Quinn and Alberto Lupo displayed in the wine museum inside the cellar,
which further underline the Italo-American nature that
made it stand out right from the start.

Piernicola Leone de Castris
and some shots of the Five
Roses over time

Rosatello, A wine That Thinks Outside
The Box And Has Become Fashionable
Rosatello from the Ruffino winery is a bit younger, being
created in the 1950s as a real break-through wine. In an
Italy where wine accompanied all family meals and was
placed in a flask before the man of the house, Rosatello
dared to turn up with a completely different appearance:
a drop-shaped bottle, a kind of elongated flask, which
eyed up the younger people and female audience, as can
be seen by an advert from the time where a woman in
evening dress sips a glass of rosé under the wording “sorsi di sereno” (sips of serenity). Sandro Sartor, president
of Ruffino tells us “Rosatello was a bit like the Prosecco of the
1960s. Italy was experiencing an economic boom and this was
a new, fresh, modern wine to be drunk on social occasions and
celebrations. And the bottle chosen wanted to be a sign, a break
with tradition that looks to the future.” And like all very modern
things, this wine wasn’t immediately understood, but Ruffino’s
distribution strength bent every will and the wine soon established itself. Rosatello not only became a fashionable wine, it also
took on a real role and its own brand, through the golden years
of Italy’s economic boom, evenings in Versilia and joie de vivre.
It’s no coincidence that important celebrities endorsed it, like Sophia Loren, Domenico Modugno and Totò and Peppino.
“It was a real trailblazer for Italian rosé wines,” Mr. Sartor continued. “Even though rosé wine as we know it today was almost
entirely a French operation, Provencal to be precise.”
The first Rosatello was mostly produced with grapes from Puglia,
with a small amount of Tuscan Sangiovese, and perfectly represented the carefreeness of the Dolce Vita. It was drunk in Italy
and some European countries (especially Germany), but not in
the United States, where it never arrived due to the winery’s policy. The first important change in the grape composition occurred
in the 2000s, when the wine became almost exclusively Tuscan,
though remaining in the table wine category. Why this change?
“During the 1990s, Portuguese rosés dominated,” he recalled.
“They were generally wines with a simple profile that some-
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Right, Sandro Sartor
and the Rosatello
today. Below, some
historical commercials
for the Ruffino wine

how tarnished the image of rosé wine
in general. There was still some small
production in Puglia, but they were
alone on the local market. We then had
to wait for Provence to restore dignity
to rosé wine-drinking today.”
On the other hand, during a time when
structured reds dominated and Super
Tuscans were created, a Tuscan soul was
very fitting for Rosatello and it kept it for
about twenty years, until the wine became an IGT Veneto in
2020, made up of Corvina Veronese and Rondinella grapes.
“We have always believed in Rosatello, we wanted it to remain a fresh wine,” he said. “And we found the right grapes
and pedoclimatic conditions in the Veneto to maintain this
style. The consumer trusts the Rosatello brand and is looking for a precise style in the wine, therefore the changes
occurring over the years have not created any confusion
for enthusiasts. It is, and must remain, a popular wine,
with a well-defined positioning. It is no coincidence that we
have never sent it to the United States, precisely because we don’t
want it to clash with all the other wines on the market in the
same price band. However, we send our Aqua di Venus Rosé, a new
wine created in 2019, to the US market. This IGT Toscana is made
with Syrah, Sangiovese and Pinot Grigio grapes grown in Maremma. Thanks to the soil composition and proximity to the sea, it
contains all the features of sapidity that are much appreciated by
modern consumers.”
Therefore, to maintain the fresh style it’s necessary to go further
north, whereas the Maremma embodies the Mediterranean style,
imposed by Provence, to perfection. But Rosatello, with 60% of the
100,000 bottles sold in Italy and 40% in Europe, remains a strong
brand and is an integral part of Italy’s history. It is no coincidence that in 2014 Sandro Sartor was invited to speak in Puglia
at the final ceremony of the third edition of the National Italian
Rosé Wine Winemaking Competition, organized by the Puglia
regional administration in collaboration with Assoenologi.
“It was a way to acknowledge Rosatello’s much-deserved role of
trailblazer,” Mr. Sartor said.
Piè delle Vigne. The Wine Created From The Idea
To Recover A Tradition From Abruzzo
And now we come to our third and last historic rosé wine, which
was created in 1997 in Abruzzo, in the small village of Ofena, in
the province of L’Aquila, at over 500 metres above sea level.
“A wine must be created from an idea,” said Luigi Cataldi Madonna, the father of Piè delle Vigne, Cerasuolo d’Abruzzo DOC.
And Mr. Cataldi Madonna, professor of the history of philosophy
at the University of L’Aquila, had a clear idea: to produce wine
with an ancient technique from the Ofena territory, called “svacata”. Mr. Cataldi Madonna said that “Montepulciano d’Abruzzo
wasn’t always able to mature because it was always very cold
here, and so farming ingenuity invented a useful technique for
producing a wine that resembled a red. Basically, the best grapes
were selected from the same batch and were fermented on the
skins. The must obtained was then added to that of grapes fermented without skin contact, to improve body and colour. So,
“svacata” was a kind of natural corrector and I have recently dis-

Luigi Cataldi Madonna, his daughter Giulia
and the rosé wine Pié delle Vigne

covered that it was also done in France, in Tavel, in the department of Gard. For centuries Tavel was considered the best rosé in
France, and it had enthusiasts of the calibre of Balzac. My grandfather used the svacata method, but then the winery abandoned
the technique, also because with the rise in temperatures we no
longer had problems maturing Montepulciano. I wanted to reintroduce it, no longer as a corrector, but as a precise winemaking
technique for obtaining an original wine that is still unprecedented today.”
Luigi’s daughter, Giulia Cataldi Madonna, runs the winery today and further clarifies the technique that her father developed
after some preliminary trials.
“In the past, the part fermented on the skins was simply added to that fermented without skin contact,” she said. “Everyone
had their own formula and their own percentages, depending on
taste and whether you wanted to make a wine with a stronger or
paler colour. My father chose to combine the two parts halfway
through fermentation, so that the two musts finished fermenting together.”
Naturally, the harvest takes place at two different times, seeing
that grapes ferment more quickly in contact with the skins. Basically, about three or four days after fermentation without skin
contact, the harvest begins for the grapes selected for fermentation with skin contact.
“I wanted the two batches to terminate fermentation together
and their union to be carnal in some way,” Luigi Cataldi Madonna continued.
Fermentation off the skins makes up 80% of the mass, and all the
grapes come from a single vineyard called Piè delle Vigne.The vineyard is located at 360 metres of elevation, with a southeastern exposure, and lies on clay-limestone soils. Production stands at around
6,000 bottles a year, which are mainly sold in Italy and Belgium.

“This is a wine that goes against the grain,” said Mr. Cataldi Madonna. “Bbecause it has a more decisive colour than the pale rosés
dictated by Provence. When it comes to rosés, we Italians are very
behind, and estimates from two years ago show that one French
person in three drinks rosé, while rosé consumption makes up
only 4.9% of the total here. Italian rosé still doesn’t have a precise
image, despite its thousand-year-old history. Long maceration
wasn’t carried out until the nineteenth century, and wines were
actually more rosé than red.”
And on the subject of colour, Ms. Cataldi Madonna added an interesting note.
“It is the consumer who decides the nature of Piè delle Vigne,
and can consider it either a rosé or a red,” she said. “For us, the
red part is male, while the white represents the female part, and
therefore we consider it a gender-fluid wine. Although it wasn’t
an easy wine to convey in the beginning, Piè delle Vigne soon
attracted great connoisseurs and received important awards, and
we saw that other producers in Abruzzo were inspired by its colour. Today, is it much appreciated at the international level.”
Both Giulia and her father Luigi underline the simplicity of the
wine, which reflects their production philosophy to perfection. It
is also true that this “simple” wine has managed to interpret an
ancient technique in a modern way, and it remains unprecedented in Italian winemaking. But Luigi Cataldi Madonna hopes that
Piè delle Vigne will make converts, because “science advances
thanks to the circulation of ideas”, and therefore this wine could
become an example of drinking Italian rosé.
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General volume balance at zero compared to 2020, and
negative on the 2019 volumes (-4%). Uncertainty around
still wines is taking its toll, while only sparkling wines have
bounced back. Values are generally on the up, a combination of
refound optimism as well as the devaluation of the US dollar
By CARLO FLAMINI – UIV Wine Observatory

T

he hoped-for recovery on the world market has yet
to be defined, not only in relation to 2020, the pandemic year where trade was temperamental, but
also 2019, the year before the pandemic and considered a benchmark of normality. Indicators show
that, at the end of September, total imports from the main countries monitored by UIV’s Wine Observatory totalled 47.4 million
hectolitres, with a zero balance compared to 2020 and -4% on 2019.
Values have improved slightly, increasing by 7% on the 2019 volumes to 18.8 billion dollars (although currency trends should be
included, with the dollar in the bear phase against the euro until
the end of September) and by 18% compared to 2020.
Not all trends per wine type are the same. The sparkling wine segment appears to be making a decided recovery compared to both
2020 (+31% volume) and 2019 (+20%), which is offset by the total
flatness of bottled still wine, which shows a weak +2% volume in
2021/20 going hand in hand with -2% on pre-pandemic levels. But
there is a particularly strongly negative trend for bulk wine, at -6%
in volume on 2020 and -11% on 2019, affected by the reductive performance of important markets such as Germany, the UK, Japan,
Canada and a total zeroing in Russia (figures 1 and 2).

wine-observatory.com

RECOVERY?

It Is Still A Long Way

WORLD TRADE: % CHANGE JAN-SEPT
2021/19

2021/20

1. VOLUME
-4%

Bulk
wines

0%
-11%

Bottled
wines

-6%
-2%
2%
20%

Sparkling
wines

31%

2. VALUE
Total

7%
18%

Bulk -6%
wines -6%
Bottled
wines
Sparkling
wines

5%
16%

BULK W.

Total

BOTTLED W. SPARKLING W.

WORLD TRADE – JANUARY-SEPTEMBER
,000 Litres

USA

41%

US$/litre

2021

% Chg.

2020

2021

% Chg.

2020

2021

% Chg.

98,447

140,999

43.2

843,295

1,261,056

49.5

8.57

8.94

4.4

UK

82,195

108,729

32.3

443,036

631,817

42.6

5.39

5.81

7.8

Japan

25,380

26,976

6.3

378,774

468,257

23.6

14.92

17.36

16.3

Germany

41,008

49,195

20.0

269,231

334,726

24.3

6.57

6.80

3.6

Switzerland

13,160

14,933

13.5

117,363

158,439

35.0

8.92

10.61

19.0

Canada

11,216

13,981

24.7

98,440

150,632

53.0

8.78

10.77

22.8

Russia

22,709

31,211

37.4

104,610

143,705

37.4

4.61

4.60

0.0

France

20,916

25,160

20.3

73,992

101,363

37.0

3.54

4.03

13.9

China

7,412

9,051

22.1

48,861

81,204

66.2

6.59

8.97

36.1

Hong Kong

1,394

2,207

58.3

48,266

73,978

53.3

34.62

33.52

-3.2

South Korea

3,365

5,228

55.4

30,038

54,939

82.9

8.93

10.51

17.7

Brazil

3,008

3,425

13.9

12,735

17,094

34.2

4.23

4.99

17.9

Total

330,210

431,095

30.6

2,468,640

3,477,210

40.9

7.48

8.07

7.9

,000 Litres

,000 US$

US$/litre

2020

2021

% Chg.

2020

2021

% Chg.

2020

2021

% Chg.

USA

537,662

561,747

4.5

3,047,693

3,639,166

19.4

5.67

6.48

14.3

UK

488,627

476,533

-2.5

1,828,025

2,052,032

12.3

3.74

4.31

15.1

Germany

384,451

386,361

0.5

1,332,760

1,519,037

14.0

3.47

3.93

13.4

Canada

206,285

201,638

-2.3

1,192,796

1,375,631

15.3

5.78

6.82

18.0

China

232,877

216,066

-7.2

1,185,353

1,090,604

-8.0

5.09

5.05

-0.8

Hong Kong

27,084

26,702

-1.4

608,744

924,295

51.8

22.48

34.62

54.0

Switzerland

73,079

80,425

10.1

624,246

798,769

28.0

8.54

9.93

16.3

Japan

124,144

113,477

-8.6

688,277

718,250

4.4

5.54

6.33

14.2

Russia

182,061

194,696

6.9

547,117

600,690

9.8

3.01

3.09

2.7

South Korea

30,339

47,874

57.8

185,014

345,835

86.9

6.10

7.22

18.5

France

68,992

73,106

6.0

326,810

343,267

5.0

4.74

4.70

-0.9

Brazil

98,125

113,237

15.4

267,893

331,295

23.7

2.73

2.93

7.2

Total

2,453,726

2,491,862

1.6

11,834,727

13,738,870

16.1

4.82

5.51

14.3

2020

2021

% Chg.

2020

,000 Litres

,000 US$

US$/litre

2020

2021

% Chg.

UK

427,050

329,595

-22.8

563,054

461,727

-18.0

1.32

1.40

6.3

Germany

603,751

584,481

-3.2

420,994

398,074

-5.4

0.70

0.68

-2.3

2021

% Chg.

USA

262,861

325,292

23.8

233,256

303,833

30.3

0.89

0.93

5.3

France

369,779

329,362

-10.9

205,331

166,249

-19.0

0.56

0.50

-9.1

China

77,407

97,680

26.2

63,912

85,579

33.9

0.83

0.88

6.1
16.4

Canada

104,115

88,235

-15.3

66,218

65,329

-1.3

0.64

0.74

Switzerland

38,793

35,923

-7.4

56,668

60,199

6.2

1.46

1.68

14.7

Japan

33,911

24,412

-28.0

38,337

27,055

-29.4

1.13

1.11

-2.0

Russia

20%

,000 US$

2020

23,965

2,141

-91.1

14,686

1,499

-89.8

0.61

0.70

14.3

Total

1,941,631

1,817,119

-6.4

1,662,456

1,569,543

-5.6

0.86

0.86

0.9

Aggregated Total

4,725,567

4,740,075

0.3

15,965,823

18,785,624

17.7

3.38

3.96

17.3

Note: % change based on USD. Please check the single countries for their currencies.
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TREND BY QUARTERS (VOLUME)
4. BOTTLED STILL WINES

3. SPARKLING WINES

Difficulties For Still Wines
It’s a completely different story for still wines: bottled wine remains in a timidly positive range, but shaves off one point (from
+4% to +3%) between June and September (figure 4). On the total
since September, all the main importers (except the USA, at +4.5%)
either show a negative trend (UK, China, Japan) or are stable (Germany), with a strong push in value, which is mainly due to the
generally weak dollar recorded throughout 2021, at least until
September, as we mentioned in the introduction. There has only
been a strong positive trend for volume in Switzerland and South
Korea, which bounced back by 60% compared to a 2020 strongly
affected by Covid.
As regards supplier countries, the French remain the top performers in the US (+17%), despite being the most penalized by both the
pandemic and Trump duties, which were still in force in 2020. Italy is also doing well (+8%), as is Spain (+10%), while surprisingly
the New Zealanders are retreating, down by 6% in volume and a
flat curve for value.
Only the Spanish are gaining volume on the British market; by
forgoing price (-12%) they have managed to increase shipments
by 18%. Italy is down (-10%) and even more so Chile (-16%) and
Australia (-22%, combined with an equal reduction in bulk, which
makes up most shipments to London), while for now France is
limited to -1%.
In Germany, there is only growth for European suppliers, with
France (+11%), Italy (+9%) and Spain (+7%) at the top, and substantial increases in average price, a sign of a newfound well-being
in the very rewarding HORECA segment. On the other hand, the
New World is doing badly, with the USA, Chile, Australia and New
Zealand strongly in the negative, the only important exception
being Argentina.
With the Australians out of the market (-90% in September, plummeting from first to fifth place in the rankings), today the Chinese
market is made up of France (+ 20%), Chile, Italy and Spain, all with
a physical increase of more than 30% compared to 2020. As for prices, for the moment we are seeing an encouraging recovery trend.
Of all the large importing countries, Japan is the one still showing
a negative trend: the total market for still bottled wines stands at
-9%, with a strong negative balance for Chile (+30%), though less
impactful reductions for France (-2%), Italy (-3%) and Australia
(-5%). On the up are Californian wines, firmly in fourth place in
the rankings (+11%), and German wines, while the only big names
in the Old World closing in the positive are the Spanish (+6%).
The general negative balance (-2%) on the Canadian market is due
to stagnation of the USA and Italy, a decrease for Oceania (-14%
and -17% for Australia and New Zealand) and South America (-20%
for Argentina and Chile). Among the big names, only France is
growing, with +10% in volume.
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In these pages are some of the 2021 data for the
main wine import and export countries, analysed
and commented by the Wine Observatory of the
Unione Italiana Vini (www.wine-observatory.com),
and published by the Quarterly Report
“Wine By Numbers.”
The full report, including all the details on the wine
types, is available for free at winebynumbers.it

BOTTLED WINE

Sparkling Wine
Superstars
Turning to quarterly
trends, only sparkling
wines show growth:
this reflects the fact that
bubbles were hardest hit
by closures in 2020, especially
in the on-trade segment. Quarterly volume indicators highlight the very positive trend of June between July and September,
which reached +48% (figure 3).
Looking at each country in more detail, in the US
(the main sparkling wine importer) volume from
January to September exceeded 40% (1.4 million
hectolitres), for a value of 1.3 billion dollars (+50%).
There was also considerable demand in the UK (+32%
volume, over one million hectolitres) and in Germany (+20%). Requests of more than 20% came from
France, Canada, Russia, while for now only the Japanese market remains on the sidelines (+6%).
Italy, the main exporter by volume, is performing
very well on all the main markets: +36% in the USA,
+35% in Russia, 50% in Germany, +30% in France
and +16% in the UK, which has become a privileged
customs clearance platform with re-exports of Prosecco from Belgium: today about 15% of Prosecco imported to the
UK comes from Belgian ports.
Champagne imports are also doing well, with +55% volume/value
in the US, +50% in the UK and Canada, +23% in Germany, +40% in
China and +12% in Japan. Spanish Cava is also recovering, with
the United States at +60% volume/value, the UK at +8%, +2% in
Germany and +7% in Canada.
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5. BULK WINES

Bulk Wine. Spain Takes The Market
Bulk has seen a worsening of the already negative trend in June,
which interrupted the recovery in March, going from -8% to -5%
and then falling back to -6% in the third quarter (figure 5). Negative
signs in the UK (-23%), France (-11%) and a decline in Germany
(-3%) have made a strong impact, which is only offset by the positive trend in the USA (+24%) and China, which has bounced back
from an underperforming 2020.
On the German market, in particular, the lower-priced supply from Spain (33 cents, -22% compared to 2020, with volumes
pumped up to +33%) is taking clients away from Italian (-12%, but
at 53 cents) and French suppliers (-10%). The Spanish are implementing the same strategy in France, but here a 20% cut in average prices (32 cents per litre) does not preclude a reduction in
supply: -8%, which is still better than Italian competitors, who
have seen volumes drop by more than 20%, with an average price
of 60 cents per litre.
A red light for all four main suppliers on the British market: Australia -22%, USA -43%, New Zealand -25% and Chile -30%.

FRANCE
,000 litres

,000 Euro

Euro/Litre

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

22,226

10.0

69,792

11.6

3.14

1.4

Italy

15,000

16.8

58,612

24.1

3.91

6.3

Spain

20,925

-1.7

28,725

-3.7

1.37

-2.0

Portugal

Germany

5,535

-6.0

21,277

20.4

3.84

28.0

484

18.0

17,632

-63.6

36.41

-69.1

UK

533

-50.6

15,787

-12.8

29.61

76.7

Belgium

548

-4.2

12,108

85.0

22.08

93.0

USA

Switzerland

84

-5.3

11,106

23.6

131.64

30.5

1,198

-22.8

7,571

-47.9

6.32

-32.5

New Zealand

642

19.2

6,150

31.9

9.57

10.7

Argentina

929

12.3

5,435

26.2

5.85

12.4

Australia

1,070

879.4

3,804

396.7

3.55

-49.3

379

-4.2

2,977

16.2

7.85

21.3

Others

3,549

11.4

26,002

13.0

7.33

1.4

Total

73,106

6.0

286,979

-0.8

3.93

-6.3

Chile

South Africa

UNITED KINGDOM
,000 litres

,000 £

£/Litre

2020

Chg. %

2020

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

France

95,583

-1.2

480,050

10.9

5.02

12.3

Italy

103,620

-9.7

230,888

0.5

2.23

11.2

Spain

78,624

17.5

147,339

3.7

1.87

-11.7
-1.0

Chile

36,458

-15.9

98,697

-16.8

2.71

New Zealand

19,642

-29.3

87,278

-25.4

4.44

5.5

Australia

24,182

-22.0

71,778

-10.9

2.97

14.3

South Africa

22,050

17.7

61,643

36.1

2.80

15.6

Argentina

20,063

1.7

53,458

-4.4

2.66

-6.0

Portugal

14,563

20.7

44,830

26.6

3.08

4.9

USA

9,932

215.6

44,463

33.5

4.48

-57.7

Belgium

10,540

350.9

40,989

397.7

3.89

10.4

Germany

15,544

-60.1

35,622

-55.6

2.29

11.3

Netherland

14,238

589.3

28,797

283.2

2.02

-44.4

Others

11,494

2.9

54,874

7.0

4.77

3.9

476,533

-2.5

1,480,707

3.0

3.11

5.6

Total

46
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GERMANY
,000 litres

,000 Euro

Euro/Litre

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

2021

Italy

174,333

1.3

600,543

8.5

3.44

7.1

France

76,469

3.2

298,136

15.2

3.90

11.7

Spain

58,249

-0.1

146,706

0.3

2.52

0.4

Austria

21,518

12.0

46,825

10.4

2.18

-1.4

Portugal

13,368

8.2

37,039

3.2

2.77

-4.6

USA

8,253

-9.4

36,048

-0.6

4.37

9.7

South Africa

10,389

-0.1

31,745

1.5

3.06

1.5

Chile

3,835

-15.1

14,318

-5.3

3.73

11.4

Australia

2,834

-39.6

11,428

-26.6

4.03

21.4

Greek

4,638

-33.1

9,963

-35.7

2.15

-3.9

Argentina

1,891

17.3

8,426

24.8

4.46

6.4

New Zealand

924

-33.6

5,623

-22.5

6.09

16.8

2,887

-12.2

4,392

-11.4

1.52

0.8

Hungary

128

-5.9

1,434

7.5

11.20

14.2

Croatia

232

-22.7

822

-11.5

3.55

14.4

Moldova

420

18.2

792

10.5

1.88

-6.5

Turkey

197

-11.8

656

-1.9

3.34

11.2

Bulgaria

46

24.6

606

461.1

13.15

350.3

Total

BOTTLED WINES

Chg. %

Switzerland

Others

T R A D E

5,751

7.1

13,653

8.4

2.37

1.3

386,361

0.5

1,269,155

7.0

3.28

3.6

USA
,000 litres

CHF

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

2021

199,942

8.1

1,269,184

16.6

6.35

Chg. %
7.8

France

105,464

16.5

1,072,136

45.7

10.17

25.1

New Zealand

40,630

-5.8

317,783

0.8

7.82

7.0

Spain

36,473

10.1

213,735

22.7

5.86

11.5

Argentina

37,485

-7.5

181,424

-4.0

4.84

3.8

Australia

54,116

-11.3

177,712

-10.3

3.28

1.1

Portugal

21,094

11.8

104,245

21.2

4.94

8.4

Chile

29,786

-12.0

98,802

-9.2

3.32

3.3

Germany

12,915

9.4

56,704

26.4

4.39

15.5

South Africa

7,348

11.6

34,351

12.5

4.68

0.8

Others

16,495

24.7

113,090

48.6

6.86

19.2

Total

561,747

4.5

3,639,166

19.4

6.48

14.3

2021

Chg. %

BRAZIL
Litres
CHF/Litre

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

Italy

32,440,518

6.1

259,001,582

16.2

7.98

9.6

France

15,466,646

19.6

238,452,480

42.2

15.42

18.9

Spain

12,585,911

8.9

96,519,394

14.6

7.67

5.3

Portugal

6,454,992

1.9

28,354,206

9.7

4.39

7.7

Germany

3,217,298

-1.2

25,561,420

11.4

7.94

12.7

USA

2,369,579

42.6

20,920,079

42.6

8.83

0.0

Austria

2,074,288

2.9

16,393,760

13.6

7.90

10.4

Argentina

2,378,670

39.9

11,408,783

24.5

4.80

-11.0

Chile

1,157,298

19.1

5,904,003

9.4

5.10

-8.1

South Africa

694,058

25.5

5,414,546

27.2

7.80

1.3

Australia

730,907

25.5

4,971,792

51.8

6.80

20.9

New Zealand

168,121

28.7

1,452,906

38.4

8.64

7.5

Others

686,873

-13.2

13,259,338

6.3

19.30

22.6

80,425,159

10.1

727,614,289

23.7

9.05

12.4

Total

$/Litre

Italy

SWITZERLAND
Litres

.000 $

$

$/Litre

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

Chile

30,535,981

-40.0

81,508,703

-33.1

2.67

11.5

Argentina

12,628,155

-9.4

37,636,417

-8.7

2.98

0.8

Portugal

12,552,514

-15.3

37,399,258

-14.1

2.98

1.4

Italy

5,608,774

-13.6

20,085,634

-8.6

3.58

5.7

France

3,116,255

-19.5

15,119,855

-4.9

4.85

18.1

Spain

4,309,569

-10.4

11,611,244

-12.4

2.69

-2.3

Uruguay

-2.2

2,010,099

-11.9

5,146,750

-13.9

2.56

South Africa

502,114

59.6

1,503,754

71.9

2.99

7.7

USA

293,715

13.3

1,248,915

-22.5

4.25

-31.6

Australia

204,304

60.7

835,679

66.7

4.09

3.7

Germany

38,959

-63.5

193,284

-45.0

4.96

50.5

New Zealand
Others
Total

8,790

-42.8

73,918

-17.7

8.41

44.0

190,882

20.9

773,211

16.6

4.05

-3.6

72,000,111

-26.6

213,136,622

-20.4

2.96

8.4

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %
26.4

CHINA
RUSSIA

Litres
2021

Litres

$

$/Litre

$
Chg. %

2021

$/Litre

France

77,354,633

19.9

481,330,729

51.6

6.22

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

Chile

49,516,570

32.0

201,000,763

43.8

4.06

8.9

Italy

42,586,505

13.8

140,101,857

10.7

3.29

-2.7

Italy

19,212,972

30.9

108,295,986

56.7

5.64

19.6

France

19,068,767

-3.6

91,608,375

16.1

4.80

20.5

Spain

35,406,875

4.4

87,469,019

5.5

2.47

1.1

Spain

35,122,793

36.9

97,569,875

48.2

2.78

8.3

Australia

4,610,430

-93.1

45,997,025

-90.6

9.98

37.0

3,038,155

38.2

24,934,616

92.9

8.21

39.6
3.0

Georgia

29,057,049

9.9

81,651,760

1.2

2.81

-7.9

USA

Portugal

11,483,913

39.1

34,980,014

47.7

3.05

6.2

South Africa

5,720,477

97.2

21,178,672

103.1

3.70

Chile

9,986,223

-8.9

26,699,325

-9.9

2.67

-1.1

Argentina

3,808,421

61.1

19,610,755

75.9

5.15

9.2

New Zealand

4,352,270

28.7

23,182,943

27.7

5.33

-0.8

Germany

3,012,060

31.3

18,802,175

44.2

6.24

9.9

Abkhazia

10,401,032

-20.9

22,565,935

-24.2

2.17

-4.2

New Zealand

1,702,503

18.0

17,683,626

43.2

10.39

21.3

Germany

6,353,786

41.7

18,300,106

54.8

2.88

9.2

Portugal

3,541,983

4.9

14,598,993

16.2

4.12

10.9

South Africa

5,995,048

41.9

16,149,710

43.5

2.69

1.1

Georgia

2,874,118

-5.6

10,100,992

-9.4

3.51

-4.0

USA

1,726,313

20.5

8,819,406

17.9

5.11

-2.1

Moldova

2,592,161

-0.9

6,308,543

5.0

2.43

6.0

Australia

2,297,289

9.3

8,733,780

14.7

3.80

4.9

Others

3,959,209

22.1

23,192,190

50.7

5.86

23.4

Argentina

2,638,367

0.3

8,653,925

-1.1

3.28

-1.3

Total

216,066,485

-7.2

1,090,604,940

-8.0

5.05

-0.8

Serbia

2,632,772

-8.8

4,929,522

5.7

1.87

15.9

Moldova

2,940,809

-17.8

4,912,091

-15.1

1.67

3.4

Armenia

846,675

-16.9

2,654,844

-4.6

3.14

14.9

Azerbaijan

619,670

-18.0

1,334,566

-24.2

2.15

-7.6

Bulgaria

598,862

-38.4

1,031,627

-34.5

1.72

6.3

Others

5,703,712

21.9

16,910,942

26.0

2.96

3.4

194,695,937

6.9

600,689,747

9.8

3.09

2.7

Total

CANADA
Litres

CAD

CAD/Litre

HONG KONG
,000 litres

.000 HKD

HKD/Litre

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

France

6,248

-0.6

3,195,482

UK

1,091

9.0

1,041,504

43.7

511.47

44.5

35.7

954.97

Australia

7,010

16.8

721,866

24.5

75.9

102.97

50.6

USA

2,268

-60.5

489,817

2.4

215.99

159.3

Singapore

1,711

78.8

444,665

477.1

259.83

222.8

China

1,167

169.6

198,898

119.0

170.49

-18.8

Italy

1,494

9.8

180,348

42.8

120.71

30.1

32

18.7

86,625

2.1

2748.52

-14.0

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

42,228,689

9.6

415,472,683

18.6

9.84

8.1

USA

37,120,615

-0.7

397,840,971

9.4

10.72

10.2

Spain

1,271

25.2

84,322

51.6

66.34

21.1

Italy

42,666,571

0.1

353,277,340

10.2

8.28

10.1

Germany

390

-0.3

81,951

8.9

210.31

9.3

Spain

15,868,973

8.8

115,940,568

15.3

7.31

6.0

New Zealand

840

13.2

73,437

35.8

87.45

20.0

Australia

15,881,936

-13.8

109,901,497

-12.1

6.92

2.0

Chile

1,226

-16.9

48,480

-15.9

39.55

1.1

New Zealand

7,915,754

-16.8

77,184,977

-17.1

9.75

-0.4

South Africa

198

28.1

12,537

29.1

63.20

0.7
100.3

France

Switzerland

Chile

12,693,376

-21.1

65,995,915

-15.1

5.20

7.6

Portugal

81

21.6

9,300

143.5

114.27

Argentina

8,085,064

-20.2

57,263,833

-15.1

7.08

6.4

Argentina

25

-66.4

2,435

-37.3

98.61

86.7

Portugal

8,841,789

-1.0

55,700,156

4.5

6.30

5.5

Others

1,651

21.6

507,116

150.2

307.13

105.7

South Africa

4,402,184

-7.0

25,870,593

-2.2

5.88

5.2

Total

26,701

-1.4

7,178,783

52.0

268.85

54.2

Germany

2,535,468

8.8

16,878,946

15.0

6.66

5.7

3,397,823

13.9

28,496,819

25.8

8.39

10.4

201,638,242

-2.3

1,719,824,298

6.4

8.53

8.9

Others
Total
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JAPAN
,000 litres
2021

SOUTH KOREA
,000 litres
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.000 $

$/Litre

.000 Yen

Yen/Litre

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

France

30,976

-1.6

35,689,317

16.7

1,152.16

18.6

Italy

21,510

-3.4

12,911,685

11.4

600.27

15.3

Chile

28,382

-27.8

8,765,628

-27.5

308.84

0.5

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

USA

5,054

11.4

8,489,540

-2.8

1,679.75

-12.7

7,968

105.9

91,043

116.9

11.43

5.3

Spain

15,135

6.0

5,005,504

15.4

330.72

8.9

USA

5,323

60.2

62,076

73.4

11.66

8.3

Australia

4,343

-4.8

2,044,754

4.5

470.79

9.8

Italy

6,892

74.5

57,089

112.0

8.28

21.4

Germany

2,277

25.5

1,313,245

30.0

576.74

3.5

Chile

12,382

26.0

54,222

38.7

4.38

10.1

New Zealand

767

-10.0

783,876

-2.9

1,021.43

8.0

Spain

7,040

43.5

25,723

76.3

3.65

22.9

Portugal

1,399

9.3

662,858

7.6

473.80

-1.6

1,155

-0.1

616,224

-3.5

533.37

-3.4

1,028

-18.9

565,996

-16.0

550.52

3.5

France

Australia

3,715

76.1

22,913

100.5

6.17

13.9

South Africa

New Zealand

1,349

148.4

10,871

150.8

8.06

0.9

Argentina

Argentina

1,427

74.8

8,026

80.2

5.62

3.1

Others

Portugal

643

70.2

5300

134.3

8.25

37.6

Germany

442

75.6

2,841

104.1

6.43

16.2

South Africa

228

61.0

1,210

85.0

5.30

14.9

465

106.5

4,521

114.8

9.72

4.0

47,875

57.8

345,835

86.9

7.22

18.5

Others
Total

Total

1,450

9.6

1,180,846

24.3

814.38

13.4

113,477

-8.6

78,029,473

5.5

687.62

15.4

2021

Chg. %

2021

SPARKLING WINES
GERMANY
,000 litres
2021

,000 Euro
Chg. %

2021

RUSSIA

Euro/Litre
Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

France

15,476

17.7

171,580

15.3

11.09

-2.0

Italy

20,351

40.6

74,577

37.2

3.66

-2.5

Spain

12,564

0.4

28,623

-5.8

2.28

-6.1

Italy

20,480,527

34.4

85,104,255

35.0

4.16

0.4

Austria

220

-2.5

2,049

-17.7

9.31

-15.6

France

4,744,406

40.2

39,384,989

36.6

8.30

-2.6

Ukraine

226

-24.6

1,259

30.6

5.58

73.3

Spain

3,309,529

9.4

11,630,454

18.4

3.51

8.3

South Africa

58

3.7

440

10.3

7.56

6.3

Moldova

1,623,942

5859.0

3,735,700

6856.8

2.30

16.7

491,875

-19.1

1,237,003

41.2

2.51

74.4

Others
Total

Litres
2021

2.2

1,521

33.3

5.05

30.4

Abkhazia

20.0

280,049

17.4

5.69

-2.1

Germany

115,840

83.3

629,847

83.9

5.44

0.4

Georgia

104,292

37.2

303,136

33.4

2.91

-2.8

,000 litres

Total

,000 Euro

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

2021

16,845

28.8

50,681

26.4

3.01

-1.9

4,593

1.4

10,319

-0.9

2.25

-2.3

Germany

2,409

-4.6

5,596

-3.8

2.32

0.9

49

-62.4

1,499

0.0

30.73

166.3

Total

-18.4

800

4.94

1.9

37.4

4.60

0.0

CANADA

-8.5

15.96

Litres

2021

Chg. %

France

3,032,898

46.7

91,775,346

64.8

30.26

12.3

12.1

Italy

6,814,702

26.2

62,114,347

29.2

9.11

2.4

Spain

1,613,721

7.0

12,623,012

13.7

7.82

6.3

USA

509,872

27.0

7,363,187

36.2

14.44

7.2

Germany

875,565

30.0

6,324,337

34.7

7.22

3.7

104.5

15,900

126.9

13.09

11.0

20.3

84,795

29.0

3.37

7.3

Australia

591,830

17.5

3,691,881

16.6

6.24

-0.7

Hungary

224,356

-29.0

1,271,541

-27.4

5.67

2.2

Others

318,254

-8.0

3,202,155

-4.6

10.06

3.7

13,981,198

24.7

188,365,806

41.4

13.47

13.4

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %
0.0

£/Litre

2020

Chg. %

2020

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

France

17,271

49.5

212,390

31.3

12.30

-12.2

Italy

68,612

15.7

163,187

7.0

2.38

-7.6

Belgium

9,574

1900.6

39,258

2245.7

4.10

17.2

Spain

9,215

8.1

20,340

14.9

2.21

6.3

Germany

1,646

166.0

4,555

65.2

2.77

-37.9

South Africa

427

34.2

2,559

44.4

6.00

7.6

Australia

597

11.4

2,323

36.0

3.89

22.0

USA

118

-57.1

1,460

5.4

12.38

145.8

New Zealand

90

-48.3

510

-38.2

5.68

19.6

1,179

169.3

9,514

73.7

8.07

-35.5

108,729

32.3

456,097

31.2

4.19

-0.8

USA
,000 litres
2021

CHF

2021

$/Litre

France

34,882

55.1

718,517

55.2

20.60

Italy

83,495

35.8

438,700

39.5

5.25

2.7

Spain

18,837

57.7

86,594

61.8

4.60

2.6

Germany

820

26.8

2,840

6.8

3.47

-15.7

Australia

246

-4.5

1,439

11.4

5.86

16.6

Others
Total

2,720

69.1

12,966

56.0

4.77

-7.7

140,999

43.2

1,261,056

49.5

8.94

4.4

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

BRAZIL
CHF/Litre

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

France

3,076,407

28.7

82,345,306

42.3

26.77

10.6

Italy

9,490,629

11.3

49,859,931

14.4

5.25

2.8

Spain

1,459,471

7.8

6,595,513

30.9

4.52

21.5

Germany

776,342

9.3

2,969,192

18.3

3.82

8.2

Austria

65,524

-11.4

668,570

5.2

10.20

18.7

Others

118,347

8.6

2,020,662

40.0

17.07

29.0

14,986,720

13.9

144,459,174

30.1

9.64

14.2

Total

.000 $
Chg. %

SWITZERLAND
Litres

CAD/Litre
Chg. %

1,215

.000 £

CAD
2021

Total

Total

20.3

Chg. %

UNITED KINGDOM

Others

1,680,296
143,705,680

2021

25,160

,000 litres

18.0
37.4

Chg. %

Italy

50

340,372
31,210,783

Euro/Litre

Spain

Others

Chg. %

301

FRANCE

Belgium

$/Litre

49,195

Others

UK

$
Chg. %

litres
2021

$
Chg. %

2021

$/Litre

France

799,391

-2.3

9,361,880

40.7

11.71

44.0

Spain

1,220,075

37.2

3,645,864

54.0

2.99

12.3

Italy

824,385

-2.1

2,258,517

9.8

2.74

12.1

Argentina

356,656

56.7

1,062,566

67.2

2.98

6.7

Chile

147,461

20.0

423,125

9.9

2.87

-8.4

Portugal

51,574

-24.6

225,449

3.1

4.37

36.8

Others

26,379

-33.5

116,331

-72.0

4.41

-57.9

3,425,921

13.9

17,093,732

34.2

4.99

17.9

Total
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T R A D E

SPARKLING
WINES
CHINA
Litres

$

$/Litre

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

France

1,741,015

39.2

55,547,747

91.3

31.91

37.4

Italy

4,872,409

47.2

17,334,671

53.6

3.56

4.4

Spain

1,557,860

2.5

4,627,080

33.4

2.97

30.1

Germany
Australia
South Africa
Chile

320,817

-1.4

216,525

-68.7

1,235,081
1,025,739

14.8
-65.0

3.85

SOUTH KOREA
,000 litres

$/Litre

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

2021

11.6

France

1,190

52.8

36,508

80.0

30.68

17.8

1,749

76.8

9,127

95.6

5.22

10.7

16.4

4.74

.000 $

2021

Chg. %

100,222

50.7

321,494

80.0

3.21

19.4

Italy

30,174

32.9

160,737

43.8

5.33

8.2

Spain

1,010

81.7

3,817

103.0

3.78

11.7

552

386.3

2242

336.2

4.06

-10.3
28.1

USA

2,392

19.4

35,728

-8.6

14.94

-23.5

USA

Argentina

4,332

-28.6

21,165

-1.9

4.89

37.3

Australia

161

62.6

852

108.3

5.30

32.8

Chile

190

90.8

822

97.1

4.32

3.3

36.1

Germany

136

65.4

548

95.7

4.04

18.3

South Africa

94

-84.2

295

-77.5

3.15

41.9

Others

147

161.8

728

158.2

4.97

-1.4

5,228

55.4

54,939

82.9

10.51

17.7

Others
Total

205,789

-4.5

9,051,535

22.1

895,207
81,204,649

26.9
66.2

4.35
8.97

Total

HONG KONG
,000 litres

.000 HKD

HKD/Litre

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

France

705

38.5

200,132

32.7

284.00

-4.2

Singapore

350

-1.6

187,157

30.1

534.84

32.3

39

412.7

24,636

193.5

626.30

-42.8

USA
Italy
UK
Spain
Germany

,000 litres

.000 Yen

Yen/Litre

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

488

120.4

22,003

103.7

45.13

-7.6

73

44.6

18,362

48.9

249.94

3.0

France

10,222

12.2

42,114,684

28.0

4,120.12

14.2

28.8

Spain

8,482

4.4

3,834,218

11.6

452.04

7.0

41.6

Italy

5,572

8.6

3,217,616

14.8

577.44

5.7

Australia

977

-2.3

552,391

18.6

565.48

21.4

Chile

1,036

-24.7

470,246

-21.9

453.93

3.7

162

147.2

15

12.2

13,776
5,667

218.3
58.9

84.93
378.89

Australia

68

70.5

3,357

-14.8

49.44

-50.0

Others

307

133.7

99,575

173.9

324.65

17.2

2,207

58.3

574,665

53.5

260.41

-3.0

Total

JAPAN

USA

86

-23.3

274,303

30.8

3,172.20

70.5

South Africa

76

16.5

50,172

5.9

663.41

-9.2

Others

525

15.4

356,872

12.6

680.19

-2.4

26,975

6.3

50,870,502

24.8

1,885.81

17.4

Total

BULK WINES
CANADA

UNITED KINGDOM
,000 litres

.000 £

Litres

£/Litre

2020

Chg. %

2020

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

Australia

117,384

-22.0

96,655

-21.0

0.82

1.4

USA

53,205

-43.3

73,923

-40.8

1.39

4.4

New Zealand

26,247

-25.1

56,019

-23.5

2.13

2.0

Chile

41,616

-30.3

31,726

-32.6

0.76

-3.4

South Africa

39,561

2.3

25,991

4.3

0.66

1.9

Argentina

22,427

17.9

22,374

8.2

1.00

-8.2

Italy

13,053

25.5

12,396

35.9

0.95

8.3

Spain

7,725

-32.2

4,647

-31.7

0.60

0.8

France

1,713

-34.0

3,513

-60.0

2.05

-39.4

Germany

316

-9.2

386

-26.4

1.22

-18.9

Others
Total

6,347

13.8

5,616

22.0

0.88

7.3

329,594

-22.8

333,245

-24.8

1.01

-2.5

CAD

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

2021

Australia

19,047,851

-23.5

23,657,347

-9.4

1.24

18.4

South Africa

15,448,104

515.0

11,206,266

440.5

0.73

-12.1

Chg. %

Italy

6,886,426

26.0

8,627,661

38.2

1.25

9.7

France

5,165,908

-18.7

7,739,876

-15.7

1.50

3.7

Argentina

14,797,961

-33.9

7,735,602

-35.6

0.52

-2.6

Chile

8,628,499

-49.0

7,586,903

-49.3

0.88

-0.5

Spain

10,551,516

142.3

6,787,180

82.4

0.64

-24.7

USA

5,837,111

-68.4

6,107,632

-52.1

1.05

51.9

Others

1,871,631

-31.5

2,288,611

-16.9

1.22

21.2

88,235,007

-15.3

81,737,078

-9.0

0.93

7.4

Total

USA

FRANCE

,000 litres
,000 litres

CAD/Litre

,000 Euro

Euro/Litre

.000 $

$/Litre

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

France

12,997

66.4

72,007

73.9

5.54

4.5
0.3

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

268,580

-7.8

85,658

-25.5

0.32

-19.1

Chile

83,297

9.0

65,972

9.3

0.79

Italy

24,426

-22.0

14,769

-20.8

0.60

1.5

New Zealand

17,467

0.1

56,641

3.2

3.24

3.1

USA

3,304

22.1

5,026

15.0

1.52

-5.8

Australia

23,897

-28.8

29,164

-10.0

1.22

26.4

Australia

4,208

-11.2

4,227

-5.0

1.00

7.0

Italy

10,089

75.9

18,980

91.0

1.88

8.6

Chile

4,588

-15.3

3,484

-20.0

0.76

-5.6

Argentina

8,805

125.9

8,661

80.9

0.98

-19.9

South Africa

5,819

-12.0

3,307

-14.5

0.57

-2.9

South Africa

7,868

555.6

6,310

460.4

0.80

-14.5

Portugal

2,246

-17.3

2,178

-19.3

0.97

-2.4

Spain

2,567

108.2

3,800

170.5

1.48

29.9

Marocco

1,584

-39.6

1,905

-37.9

1.20

2.7

Others

158,306

37.0

42,298

56.7

0.27

14.4

Argentina

805

-54.5

734

-52.2

0.91

5.0

Total

325,292

23.8

303,833

30.3

0.93

5.3

Greek

117

-93.6

108

-95.8

0.92

-34.3

13,685

-26.6

17,543

-21.6

1.28

6.7

329,362

-10.9

138,939

-24.0

0.42

-14.7

Spain

Others
Total

W O R L D
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BULK WINES

CHINA
Litres

GERMANY
,000 litres

Chile

,000 Euro

2021

Chg. %

49
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Euro/Litre

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

$

$/Litre

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

46,304,699

66.5

49,308,496

106.5

1.06

24.1
17.0

France

9,000,883

34.1

9,647,426

56.9

1.07

Argentina

20,633,934

-21.1

7,826,412

-13.0

0.38

10.1

Australia

3,517,354

-72.9

6,746,168

-69.2

1.92

13.9

Italy

161,777

-14.3

85,856

-15.1

0.53

-0.9

Spain

11,226,035

314.4

6,557,333

271.6

0.58

-10.3

Spain

226,751

21.5

74,902

-5.0

0.33

-21.8

South Africa

4,485,999

1803.4

2,819,124

1475.9

0.63

-17.2

France

51,090

-14.0

45,208

-10.4

0.88

4.1

Italy

1,308,637

337.2

1,727,218

223.5

1.32

-26.0

Australia

27,099

15.3

24,781

17.7

0.91

2.1

Moldova

860,724

200.0

575,593

184.4

0.67

-5.2

South Africa

37,689

1.6

24,193

-3.2

0.64

-4.7

USA

90,878

-35.2

157,264

-24.1

1.73

17.2

250,177

224.9

214,131

80.5

0.86

-44.5

97,679,320

26.2

85,579,165

33.9

0.88

6.1

USA

18,850

-26.9

21,453

-18.0

1.14

12.2

Others

New Zealand

8,093

-9.7

19,955

-6.2

2.47

3.9

Total

Chile

20,597

-27.2

14,486

-35.5

0.70

-11.4

Macedonia

13,151

-5.0

6,376

-12.4

0.48

-7.8

Hungary

7,806

-41.3

6,012

-32.7

0.77

14.7

Austria

5,942

-17.9

4,577

3.9

0.77

26.5

Argentina

2,284

-8.0

1,508

-30.0

0.66

-23.8

Romania

1,130

51.3

969

55.0

0.86

2.5

Portugal

906

-29.4

642

-34.6

0.71

-7.3

Greek

539

7.9

453

-26.3

0.84

-31.7

Others

777

-86.6

1,189

-64.5

1.53

164.4

584,481

-3.2

332,560

-11.3

0.57

-8.3

Total

JAPAN
,000 litres

RUSSIA
Litres

$

$/Litre

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

Spain

578,668

-94.5

396,705

-94.1

0.69

8.2

South Africa

453,580

-61.2

328,548

-76.1

0.72

-38.3

Moldova

426,950

-90.6

291,648

-91.1

0.68

-5.2
139.6

Italy

110,269

36.4

224,374

226.8

2.03

Others

568,045

-92.6

238,098

-92.8

0.42

-3.0

2,140,754

-91.1

1,498,882

-89.8

0.70

14.3

Total

.000 Yen

Yen/Litre

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chg. %

2021

Chile

12,446

-30.0

1,319,734

-31.5

106.03

Chg. %
-2.1

USA

3,414

-41.9

522,486

-41.9

153.02

-0.1

Australia

2,819

-20.3

382,785

-17.8

135.78

3.1

Spain

3,493

24.0

316,694

30.8

90.68

5.5

Italy

1,091

-51.4

156,076

-48.6

143.04

5.7

France

328

34.7

90,267

-3.9

274.81

-28.6

Argentina

199

-63.4

26,036

-43.2

130.63

55.0

South Africa

212

-36.1

18,137

-44.8

85.71

-13.7

Others

409

-24.2

99,839

-12.1

244.20

16.0

24,412

-28.0

2,932,054

-28.9

120.11

-1.2

Total

TMCI Padovan is pleased to present:
The perfect couple for crossflow filtration of both sediments and wine!
NITOR + AND DYNAMOS HP: ARE THE UNIVERSAL MULTIPURPOSE SOLUTION FOR
THE CROSSFLOW FILTRATION OF PRE AND POST-FERMENTATION SEDIMENTS AND WINES
FOR MEDIUM AND LARGE SIZED WINERIES.
NITOR +, equipped with either PES or PP polymer hollow fiber membranes or ceramic tubular membranes, fully assembled in-house, with the exclusive
interchangeable 8” modules and DYNAMOS HP, in a high-performance version with new monolithic vitreous-ceramic discs, which allow mechanical resistance and
significantly increased yields, are now combined to offer maximum results!
A perfect combination:
• Pre-concentration of sediments with static cross flow and final concentration with
dynamic crossflow and recovery of very high-quality filtrate;
• Nitor+ can be equipped with wide bore fibers designed for suspended solids during
harvest and with standard diameter fibers for wine filtration during the rest of the year.

NITOR +

Distinctive features:
•

Exclusive system of membranes cleaning from the vegetable fibers
generated during the concentration process;

•

No significant thermal variation between filtrate inlet and outlet;

•

Both filters do not require any glycol or cold-water cooling system;

•

All operations are carried out in a totally anoxic environment;

•

Very low energy consumption.

DYNAMOS HP

Teamwork divides tasks and multiplies success!

tmcigroup.com
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THE PERFORMANCE OF THE TOP EXPORTERS

A

total volume
of 35 million
hectolitres, a
5% increase on
the 2020 performance. This is the balance
for the first nine months of
the year for the main countries
exporting still bottled wine,
which balances the marked increases of Old World countries
with significant reductions
for big New World players, like
Australia.
All in all, considering that we
are comparing data for an exceptionally negative year, such
as 2020, the increase percentage doesn’t seem to be so remarkable. It is clear that recovery on markets isn’t very solid
yet (and isn’t spread evenly to
all suppliers), but on the other
hand, difficulties in logistics
and the supply of raw materials
are beginning to make themselves felt, as well as a general
increase in prices.
Taking a look at suppliers and
value data in more detail, there
is a general rise in prices and,
therefore, in the turnover generated by shipments, a factor
due to the gradual and almost
uniform reopening of the ontrade segment. For the world
(figure 1), except for Australia,

whose performance has been
drastically reduced due to the
closure of the Chinese market,
all the main countries show
marked increases in value exported: over 30% for USA and
France, more than 15% for Argentina and Spain, between
10 and 15% for Italy, Germany,
South Africa and Chile, with a
limited decrease for New Zealand.
On the US market (figure 2),
French wines are continuing to
take back shelf space. Last year,
in addition to Covid, they were
burdened with extra duties
imposed by the Trump administration: +45% the total value
balance in September, added to
extremely positive values for
all other European suppliers.
The Australians are clearly in
difficulty, and are still struggling to find solid alternatives
to rebalance the market.
As for China (figure 3), the value balance for Australia has
almost been zeroed, while the
French, Italians, Chileans and
Spanish have taken advantage:
the latter three, in particular,
face the challenge/opportunity
to become a credible alternative
to the Australians in the eyes of
the Chinese consumer, who is
mourning Penfold’s & Co.

In The Name Of
SPARKLING WINE

wine-observatory.com

If still wines are struggling to recover, in fits
and starts, there seems to be a real obsession for
sparkling wines on a global level, with a resounding
performance by Champagne and Prosecco
By CARLO FLAMINI
UIV Wine Observatory

1. BOTTLED WINES - TOTAL EXPORT - % CHG. VALUE

USA

34%

France

30%

Spain

22%

Argentina

17%

Italy

13%

Germany

9%

South Africa

9%
5%

Chile
New Zealand

-4%

Australia -35%

In Japan (figure 4), except for
Chile, which is following the
negative wake begun in 2020,
all the main trading partners
show moderate increases, especially Australia (+30%) and US
(+20%). Spain, France and Italy
are moving at a slower pace.
Turning to Europe, and particularly the British market
(figure 5), France and South Africa have recovered well, while
Italian and Argentine wines
are dozing, and New Zealand
and Australia close with negative performances, as well as
fewer orders for Chile. The situation in Britain is extreme-

2. US - BOTTLED WINES - % CHG. VALUE

France

45%

Germany

29%

Italy

17%

Spain

13%

South Africa

10%
10%

Argentina
3%

NZ
Chile

-0%

Australia -10%

3. CHINA - BOTTLED WINES - % CHG. VALUE

4. JAPAN - BOTTLED WINES - % CHG. VALUE

Argentina

92%

USA

Australia

32%

85%

South Africa

55%

France

54%

Italy

54%

USA

18%

Spain

51%

NZ

11%

France

7%

Italy

7%

48%

Chile

40%

Spain
18%

Germany

Chile

Australia -99%

-21%

5. UK - BOTTLED WINES - % CHG. VALUE

6. GERMANY - BOTTLED WINES - % CHG. VALUE

France

28%

South Africa

24%

Spain
6%

11%

Italy

10%

2%

Argentina

1%

Italy

9%

Spain

-5%

Chile

NZ -19%

France

12%

USA

Australia

ly muddled, with Brexit, the
pandemic and suppliers trying
to elbow their way into a highly competitive market that is
pushing downwards.
The German situation (figure 6)
is better from a market point
of view, although the latest
developments of the virus are
causing serious difficulties
for the administrations of the
various Länder. There have
been increases in value for all
the main European suppliers,
an unmistakable sign of wine
returning to more profitable
market segments, such as restaurants.

-7%

South Africa

-13%
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Sparkling Wines
The hesitant recovery underway for still wines is turning
into an unbridled race when
it comes to sparkling wines.
The most penalised in 2020,
they are currently the most
sought-after now that there is
a feeling of coming out of the
tunnel. On a general level, the
three key players on the market
have seen growth percentages go from a minimum of 20%
for Cava to a maximum of 55%
for Champagne, with +37% for
Prosecco in between (figure 7).
These are astounding values, if
we consider that we are dealing
with volumes of hundreds of
millions of bottles and billions
of euros of turnover.
In more detail per country, if
the +71% for Champagne in the
US (figure 8) is a bounce back
from the extremely negative
2020 figure, +54% for Prosecco
would appear to be nothing
short of a miracle, considering that this product has never stopped. The rosé version is

adding volume and value to a
base that is already performing
extremely well. Spanish Cava
has also performed amazingly
well, with +57%.
Champagne has also made a
very good recovery (+51%) on
the British market (figure 9),
accompanied by strong growth
of Cava (+12%) and Prosecco
(+15%). Here we need to make
an aside, because since January a lot of wine has been
transiting through Belgian
ports, where customs are
cleared for the large discount
stores. Added together, the two values
take +15% to something very near to
+20%.
Lastly, on the German
market (figure 10), the
situation is very similar
to that of the other two
countries. A high demand for
Champagne (+40%) has been
accompanied by double figure
increases for Prosecco (+21%)
and Cava (+10%).

7. SPARKLING WINES - TOTAL EXPORT - % CHG. VALUE

Cava

Champagne

37%

8. US - SPARKLING WINES - % CHG. VALUE

Cava

The full report, including all the details on the wine types, is available
for free at winebynumbers.it

57%

Champagne

71%

54%

Prosecco

9. UK - SPARKLING WINES - % CHG. VALUE

10. GERMANY - SPARKLING WINES - % CHG. VALUE

Cava

12%

Champagne

51%

10%

Champagne

15%

Prosecco

55%

Prosecco

In these pages are some of the 2021 data for the main wine import and
export countries, analysed and commented by the Wine Observatory
of the Unione Italiana Vini (www.wine-observatory.com),
and published by the Quarterly Report “Wine By Numbers.”

Cava

20%

40%

21%

Prosecco

Performances by Supplier
ITALY
BOTTLED
STILL WINES

SPARKLING
WINES

Litres

Euro

Euro/litre

Litres

Euro

Euro/litre

2021

% Chg.

2021

% Chg.

2021

% Chg.

USA

89,584,698

44.4

351,862,467

42.4

3.93

-1.4

UK

70,507,901

10.9

218,935,670

12.2

3.11

1.2
14.8

2021

% Chg.

2021

% Chg.

2021

% Chg.

Germany

21,235,622

1.3

82,789,892

16.2

3.90

USA

175,309,444

15.7

825,175,281

18.9

4.71

2.7

France

18,271,560

20.4

62,869,527

18.8

3.44

-1.3

Germany

169,906,022

9.9

560,857,516

12.5

3.30

2.4

Belgium

16,891,073

72.5

52,087,416

62.5

3.08

-5.7

UK

96,091,409

-5.2

252,490,939

2.3

2.63

7.9

Sweden

12,430,812

41.5

48,575,065

42.8

3.91

1.0

Canada

44,990,545

3.0

226,315,390

8.4

5.03

5.2

Switzerland

9,540,405

7.8

45,156,285

6.6

4.73

-1.1

Switzerland

31,820,944

11.0

212,238,198

15.3

6.67

3.9

Russia

13,982,011

51.7

40,941,222

42.5

2.93

-6.1

Netherlands

36,184,286

21.6

124,626,808

20.8

3.44

-0.7

Canada

7,450,618

26.4

36,205,671

27.6

4.86

0.9

Denmark

20,614,965

2.7

86,924,959

-0.4

4.22

-3.0

Japan

6,437,979

18.9

28,265,667

12.9

4.39

-5.1

Japan

19,093,401

-1.7

81,452,921

5.6

4.27

7.4

Austria

6,500,012

23.3

27,824,608

23.7

4.28

0.3

Belgium

23,931,940

-0.9

78,753,679

2.8

3.29

3.7

Poland

6,061,191

10.0

21,818,185

11.9

3.60

1.8

Sweden

14,269,401

-10.1

68,838,281

-1.8

4.82

9.3

Netherlands

3,971,310

49.1

16,366,346

12.3

4.12

-24.7

China

15,349,835

46.2

65,406,527

53.6

4.26

5.1

Ukraine

3,989,556

82.6

13,618,807

68.9

3.41

-7.5

France

14,273,552

-14.0

64,934,117

10.6

4.55

28.5

Norway

2,923,744

-2.5

13,081,446

-1.9

4.47

0.7

South Korea

7,811,967

97.0

48,124,574

105.7

6.16

4.4

China

3,881,763

28.7

12,648,127

48.9

3.26

15.6

Russia

19,224,157

18.5

47,812,276

20.1

2.49

1.3

Norway

8,405,548

-11.3

47,746,555

0.2

5.68

13.0

Austria

10,201,349

-3.4

34,116,089

1.0

3.34

Poland

9,257,435

4.8

26,174,069

5.8

2.83

Finland

4,382,706

-1.3

19,060,690

2.6

4.35

Brazil

5,664,059

29.0

18,999,024

34.6

3.35

Ireland

5,644,715

-5.1

16,064,671

5.5

Czech R.

4,908,256

0.8

13,944,188

-6.7

Hong Kong

1,362,121

30.5

13,722,103

26.4

Spain

1,869,080

28.1

10,416,417

Mexico

1,799,503

22.7

Others

46,246,271

Total

788,612,911

Finland

2,800,866

49.7

11,453,022

45.2

4.09

-3.0

Spain

3,538,381

-7.3

10,792,400

39.1

3.05

50.0

4.5

Czech R.

2,840,000

45.0

9,759,617

40.9

3.44

-2.8

0.9

Denmark

2,130,177

9.2

8,121,961

7.0

3.81

-2.0

4.0

South Korea

1,723,512

197.3

7,415,256

220.2

4.30

7.7

4.3

Hong Kong

827,080

70.7

3,921,004

53.4

4.74

-10.1

2.85

11.1

Ireland

881,295

29.6

3,330,515

32.8

3.78

2.5

2.84

-7.5

Brazil

916,123

10.6

2,391,564

6.6

2.61

-3.6

10.07

-3.1

Others

37,862,748

39.2

141,331,887

33.8

3.73

-3.9

24.8

5.57

-2.6

Total

347,180,437

28.2

1,271,563,627

28.6

3.66

0.3

5,614,733

38.1

3.12

12.6

14.9

197,013,358

24.3

4.26

8.3

8.2

3,146,823,363

13.9

3.99

5.3
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Thousand litres

CHAMPAGNE

Thousand litres

BURGUNDY

FRANCE
Thousand Euro

Euro/litre
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Thousand Euro

Euro/litre

2021

% Chg.

2021

% Chg.

2021

USA

10,874

42.7

189,223

54.5

17.40

% Chg.
8.3

UK

8,633

7.1

134,964

36.1

15.63

27.1

Japan

4,362

8.9

88,319

8.9

20.25

0.0

848

46.1

62,614

48.9

73.81

1.9

5,283

18.1

53,795

22.5

10.18

3.8

2021

% Chg.

2021

% Chg.

2021

% Chg.

USA

17,963

79.6

516,364

70.7

28.75

-4.9

Canada

UK

12,038

42.9

285,278

50.5

23.70

5.3

Switzerland

997

17.4

40,287

12.2

40.39

-4.4

Singapore

7,420

42.9

232,674

51.2

31.36

5.8

China

1,595

121.9

38,216

151.5

23.95

13.4

Belgium

3,917

34.4

33,794

35.1

8.63

0.6

Hong Kong

Japan

3,739

25.5

136,645

30.3

36.55

3.8

Germany

5,483

39.8

128,770

39.7

23.49

-0.1

Denmark

1,827

52.5

28,394

44.2

15.54

-5.4

Italy

3,912

64.2

125,795

67.6

32.16

2.0

Netherlands

2,233

21.1

24,474

53.3

10.96

26.5

Belgium

4,228

35.1

98,957

42.1

23.40

5.2

Total

53.078

28,0

913.658

40,3

17,21

9,7

Australia

4,341

40.1

95,035

58.6

21.89

13.2

Switzerland

2,502

34.0

73,391

43.1

29.33

6.8

Spain

2,314

89.1

68,934

102.9

29.79

7.3

Netherlands

1,889

29.1

60,172

68.1

31.85

30.3

Canada

1,735

61.3

57,036

64.4

32.88

1.9

Sweden

1,891

28.0

42,946

30.0

22.71

1.5

Hong Kong

753

44.4

32,072

65.5

42.61

14.7

South Korea

845

50.5

27,989

58.4

33.11

5.3

Denmark

849

69.3

24,212

56.1

28.53

-7.8

China

676

109.9

23,623

81.1

34.97

-13.7

Austria

767

26.5

21,109

23.6

27.51

-2.3

United Arab Emirates

441

-3.8

17,572

6.3

39.85

10.5

Russia

448

-5.4

10,963

-3.4

24.46

2.2

Total

84,287

49.7

2,369,721

54.7

28.11

3.3

Thousand litres

BORDEAUX
USA

Thousand Euro

Euro/litre

2021

% Chg.

2021

% Chg.

2021

% Chg.

18,573

34.0

273,002

86.6

14.70

39.3

Hong Kong

4,264

10.7

229,585

21.7

53.84

10.0

UK

10,540

-17.4

211,467

53.7

20.06

86.2

China

24,796

30.8

208,542

54.0

8.41

17.7

Switzerland

3,347

26.3

114,650

63.4

34.26

29.4

Japan

12,495

3.9

93,802

14.3

7.51

10.1

Belgium

11,110

6.3

84,875

27.0

7.64

19.4

Germany

9,100

8.0

82,542

33.7

9.07

23.8

Canada

5,250

19.5

52,811

28.0

10.06

7.1

Singapore

1,029

12.2

29,474

42.1

28.63

26.7

131,953

17.1

1,720,239

46.3

13.04

24.9

Total

SPAIN
Litres

BOTTLED
STILL WINES

Euro

AUSTRALIA

Euro/litre

2021

% Chg.

2021

% Chg.

2021

% Chg.

UK

69,330,698

-6.2

201,503,125

USA

36,668,096

12.1

180,841,111

12.4

2.91

19.9

15.4

4.93

3.0

Germany

72,752,613

10.6

150,270,088

8.9

2.07

-1.5

Switzerland

11,782,461

8.5

84,454,422

16.6

7.17

7.4

Canada

16,395,516

6.3

75,427,690

11.1

4.60

4.5

China

32,554,438

25.4

70,288,260

40.1

2.16

11.7

Netherlands

29,291,726

-20.6

70,137,696

-16.2

2.39

5.5

France

34,052,232

3.9

40,148,640

5.7

1.18

1.7

Mexico

10,736,465

20.7

39,725,763

30.4

3.70

8.1

Japan

15,389,939

7.6

33,836,368

11.0

2.20

3.2

Belgium

9,912,128

5.4

32,291,804

19.7

3.26

13.6

Portugal

69,582,488

23.7

29,232,500

5.5

0.42

-14.7

Denmark

9,608,075

12.6

25,471,280

17.5

2.65

4.4

Sweden

6,042,641

-6.6

23,033,259

-5.2

3.81

1.5

Ireland

6,853,331

2.8

21,710,503

0.2

3.17

-2.5

South Korea

6,665,114

28.6

20,109,078

58.5

3.02

23.2

Brazil

6,753,551

29.0

14,475,902

30.0

2.14

0.8

Norway

2,526,690

3.6

14,017,195

6.5

5.55

2.8

Poland

7,171,738

25.5

13,882,220

20.7

1.94

-3.9

Russia

8,715,525

23.6

12,474,333

24.7

1.43

0.9

Hong Kong

1,721,109

15.2

9,157,925

36.9

5.32

18.8

Italy

18,817,341

137.2

9,003,372

60.3

0.48

-32.4

Czech. R.

6,678,794

3.1

7,420,553

4.6

1.11

1.4

Finland

2,592,262

-5.2

7,134,366

3.3

2.75

9.0

Ukraine

3,421,670

-6.5

6,852,356

-5.7

2.00

0.8
-10.4

Austria

1,285,459

8.0

4,731,656

-3.3

3.68

Others

81,428,761

19.5

158,757,893

22.4

1.95

2.4

Totale

578,730,860

10.8

1,356,389,354

13.4

2.34

2.3

BOTTLED
STILL WINES

Thousand litres

Thousand AUD

2021

% Chg.

2021

% Chg.

2021

% Chg.

USA

61,781

-3.7

253,503

-9.6

4.10

-6.2

UK

31,432

-14.3

157,118

-7.3

5.00

8.1

Hong Kong

5,635

24.1

139,634

97.3

24.78

59.0

Singapore

5,430

13.2

121,421

122.3

22.36

96.4

Canada

17,734

-9.9

89,573

-24.0

5.05

-15.7

New Zealand

12,882

1.8

57,692

-5.5

4.48

-7.2

South Korea

4,633

117.6

36,508

108.8

7.88

-4.0

Japan

5,524

23.7

31,249

31.6

5.66

6.3

Netherlands

5,904

-11.1

30,058

-0.5

5.09

12.0

Thailand

2,231

46.5

19,165

93.3

8.59

32.0

Sweden

3,316

8.8

18,464

9.2

5.57

0.4

Malaysia

1,465

-17.4

17,650

-32.7

12.04

-18.5
26.5

Taiwan

1,473

1.3

15,284

28.2

10.37

Denmark

2,553

-43.3

12,860

-13.1

5.04

53.4

China

1,898

-97.1

10,999

-98.5

5.80

-47.1
-26.9

United Arab Emirates

1,999

67.7

10,687

22.5

5.35

Ireland

2,275

-11.9

9,916

-8.3

4.36

4.1

Germany

1,409

-29.6

8,402

-16.2

5.96

19.0

Others
Total

BOTTLED
STILL WINES

Thousand litres

Thousand NZD

NZD/litre

14,902

21.6

86,306

12.4

5.79

-7.5

184,475

-26.9

1,126,489

-35.2

6.11

-11.4

CHILE
BOTTLED
STILL WINES

NEW ZEALAND

AUD/litre

Thousand litres
2021

% Chg.

Thousand $

$/litre

2021

% Chg.

2021

% Chg.
8.5

China

49,184

36.7

192,962

48.3

3.92

Brazil

51,818

-0.4

135,033

7.0

2.61

7.4

UK

37,369

-13.3

116,709

-4.5

3.12

10.1

USA

31,934

-3.4

99,503

-0.3

3.12

3.3

Japan

29,545

-22.7

80,803

-21.4

2.73

1.7

2021

% Chg.

2021

% Chg.

2021

% Chg.

South Korea

16,007

45.0

68,331

63.3

4.27

12.7

USA

47,884

7.5

408,279

3.1

8.53

-4.0

Canada

13,530

-15.0

54,502

-0.8

4.03

16.6

UK

22,830

-23.8

190,779

-18.5

8.36

7.0

Mexico

15,714

40.4

47,034

72.1

2.99

22.6

Australia

17,927

-11.6

152,389

-2.1

8.50

10.7

Netherlands

13,018

-45.8

42,468

-41.8

3.26

7.4

1,556

2.5

34,020

8.8

21.87

6.2

-29.0

3.15

-0.9
23.8

Canada

8,101

-15.4

83,256

-20.5

10.28

-6.0

France

China

1,885

41.6

25,104

50.9

13.32

6.6

Ireland

8,771

-28.4

27,626

Ireland

2,632

-4.5

23,337

-4.2

8.87

0.4

Germany

6,287

-17.8

22,833

1.7

3.63

Netherlands

1,972

-16.1

15,928

-15.1

8.08

1.3

Colombia

7,730

-17.2

20,801

-14.9

2.69

2.7

Singapore

754

-3.1

12,172

10.5

16.14

14.0

Russia

7,972

-20.4

19,848

-15.4

2.49

6.3

Hong Kong

944

14.7

11,618

5.4

12.30

-8.1

Denmark

4,687

34.1

19,277

44.0

4.11

7.4

5,149

63.1

12,588

67.3

2.44

2.6

France

788

30.0

10,352

20.0

13.14

-7.7

Paraguay

Japan

776

-7.5

9,163

-10.6

11.80

-3.4

Belgium

3,456

-10.0

11,955

-3.7

3.46

7.0

Germany

846

-57.8

7,395

-42.1

8.74

37.2

Finland

2,640

-18.4

8,751

-11.1

3.31

9.0

Sweden

408

-57.7

5,301

-40.4

12.99

40.9

Sweden

1,799

-45.4

7,871

-28.8

4.38

30.4

Denmark

582

-0.1

5,156

3.4

8.86

3.5

Others

44,226

5.9

144,336

7.3

3.26

1.3

352,392

-3.2

1,167,251

5.4

3.31

8.9

United Arab Emirates
Others
Total

296

81.2

2,960

41.8

9.98

6,887

29.2

61,814

30.6

8.98

-21.8
1.1

115,513

-6.0

1,025,003

-4.0

8.87

2.2

Total
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A selection of machinery, equipment, services and products available on the market, curated by the manufacturers

GARBELLOTTO

A New Facility For Garbellotto And An Agreement With Ana Tonnellerie

I

n less than a year after the
opening cerimony of the new
facility “Artisanal Intelligence”,
the Garbellotto, to react at the
increasing of the production and
consequently rebound of the turnover,
has planned an extension for a total of
2000 square meters, thus divided: 500
sq.m of shed for the selection of the
woods, and 1.500 sq.m of a temperature
controlled warehouse, for the storage

of Casks and barriques which will then
be shipped all over the world. “After a
difficult 2020 due the pandemic, we
look to the future with optimism”
comment Piero Garbellotto, C.E.O. of
the company. “We also defined an
agreeement with AnA Tonellerie for
the distribution in France of our Casks,
but most of all a French Tonellerie
Tailoring will permit us to have in our
price list their precious barriques”.

GORI

The International Specialized Logistics Freight Forwarder For Wine & Spirits

E

xperience, professionalism, flexibility and the ability
to listen and analyze our client’s requests represent the
crucial instruments for achieving real optimization
of the supply chain. This allows us to conceive advanced and
personalized logistic solutions to suit each individual customer
from the production line to the final consumer: Gori is
specialized in Wine & Spirits logistics, offering our customers
a wide portfolio of customized and tailored solutions that best
suit their needs. We are a network of careful specialists, that
are able to support the wine & spirits industry with reliable
and flexible solutions and handling all your products with
dedicated protective measures. Our procedures, technologies
and equipment are designed to safeguard and maintain the
value of each bottle in every step. Recently we have opened our

latest warehouse located in Interporto Vespucci, Livorno. The
new warehouse will hold over 12,000 pallets, this multi-user
facility will house our customers‘ wine and spirits products
for export. As part of DHL’s commitment to reduce logisticsrelated emissions to net zero by 2050, the new development will
feature a number of energy-saving innovations that far exceed
current regulations for a building of its type, including daylight
harvesting, intelligent Led lighting, grey water harvesting for
welfare facilities. Despite the difficult moment that the world
is currently living in, Gori is still investing and growing; this
latest addition to the existing Gori facilities dedicated to Wine
and Spirits will bring the total square meter capacity in Italy,
fully dedicated to the wine and spirits industry, to over 100.000
sqm with a capacity storage of over 7 Million of 9 litre cases!

MAS PACK

Remuage Cage Unpacker /Packer

T

he new generation robotized island by Mas
Pack for “remuage” cage unpacker / packer
is composed by two machines equipped with
5-axis robotic manipulators. Each manipulator is
equipped with a vacuum gripping head, which allow
the bottles to be removed from “tirages” cages and
to be stored in cages for automatic “remuage”. In the
first robotized station, the manipulator removes the
lying bottles from the tirage cage one row at a time,
processing them on a motorized multi-way conveyor,
complete with bottle counting, for connection to the
second station. The bottles are unloaded along the

transports in a horizontal position in a way that arriving
to the second station they are already predisposed, at the
bottom of each other, to be placed in the remuage cage
by the second manipulator. The second manipulator,
finally, to hold the bottles in the correct position, by
means of a gripping head, transfers a complete layer of
bottles, per cycle, into the cage for automatic remuage.
The new Mas Pack unpacker / packer remuage island
allows this delicate process to be fully automated,
treating up to 3.000 bottles / hour. For lower speeds, it is
also possible to use just a single manipulator for both
the unpacking and packing remuage phases.

METALUX

Capsules Of All Kinds, Including Pvc-Free Ones

M

etalux
Capsule was
established in
1964 by Dino Ilario Dal Ri
in Italy. Being a pioneer in
global capsules’ production
and with over 55 years of
experience and know-how,
Metalux supplies high
quality capsules to over
40 countries worldwide
which makes Metalux
one of the main wellknown manufacturers
of bottle capsules in the
global packaging market.
Available products are
PVC capsules, aluminium

wine capsules, capsules for
sparkling wines and PET
capsules. The main activity
of the company is the
production of PVC, PET and
aluminium bottle capsules,
according to the latest
technologies in production
processes. Recent addition
to our variety of products
is the PVC-Free heat
shrinking capsules, PVCFree polylaminate capsules
and PVC-Free champagne
capsules. Metalux is always
valid in order to satisfy any
new requirement of each
client and ensure for the

best result. Most customers
of Metalux are active in
the production of wine,
champagne, sparkling
wine, olive oil, alcohol
beverages and beer. The
history of Metalux is
based on investment in
technology and equipment
and its philosophy is that
“a quality product has no
boundaries”.
Info: +39 0421 331266
+30 22410 81767
info@metaluxcapsule.it
manager@metaluxsa.com
www.metaluxsa.com
www.metaluxcapsule.it
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NORTAN

New Syncrocap Capsule Distributor

T

hanks to an innovative mechatronic project (Feds
Technology), the new Syncrocap distributor can
automatically adapt to the different capsules to be
processed, thus reducing the format change times up to 80%
and the imperfections due to human intervention. Compared to
standard capsule distributors, the new Syncrocap represents a
significant step forward for the whole sector. Each component
has been completely rethought and redesigned around the
following objectives: processing optimization, increase in reliability,
reduction and simplification of maintenance, minimization of the format
change times for operators. The main heart of the innovation is
the fully electronic separation and distribution group, where
a new proprietary mechatronic technology (Patent Pending)

called F.e.d.s. Technology (Fully electronic distribution
system) has been implemented. This leads to a reduction
in setting and format change times by the operator of
about 80% and to the complete elimination of errors
and problems that may arise due to rough adjustments.
Furthermore, thanks to a series of algorithms that
encompass all Nortan experience, all mechanical devices
have been eliminated and the concept of “Electronic Cam”
has been introduced, which allows to automatically adapt
the timing and parameters of the various components
based on the type of capsule in work. The 40% reduction in
details and the optimization of production processes has
led to a significant increase in reliability.

K

stop is able to shorten treatment time to
90 min. or more, when necessary, due to
wine flash cooling and crystal seeding.
A scraped surface gas evaporator or a glycol plate
cooler bring wine close to freezing point for a flash
crystals activation. Crystallization takes place into
a reactor where fluid bed crystals will increase
their size and weight while new ones are formed.
High pressure hydro-cyclones separate seeds and
fertilize incoming wine thus fastening the contact
reaction. Wine conductivity after treatment
is continuously monitored and an automatic
recycle is foreseen when set values are overcome.
A “bat” hung series of tandem filtering cartridges
(Padovan Design) permit to clean wine from
crystals. They are automatically regenerated with

TMCI PADOVAN

Continuous
Tartaric Stabilizer
Kstop

hot water or chemical cleaning. Fully automatic
models range from 2 to 30 t/h (more on demand).
Ped Kstop is available for sparkling wines too.
Advantages – Reduced dimensions: the volume of
crystallization tank is 80 times smaller than the
refrigerated holding tanks used traditionally;
Energy saving: volume reduction of holding tank
and high thermal recovery with pre-cooling of
inlet product in counter flow with processed wine
permit a global 80% calories reduction; Operation
reliability: an automatic conductivity control
continuously monitors outlet wine; flexibility:
possibility to stop or temporary reduce wine flow
and restart any time without any production
issues; Labor saving: being a fully auto plant, only
an operator occasional check is necessary.

VCR VIVAI COOPERATIVI RAUSCEDO

At The Forefront Of Sustainability

I

s it possible to produce quality grafted vines while
preserving the resources of the planet and the involved
personnel’s health without compromising on the
morphological and phytosanitary quality of the final product?
This is the topic tackled during the meeting "The future of
viticulture and sustainable nursery", held on 11 November in
Pordenone within the framework of Rive Exhibition. During
the meeting the lines of research that are being currently
pursued at the new VCR Research Center were presented:
specifically, VCR’s investigations are focused on the reduction
of the environmental impact in nursery practices without
sacrificing the morphological quality and phytosanitary
guarantees of the product. At the brand-new and ultra-

modern facilities of the VCR Research Center products and
techniques are being tested for the development of new
viticulture models compatible with greater environmental
and economic sustainability, capable of responding to the
major and sudden changes imposed on vineyard management
by climate change. These are the challenges that all productive
sectors are called to face, notably agriculture, having always
been at the forefront in environmental safeguard and land
management. Vivai Cooperativi Rauscedo are ready to take
up this challenge through Research and Experimentation
investments, as well as through partnerships with major
national and international Research Centers, proving one
more time to be the world leader, in Innovation too!
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We safeguard secrets.
Without any secrets.
Bottling is much more than just a stage of the
packaging process, as the ﬁnal quality of every drink
depends upon it. Wine especially, needs to be bottled
carefully and to be protected by undesired oxygen
pick-up and other contaminants, to safeguard all
the qualities and the organoleptic properties that
winegrowers worked so hard to achieve.

FIND OUT MORE AT

 www.mbf.it

